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AFRICA'S INDUSTRY IN THE 19905 AND BEYOND:
SOME THOUGHTS

Introduction
The following article is written with one main
purpose in mind: to provoke a sense of 5e11examination on the part of the reader as to why
A frica has failed to industrialize and how it can go
abour. initiating some process of industrial growth
in the 1990s and beyond. The article will have
achieved some purpose from the self-examination
by different readers if intensive discussions are
conducted at various levels, especially by
industrial entrepreneurs, policy makers and
academics in the industrial, social and cultural
fields.
The article takes it as a basic premise that
industrialization can occur within any region or
country so long as the right conditions are
existent for the necessary period of time. It is,
therefore, thought particularly important toidentify the most critical parameters that
constitute the right conditions for industrialization
before proceeding to the definition of the options
that Africa has in the 19905 and beyond.
Brief background to Africa's industrial future
Africa has for decades remained the least
industrialized region of the world. Developing
Africa which accounts for over 11 per cent of the
world population has, since the
1960s
contributed less than 1 per cent of the industria'
output 1 of the world. What is perhaps most
significant for the decades ahead is that Africa's
share in the world's industrial output started to
decline in the late 1980s and might continue to
do so in the 1990s and perhaps beyond.
The sorry and sombre situation of Africa's
industrialization process is summarized in Tables
1 and 2 below which give the shares and growth

rates respectively of the various regions of the
world in world manufacturing value added.
Table 1 which gives the share of regions and
economic groupings in world manufacturing value
added for the period 1960-1988 shows that the
share of developing Africa in world MVA was a
mere 0.8 per cent throughout the 1960s up to
the first half of 1970s when it slightly increased
to 0.9 per cent in 1975 and remained at the same
level up to 1980. In 1985 Africa's share in world
MVA went up to 1 per cent and then started to
decline to 0.9 per cent by 1988. This trend is in
stark contrast to the share of developing
countries in world MVA which showed an
increasing trend in the past three decades from
8.2 per cent in 1960 to 10.9 per cent in 1970;
13.7 per cent in 1980; and 14.1 per cent in
1988.
From Table 2 which shows the growth rates
of the manufacturing sector of Africa, North
Africa, sub-Saharan Africa, and the various
regions and economic groupings for the period of
1950-1988 it can be observed that in the 1960s,
developing Africa achieved its highest growth rate
of 7.3 per cent annually in manufacturing value
added. By contrast, in the 1960s Latin America
recorded an annual growth rate of 6.5 per cent,
and South and East Asia achieved a growth rate
of 8.4 per cent yearly.
From the above brief sketch it is possible to
conclude that developing Africa has not achieved
much in industrialization. Its share of world MVA
has not significantly changed in the past 30 years
whereas the share of other developing regions
has risen steadily. The rate of growth of Africa's
MVA has declined from 7.3 per cent in the 1960s
to 5.3 per cent in the 19708 and further to a
mere 3.2 per cent in the 19805.
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Table 1:

Share of Regions and Economic Groupings in World Manufacturing Value added fMVAI. 1960-1988 (percentages)

Subregion/re gion/economic
grouping
Developing Africa

1960-

1965-

0.8

0.8

1970

1915

1985

1980

1988

0.8

0.9

0.9

r.o

0.9

-North Africa

0.42

0.39

0.36

0.38

0.59

0.48

-Sub-Saharan Africa

0.38

0.41

0.54

0.52

0.41

0.42

0.35

0.47

0.56

0.37

0.43

South Africa
Latin America

5.0

4.8

6.2

6.9

7.1

6.1

5.8

Asia

2.4

2.6

3.4

4.2

5.0

5.9

6.8

-West Asia

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.9

1.1

1.2

-South and East Asia

2.0

2.1

2.7

3.3

4.1

4.8

5.6

Developing countries

8.2

8.2

10.9

12.6

13.7

13.7

14.1

Centrally planned economies

14.0

15.6

15.4

19.0

19.6

20.2

20.4

Developed market economies

77.8

76.2

73.7

68.4

66.7

66.1

65.5

Source: UNIDO, "Handbook of Industrial Statistics", various issues and other publications.
• Most of the figures for the year are obtained from "World Industry in 1980"
prepared by UNIDO.
Table 2:

Growth of Manufacturing Value added tMVA) by Subregion. Region and Economic Grouping (percenteg••)

Subregion/region/economic grouping

1950-1960

1960-1970

1980-1988

6.9*

7.3

5.3

3.2

-North Africa

7.S*

4.9

6.5

3.8

-,ub-Saharan Africa

6.2*

9.5

5.6

2.1

4.7

0.1

Africa

South Africa

6.0**

Latin America

6.0··

6.5

5.3

1.7

Asia

9.9·*

8.0·· •

8.0

6.8

6.8

6.1

8.4

9.1

7.5

6.7**

6.4···

6.5

4.1

Centrally planned economies

11.9* •

9.7

7.0

4.1

Developed market economies

5.8··

5.9

3.1

3.4

6.7·· *

4.2

3.6

-West Asia
-South and East Asia
Developing countries

World

2

1970·1980

5.9··

The major strategic considerations
The implications of the very sombre historical
background of Africa's industrialization process
are. at the least, awesome. At best they present
a challenge of great magnitude to the African
people of the present and coming generation. As
such, it is pertinent to look carefully at some
elements of strategic thinking to see if Africa can
reverse the trend of de-industrialization that came
around in the 1980s. Such elements are no
doubt many and diverse and one cannot pretend
to be exhaustive. However, a few which are
deemed most important and urgent are reflected
upon in this section.
1. The ongoing adjustment process and the
place of the industrial sector
It has not fully sunk into the minds of many
African policy analysts that the adjustment
process that many African countries embarked on
has had and will have many repercussions on
Africa's industrial development both in the shortand long-term. It is important to come to grasp
with the different effects of the ongoing
adjustment process on industry because some of
them are likely to be irreversible.
Obvious
examples include the government divesture in
industrial units and the increasing role of the
private (local or foreign) entrepreneurs.
The very first aspect of the ongoing
adjustment process relates to the marginalization
of the industrial sector. While much rhetoric
continues to imply that African leaders continue
to emphasize industrial development as one of the
main means to
bring about economic
transformation and self-reliance (LPA, IDDA-I,
IDDA-It), the reality on the economic ground of
almost all African countries is the very contrary.
A few examples wilt suffice to show the
lncreaslnq marginality of the industrial sector
since the adoption of adjustment programmes in
African countries:
tal While industrial capacity and production
grew rapidly and' steadily in the early postindependence period, it stagnated or declined in
the 1980s with very limited new capacities being
created and with less of the earlier installed
capacity being utilized;
(b) In the 1960s and early 1970s Africa's
industrial sector showed increasing diversification
while in the 1980s the sector became
incr~asjngly less diversified;
(c) Along with declining investments
especlaltv in the manufacturing sector, industry's

share of the work force possibly peaked at around
only 10 per cent in 1980 and has most likely
stagnated or declined since then; and
(d) The adjustment process has engendered
an ostensibly desirable competitive environment
but one which has resulted in the shutting down
of industrial plants that are, in their "infant state"
very sensitive to economies of scale, competition
with cheap imports, high prices of spare parts and
raw material inputs in local currencies, high
interest rates and the difficulties of getting credit.
It is therefore impossible to ponder over the
strategic question of whether Africa will attain an
industrial breakthrough in the near future without
thinking consciously and consistently about an
African industrial strategy that spans a generation
or two.
It is wishful thinking to believe that Africa (i)
will industrialize through the traditional
adjustment process; and (iil without an explicit
industrialization concept, will create competitive
industries,
gen,erate the badly needed
technological know-how and know-why, create
the pool of endogenous private entrepreneurs
with the required capital to sustain the process of
rapid industrialization or to attract enough foreign
investors.
In a nutshell, it is paramount that there is
need for strategic thinking by all policy makers
and political leaders to assign a clear place to the
industrial sector during policy design,
implementation, and ajustment process.
It is not an exaggeration that if this strategic
element is not taken into account Africa could
wake up out of the adjustment process with a
shrivelled and decaying industrial sector.
The second aspect of the ongoing adjustment
process relates to the role of government in the
future industrialization of African countries. If we
accept the premise that industrialization through
a "default mechanism" is strategically not viable,
then the Question of the role of government
becomes inevitable. It should be emphasized that
there are two dimensions that are of relevance to
the issue of the industrialization of Africa. The
first is what government should not do (the nonrole dimension) and the second is what
government should do (the role dimension).
In respect of the non-role dimension, current
wisdom (especially after the collapse of
communism) seems to have become unshakable:
governments should not indulge in activities that
private entrepreneurs can undertake under the
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guidance of undistorred market forces. In other
words, current wisdom is for governments to
leave the magic of economic success to the
classic, if not mythical, "invisible hand".
However, it should be cautioned that in
almost all cases of successful industrialization in
developing countries government was not such a
passive player in the modernization efforts. For
example, in a study of the Korean econornv", the
following statements are made irrespective of
what current economic thought may prescribe:
"In Japan the promotion of Industrial
development was a cooperative effort
between business and government... In the
of Korea,
however,
the
main
case
government organization was not the
Ministry of Trade and Industry (M Tl) but the
President himself,
supported
by
the
Economic Planning Board and the MTI.
Because the role of government was much
stronger in Korea than in Japan especially
during the 1961-1979 period it may be
proper to call it "Korea Inc. ". a cooperative
effort in which government took the lead and
business followed n
Further, in analyzing the success of Korea,
Rostow believed that one of the factors that
contributed to the success of Korea was "the
avoidance by economists and policy makers of
the intellectual trap - the assumption that an
economy can be managed adequately using only
such macro economic tools as the regulation of
the money supply, interest rates and so on. It
would 'thus appear that in spite of the vigour with
whicl- current prescriptions for reform are
advocated, Africa may still wish to examine how
governments can "usefuUy intervene" to bring
about industrialization that will be efficient,
competitive and sustainable.
Of course, current literature has tried to
curve out certain areas on which African
governments should concentrate.
As far as
industrialization is concerned, these should cover
at teast the following:
(a)

Adoption of a sound growth strategy;

(b) Development
institutions;
(c)

of

growth-promoting

Development of the infrastructure;

(d) Creating
an enabling environment
through adoption of conducive public policies; and
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(e) Proper use of public resources especially
in the development of infrastructure and
education.
The 'question that we should not wait for
history to answer is the following: Is the role of
government as perceived in the ongoing
adjustment process sufficient to ensure the
industrialization of African countries?
2. The African culture and an industrial culture
Very few authoritative studies exist on the
possible links between a culture and its potential
to industrialize successfully.
Some tentative
pointers have been made on the Asian experience
(particularly Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Singapore)
and how this experience might throw light on the
links that mayor may not exist between culture
and development in general and industrialization
in particular.
In the African context two
questions now seem to beg for clear answers that
will lead to relevant actions. Firstly does culture
really matter in an industrialization process?
Secondly, if culture matters, how should the
African culture be strategically moved into a
vibrant industrial culture that will generate and
sup port Africa's industri alization in the futu re?
It would definitely appear that development
in general and industrialization in particular are
not" culture-neutral". However, the thinking to
date has tended to assume otherwise. As put by
Mamadou
Dia 3 ,
institutional development
projects have been based on three key
assumptions: a mechanistic and linear conception
of history and "development", which assumes
that every society must go through the same'
stages before it can achieve development; a
technological approach to institutional
development and management that assumes that
Western methods and techniques of management
are the only road to modernization; and an
ethnocentric approach to culture that assumes
that the basic goal of any society is to achieve
the same values characterizing the so-called
"developed" countries (i.e, spirit of enterprise,
profit motive, material security, and self interest),
Countries not exhibiting such values are viewed
as primitive and underdeveloped.
The logical conclusion of this approach is
that Africa's development must be stimulated
from the outside, requiring a transfer of culture,
methods, and techniques from the industrialized
Western countries. However, the evidence to
date strongly suggests that none of these
assumptions are valid.

Although much more research needs to be
done
on
the
linkage
of
culture
and
industr alization in the contemporary African
context. there are a number of reasons that
would seem to illustrate adequately the existence
of the linkage. These include the following:

(a)

Culture and enterprise formation

Tf e motivation of societies to form
enterpnses in ways that seem to be influenced by
the culture of the society. The African society
which, until recently, tended to emphasize
interpersonal harmony over Western individual
profit nay be less inclined to generate the needed
motivation to exploit opportunities for profit. It
may be more inclined and satisfied with a
community undertaking that might generate
limited (if any) profits but has a high sociopsychological value to the community as a whole.

tb!

(d)

It has been noted by a few scholars that the
value that African culture attaches to group
solidar itv and socialization, leads to a relatively
higher valuation of leisure involving rituals, funeral
and wedding ceremonies and social life. While
this trait is often construed (wrongly) as laziness
and apparent lethargy, it is in essence an activity
which African societies view as having an
intangible but non-negligible marginal return and,
it therefore directly competes with the use of
Iabou in other activities such as in industrial
units. Also as a result it reduces productivity per
unit of labour. The trait described here may, to
an extent, account for the very slow rate at
which most African societies have moved out of
subsistence since the value attached to leisure
might compensate for the opportunity cost of the
profit that would have been gained with surplus
production.

Cutture and savings/investment attitudes
(e)

It is a cultural trait in most African societies
to conceive of wealth as those riches which are
socially visible, socially demonstrable and, as a
consequence, socially consumable at least
potentially and often conspicuously. This affects
saving habits and limits the quantity and quality
of entrepreneurship and subsequently, it reduces
the dynamics of change to new ideas needed for
(I self-sustaining industrialization or modernization
process.
(c)

Culture, labour and productivity

Culture, copying and imitating

Junzo Kawada" has insightfully noted that
"when Japan began to eagerly study Western
arts, clgain the Japanese intellectuals raised the
slogan ... Wakon Yoasai namely Japanese spirit
and Western arts". In a similar vein Ali Mazrui
reached the conclusion" that Japan modernised
without Westernisation while Africa Westernised
without modernisation". The Japanese culture
souobt to keep its spirit while at the same time
unbibinq (copying) the arts (technology) of
another culture, while on the contrary the African
culture gave up its spirit to the Western culture
witho ut imbibing the arts of the West. While it is
difficult to fully discern the African cultural traits
behind this phenomenon it can be hypothesized
that the African culture has a tendency to more
easily allow a perverse deculturalization that
involves the "imitation" of the "spirit" of another
culture without copying (or actually learning) the
"non spirit" arts of that culture.
II

Cult..

ecology and survival

It is certainly obviousenouqh that there is a
strong link between the cult~'rt:' of a people and
the ecology of their surroundinc • as well as the
general perception of their survival process.
Junzo Kawada"
recounts
the
in
his
anthropological research in Burkina Faso, he "was
often impressed by the high mobility of a village:
because of an epidemic or drying up of the water
resource people will move their village.
The
simplicity of the construction of their dwellinQ~
certainly facilities the move". In the industrial
context, the culture, ecology and survival linkages
might have a far greater impact on Africa's
industr.alization than has been recognised hither
to.
Food processing industries that involve
canning might seem unnecessary in tropical
conditions; textile industries might also develop
along vary different lines (as in West Africa) given
the weather conditions in Africa; metallurgical
industries in non-sedentary societies would also
seem to require a different orientation; etc. It is
also in similar context that the issue of
"appropriate" technology must be largely
grounded.

3. Scaling the African Industrial Units
From a strategic point of view, it is important
for African countries to make a deliberate and
well-calculated decision on the size of industrial
units that should be purseed in the 19905 and
beyond. This strategic necessity derives from a
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number of considerations such as: (a) the
experiences gained since the post-independence
industrialization efforts; (b) the African objective
realities of culture, level of development, resource
endowments and constraints, skill availability; (c)
environmental concerns; and (d) the realities of
the international environment.
For a number of reasons, it would seem
irrefutable that strategically African countries
individually (and collectively in terms of policy)
should henceforth focus on the small-scale
sector. Some of the reasons that this strategic
stance for future industrial development are
briefly sketched below.

(a) Hindsight of teilures from the past
The failures of the past in the field of
industrialization in African countries are glaring
and fairly well-known if perhaps only scantily or
adequately documented. Many of them are often
lumped under the rather obscure euphemism of
"white-elephants" which conjecturally is perhaps
supposed to mean elephantically gigantic,
unintelligent and unintelligible gigantic projects
from the white man's lands.
Whatever the
euphemistic connotations, these white-elephants
failed to bring about the desired industrial
progress
and
technological
internalization.
Indeed, over time they became a drain on the
African economy as they suffered from massive
corruption, drained the scarce foreign exchange
resources (in many ways they lead to the present
debt problem}, and unused idle capacity. In many
wavs these white elephants were alien and had
little appropriate technology for the African
condi on.
the alternative now seems clear
enouch: small- and medium-scale enterprises.

(b) The African Objective realities
The objective realities in most African
countries especially as regards the existence of
an industrial culture. the lack of an adequate pool
of entrepreneurs and skills, the shortage of
financial resources and the weakness of financial
intermediation (banks, stocks and capital markets)
all point to the option of small- and medium-scale
industries in preference to large-scale industrial
projects.

(c)

Environmental concern

It has been cynically suggested that Africa
can afford to trade pollution for industrialization.
It is thus argued that the polluting industries in
developed countries could be transferred to
Africa. This would seem untenable given the
fragility of the African environment as shown by
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its vulnerability to natural disasters. At-the same
time, Africa is not in position to adopt
environment control measures successfully if it
were to opt for large-scale polluting industries.
The alternative is then that of pursuing small- and
medium-scale industries that would be less
ruinous to the African environment.

(d)

The realities
environment

in

the

international

There are important megatrends that are
taking shape in the world order and Africa will
inevitably have to grapple in one way or another
with these changes, especially in respect of its
industrialization. The most important of these
relate to (i) the changing modes of production; (ii)
the increasing globalization of economic activities
with distinct blocs of countries and (iii) the
changing products that constitute the bulk of
world trade. To be competitive in such a new
world order, Africa will require a distinct approach
to the size of its future industries and indications
are that Africa will most likely find that "small is
beautiful" .

4. African industrialization and regional
integration
Africa has fully recognised the important
linkage of
industrialization and economic
integration.
It is indeed as a result of this
recoqrutron that the Treaty EstablishilJg the
A frican Economic Community signed in Abuja.
Nigeria on 3rd June 1991, laid due emphasis on
industrial development in the context of
integration.
Further the African Ministers of
Industry who met in Dakar soon after the signing
of the Treaty also saw it as essential to adopt a
special Dakar Declaration on Industrialization and
Economic Integration in Africa in which it was
stressed that ..Africa's economic Integ ration in
the 1990s and beyond - will be an important
factor in the process of industrialization in
Africa" .
At the strategic level it is pertinent to ask
how to link effectively the processes of
industrialization and integration so as to obtain
the maximum synergetic effects. It is more than
clear that in the African context, economic
integration which will lead to production for larger
regional markets, is a sine Qua non for expanding
and increasing the efficiency of Africa's industrial
structures. However, there is a major issue to
which strategic thinking must be applied, namely,
that of removing the various obstacles to
Integration.

These
following:

obstacles include, inter alia,

the

(a) The lack of a strong infrastructure that
can form the basis of integrative industrialization;
(b) The unequal distribution of the levels of
development and the degree of industrialization
among countries;
(c) The apparent unwillingness of countries
to forego some amount of sovereignty and let a
form of specialization develop; and

(d) The
difficulties
of
financing
an
industrialization process that cuts across national
boundaries.
5. African Industrialization and international
environment
Perhaps one of the major industrial
challenges in the 1990s and beyond will be that
of Africa managing to establish itself in the
international environment of "giants of the North"
and "dragons of the East".
Of course this
problem is both old and new. In the old context
Africa was conquered and subjugated. In the
new context Africa has yet to find its position
and .struggle to survive therein. In this respect,
the basic question is that of a strategic choice
between an inward-looking industrialization
approach versus an outward export-led approach.
While there are a number of experiences on the
basis of which Africa could make a decision, the
choice is neither easy nor straightforward.
Since the adoption of the Lagos Plan of
Action, Africa has advocated the approach of
self-reliance and self-sustainment.
At the
industrial level, the first IDDA clearly opted for
self-reliant industrial development.
In its
frarr ework the programme for the first decade
stated that:

developed countries in general. No claim to
self-reliance can be made by a country
whose industrial structure is dominated by
foreign investment, where the bulk of
industrial output is produced by affiliates of
foreign corporations, transnational or entities
owned by non-residents, and where no
scientific and technological capability,
whether receptive or contributory, exists" .
The second IDDA followed up on the same
theme noting that "the vision continues to be that
of a programme to end the over-dependency
which African countries have on the industrialized
world, to promote internal engines of growth, to
build on Africa's wealth and natural resources and
progressively to achieve self-reliance and selfsustainment.
So the strategic option seems to have been
made. However, a question still remains: Will
Africa survive the ongoing changes in the world
economic system by merely coiling onto itself? It
might seem essential to couple the self-reliance
option with a strategy of selective industrial
export drive. Within this "double-eyed" strategy
of looking inward for self-reliance and outward for
export-drive the following should be guiding
principles:
(a) Uncompromising intensification
processing of Africa's raw material exports;

of

(b) A systemic analysis of the likely
comparative advantage of Africa's industrial
sector including a choice of the industrial
products which should form the basis for the
competitive penetration
of
well
selected
international markets; and
(c) Maximization of foreign exchange
earnings from the industrial exports while
minimising the vulnerability to price changes for
such exports.

"Self-reliance, therefore implies a will to
reduce the extent of dependence on former
metropolitan powers in particular and on
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AFRICAN INDUSTRY BY THE YEAR 2000 AND BEYOND: OPTIMISM OR PESSIMISM?
1. The optimist's view
Many studies have expressed the view that
there is hope for the African industrial sector to
expand and to grow at much higher rates than
those recorded either in the 1970s or in the
1980s. The World Bank study on the long-term
prospects of Africa's development? concluded
that it was possible for Africa's industry to grow
by 7 per cent in the 1990s. The most recent
projections by ECA 8 show that, if all goes well,
and Africa's agricul Africa's industry would also
have the needed impetus for the acceleration of
its growth.
These projections estimate that
industrial output could grow by per cent during
the period 1990-2008 thus surpassing the needed
rate of growth to achieve the Lima target.
According to -the optimist, such an upsurge
in industrial growth will no doubt provide a sound
basis for a sustained and self-reliant African
economy capable of generating its own basic
requirements in basic industrial inputs, equipment
including transport equipment. Emphasis should
be placed on the development of a capital-goods
sector capable of supporting the rural industries
and small-and medium-scale jndustries while at
the same time catering for !De development of
standardized spare parts. In the intermediate
goods subsector, the optimist's view hinges on
the complete satisfaction of the basic industrial
inputs critical to the development of the African
economies. The focus is on the development of
the region's network of basic industrial inputs
such as fertilizers, pesticides, building materials
and iron and steel in sufficient quantities as it is
only through such an approach that Africa can
lessen its dependence on external markets and
attain a mastery of its technology. Indeed the
optimists believe that there is a lot of potential for
the development of industry in African countries,
if the appropriate orientation is pursued with
vigour and resolution. Of utmost importance, is
the timely formulation of policies aiming at
enhancing the optimum utilization of industrial
capacities through sub regional and regional
groupings, creation of resource-based industries
that use local skills and domestic raw materials,
the promotion of small-scale agro-processing
industries in the rural sector, development of core
industries with strong linkages, the promotion of
entrepreneurial capabilities and the development
of technical and managerial skills.
To look more closely at the optimist's view
of Africa's industrial performance in the 1990s a
few illustrative industrial production projections
are briefly given below.
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Capital goods
Optimistically it is pictured that in the next
two decades or so (around the year 2010) Africa
will have come to terms with technology so as to
be able to produce a large part of the most
essential capital goods.
For example, the
optimist's projections show that Africa could
produce about 232,400 units of tractors annually
to cope with an annual demand of 310,000 units
as a result of the planned establishment of
However, even
agricultural mechanization.
optimists estimate that Africa would produce only
about 4 per cent of its demand for transport
vehicles (lorries, buses and cars).
Intermediate goods
If all were to go well for Africa, in the
process of industrialization, the future prospects
for intermediate products like fertilisers, iron and
steel, cement etc. would all be produced at a
level to satisfy the demand in all African countries
and leave a substantial output for export. It is
interesting to point out that these seemingly
idealistic prospects are based Of! growth rates in
the output of these products that are not
impossible. For example, to satisfy the demand
for fertilisers by around the year 2010, production
of fertilisers would have to grow by slightly over
10 per cent a year. This is rjot by any measure
beyond the potential of African countries
collectively.
Consumer goods
It is logical for the optimistic analysts of the
consumer-goods sector to derive inspiration from
the objective of self-reliance and project a high
degree of the satisfaction of Africa's domestic
demand in most of the consumer products
especially the basic essentials. Even if Africa, as
would be natural, registered a rise in the marginal
propensity to consume manufactured goods,
Africa would be able to satisfy the rise in demand
in products such as textiles.
2. The pessimist's view
The pessimists on their part have fears and
doubts about Africa's turning the process of deindustrialization into rapid re-industrialization.
Their fears are founded on factors such as:

(a) The marginalization of the industrial
sector in most African countries that are focusing
on short-term monthly adjustment;
(b) The acute shortage of resources especially financial resources - to revitalize and
sustai n a real industrialization machinery in
African countries individually or collectively; and

(c: The lack of the necessary entrepreneurs
who will give drive to the industrialization.
A s such the pessimists doubt Africa's
capacity to break out of the historical trends.
Their view of Africa's industrial sector in the
1990:; and beyond is characterized by a
worse ning industrial dependence. This view is
iltustrated by a few examples, as presented
below :
(e)

Capital goods

If
present trends continue, the
pessimists predict a highly dependent region perhaps more dependent in the future than now
if major technological changes are factored in the
perspectives.
This can be illustrated by the
estimation that Africa would by the year 2010 be
importing well over 97 percent of its tractor
requirements and over 96 percent of all cars,
buses and lorries.
(I))

Intermediate goods

The pessimists argue that even if Africa did
not increase substantially its use of fertilisers, the
reqio..' s capacity to produce enough to sustain
even present levels of fertilizer demand would not
be sufficient. They estimate that by the year
2010 or thereabouts, the deficit of fertilisers that
would have to be covered by imports would reach
neartv 3 million tons as compared to a deficit of
only 0.8 million tons recorded in 1980. Under
these same trends, Africa would have to import
increased amounts of cement and would be more
than 50 per cent dependent on imported iron and
steel.
I~

Consumer goods

The pessimists also do not envisage much
improvement in the consumer goods sector.
They suggest that even if Africa continues to
grow cotton, it is most likely going to continue to
exoo.t it rather than process it into fabrics. Thus,
even in this sector, by the year 2010 it is
projected that a large amount of fabrics will have
to be imported if the needs of the population are
to be satisfied.
As is the case now, the
pharmaceutical sector would remain almost

insignificant being limited at best to simple
formulations of a small range of medicines. The
same trend would characterize most of the other
basic consumer goods such as shoes, and plastic
products.
3. Between the optimists and the pessimists:
What should be Africa industrialization agenda
in the 1990s and beyond
There are no intrinsic social or economic
reasons that have prevented Africa from
achieving industrialization. The time frame might
certainly not be by the turn of the century but
certainly it is hoped that the region will achieve
an industrial breakthrough in the early decades of
the 21 st century. An alternative to this is painful
to contemplate, especially for the next generation
of the African people.
What is needed is neither unfounded
optimism nor un substantiable pessimism but a.
clear grasp of the African and world realities and
a commitment to adopt innovative policies and
strategic actions that
will ensure the
industrialization of African countries individually
or collectively. Some of these suggestions are
outlined below.
As soon as possible, Africa must come to
terms with at least four basic factors without
which industrialization is unlikely to succeed in
the years ahead. The first of these is the need to
rehabilitate and restructure industry towards highgrowth competitive enterprises that are strongly
connected to the domestic economy. For such
enterprises to be high-growth and competitive
they should be of small- or medium-scale and
should produce goods that closely relate to the
needs of the population as a whole (not
necessarily import-substituting).
For the
enterprises to be strongly linked to the economy,
they should be resource-based and, wherever
possible. strongly linked to the agricultural rural
sector.
The second basic factor relates to the
understanding of the African culture and its links
to enterprise formation. It will be self-defeating
to take for granted that African industrial
enterprise formation will necessarily follow the
pattern of the industrialized countries (e.g.
through stock markets). More adaptive ways
rooted in the African culture should be explored.
One such approach wilt be the..encouragement of
family enterprise formation along the lines of the
extended family.
The third factor is that of regional markets.
Small individual African countries must wake up
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from the illusion that they will continue to base
their industrialization on their limited individual
markets. RegionaHndustrialization approaches
have therefore to be pursued vigorously and this
will require a great deal of political will to at least

yield some of the sovereignty considerations that
characterized industrialization approaches in the
1960 and 1970s - approaches that have finally
proved to have been both ineffective and costly.

As measured by Manufacturing Value Added (MVA).
2
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EXPERIENCES DES PAYS NOUVELLEMENT INDUSTIRALISES
DANS LA MOBILISATION OES INVESTISSEMENTS ET DU FINANCEMENT POUR LE DEVElOPPEMENT ET
COMMENT CES EXPERIENCES POURRAIENT ETRE BENEFIOUES AU DEVElOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL EN
AFRIOUE

(cas de la Cor6e du Sud, Taiwan et de l'lndel
lntroductlen
Ce qui fait I' objet de I' admiration et de la
fascination :. I'~gard des pays nouvellement
mdustriatlses. et particulierement des pays d'Asie
riverains du Pacifique, e'est leur reussite
phencrnenate dans Ie developpement economlque
et industriel moins de 40 ans alors queIes pays
haute ment industnauses ont mis beaucoup plus
de temps a atteindre ce niveau de
developpernent,
C' est surtout un taux de
croissance ~conomique et industriel soutenu Qui
a permis ~ ces pays de devenir en peu de temps
des pOles d'attraction et d'accsder :. un
rayonnement mondiaJ.
Depuis 1960, i1s ont
enrecistre une croissance marquee de leur produit
interieur brut. Dans la plupart d'entre eux, la part
de Iactivite industrielle dans la production
nationale est comparable ~ celie observse dans
plusieurs pays industriatises. C'est Ie cas de la
Coree du Sud, Hong Kong, Singapour et Taiwan.
Dans Ie merna temps, la croissance des
exportations de ces pays 5' est alliee it une
redistribution marquee de la structure des produits
exportes au profit des produits manufactures. Au
debut de 1985, plus de la moitle des exportations
de produits manufactures des pays
en
developpernent dans les ~changes internationaux
provenaient des quatre pays d' Asie cites plus
haut.
Dans les pays nouvellement industrialises,
l'Etat a jou~ un rele de premier plan dans Ie
develoopernent at I' industrialisation ~ travers une
politique consciente et rigoureuse dans la
dMir)ition des priorites du processus de
d e v e l op p e m e n t
et d'orientation de
I'investissement. C'est l'Etat et ses organismes
affil: ~s qui decident de la planification nationale
du developpement, dMinissent les principaux axes
du cleveloppement industriel, orientent et suivent
de pres la mise a dtsponibtllte des ressources
d'investissement et contrOlent la mise en oeuvre
des proiets industriels. Ce sont ~galement l'Etat
et ses organismes affilies qui definissent les
politioues monetalre et de credit du pays. Les
interventions de l'Etat dans Ie developpement
~conomique national ont pour objectif majeur
I'edification d'une industrie nationale puissante.
Cette intervention E§tatiQue poussee traduit un
en~lagement profond des dirigeants politiques

pour Ie dsveloppement et l'executlon des plans
nationaux de developpement,
OMNIPRESENCE DE L'ETAT DANS LA
DEFINITION DES PRIORITES EN MATI~RE
D'INDUSTRIALISATION. D'ORIENTATION ET DE
REPARTITION DES INVESTISSEMENTS

A. Exp~riences de I'industrialisation et
mobilisation des ressources d'investissement
de trois cays nouvellement industrialisE§s:
Con~e du Sud, Ta"iwan et Inde
1.Cor6e du Sud

a)

Bre' apercu historioue

La Coree du .Sud et Taiwan ont b~nMici~ des
circonstances historiques
dans leur
devetoppernent ~conomiQue.
La colonisation
japonaise de la Coree au 1 9~me siecte a
d~veloppe la speclatlsatlon aqrlcole (riz) et Ie
niveau de productivite de I' agriculture du pays
pour les besoins du Japon.
En marne temps, les Japanais tavorlserent Ie
dsveloppement, c\ des fins militaires, d'industries
extractives et
de
transformation.
Une
infrastructure de routes et de t~lecommunications
a ~t~ egalement mise en place.

A la fin de la guerre de Coree en 1955, les
Etats Unis ant tourni une aide substantielle :. la
Coree pour contrecarrer la poussee de la Chine et
de " ex-Union Sovietiqus. Cette aide a permis Ie
developpernent et 1a mise en place d'autres
infrastructures. En 1965, annee de I'arr~t de
" aide amerlcaine, la normalisation des relations
avec Ie Japon a perrnis aux prAts nippons de
prendre la relsve.
II faut alors souligner que la colonisation
[aponatse a eu des aspects positifs en ce sens
QU'elle a cr~e des infrastructures de
devetoppernent Que I'aide arnericaine est venue
renforcer pour permettre ~ la Coree son
demarraae industriel. La presence iaponaise ~
egalement permis, et c'est surtout Ic\ son aspect
Ie plus positif, Ie developpernent d'un pool de
main-d'oeuvre coreenne hautement instruite et
une E§thique de gouvernement et de gestion qui
ont contribue c\ (a poursuite tenace de politiques
dans I'int~r~t de 1a nation et du peuple. En
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dernier ressort. Ie m~rite de la r~ussite cor~enne
va surtout aux Cor6ens pour leur eulle du travail,
leur soit d' aporendre. leur sens de la coh~sion
nationale et leur loyaut6 snvers l'Etat et I' ordre
tt2..b.!L. En fait, la colonisation japonaise et I' aide
arnericalne sont venues se g!'effer ~ un peuple
industrieux et til ses potentialltes innovatrices
traditionnelles.

bJ

Etapes d'industrletisetion et priorites
i)

Prioritll
alimentaire

~

I'autosuffisance

Dans une premiere phase, I'objectif du
developpernent national ~tait I' autosuffisanee
alimentaire. La raalisatfcn de eet objectif passait
par un relevernent soutenu de la productlvitedu
secteur agricole.
L'Etat en tant que premier
promoteur du developpernant national a finance et
cr~a lui marne les industries en amont et en aval
du secteur agricole et qui soutiennent ce dernier.
II s' agit des industries de machines agricoles, des
engrais, des pesticides et des structures de credit,
d' encadrement technique, de formation, de
commercialisation, de recherche etc.. En peu
d ' annees. I' agriculture coresnne est devenue
hautement performante
et I' autosuffisance
alimentaire realisee.
Cette politigue
d'autosuffisance alimentaire une fois r~ussie a
lib~re des ressources enormes. par la suite
canalisees et investies dans d'autres secteurs
productifs en vue d'un developpement continuo
Le seeteur agricole (agriculture, foret et
pache) a domina I'economie coreenne [usqu'au
debut des annees 1960 en assurant pres de 40%
du produit national brut. D~s 1976, la part de
I'industrie dans Ie PI8 a depasse celie du secteur
primaire suite c\ une industrialisation rapide.
ii ~

Developpement de l' industrie legere

Parallslement ~ la creation d'industries en
amont at en aval qui soutiennent Ie secteur
agricole, I'industrie I~g~re s'est developpee autour
des branches textile et agro-alimentaire pour
permettre ~ la population de faire face c\ ses
besoins fondamentaux et ~ J'industrie nationale de
conquerir Ie marche interieur. Le tableau 1 donne
une vue statistique de I' evolutlon du PNB par
secteur ou branche industrielle.
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iii)

Orientation vers une politique industrielle
tournee vers les industries lourdes et
chimiques

Le troisieme plan cutnquennal 1970-1979 a
inflechi la politique industrielle vers les industries
C'est d'abord la
lourdes et chirniques.
construction navale Qui s' est d~velopp~e autour
de quatrs grandes firmes; Hyundai, Daewro,
Samsung et Ksec. Ce fut d'abord en 1976 une
modernisation des installations navales et un
elargissement de la gamme des produits du soussecteur at ~ partir de 1977 la construction de
chantiers geants contribuant c\ faire de la Coree Ie
deuxierne producteur mondial. De 1975 ~ 1985,
la production Coreenne s'est accrue de 145 %.
Ensuite et paraltelernent, ce fut au tour de la
chimie et de la petrochimie de connattre un grand
developpernent, mais tout en restant fortement
tributaires des importations des matieres
premieres et des biens de haute technologie. De
1975 c\ 1980, la production s'est accrue de pres
de 130% dans Ie secteur.
Avec la creation de Pohang Iron and Steel
Company Ltd (POSCO~ en 1970, la Cores etait
classee en 1976 parmi les dix premiers
producteurs mondiaux d' acier avec pres de 15
millions de tonnes. La siderurqie a continue a
enregistrer une croissance regulj~re en amsficrant
sa prcductivite et sa cornpetitivite. En 1983, I~
coOt moyen de la production de la tonne de fer et
d' acier etalt de 422 dollars des Etats Unis, soit
40% de moins Que ta rnovenne internationale. Le
ratio exportation/production est passe de pres de
30% en 1971 c'J plus de 51 % en 1986,
La construction est I'un des secteurs qui a
egalement connu un grand essor. Les firmes
coreennes de construction travaillant a r errancer,
surtout dans les pays du Moyen-Orient, ont
largement contribue :t I'amelioration de la balance
des paiemants du pays.
Le tableau 1 cl-dsssous donne une vue
chronoloqique de la politique industrielle et
sectorielle de la Coree de 1950 ~ 1989 et de
l' inflechissement de la politique industrielle vers
les industries lourdes et chirniques, decide lors du
troisierne plan quinquennal 1970-1979.

Tableau 1:

L'infl~chissement de la politioue industrielle vers las industries lourdes et chimiauas

Evolution de I'industrialisation en Cor6e
1950-1959

1960-1969

1970-1979

1980-1989

Textiles

Fibres chimiques

Sidltrurgie

Compo98nts 61ectroniques

Sucre

Confection

Acier

5 emi-condu cteure

Farinfl

Conserves
Ciment
Engreie
Electricit6
Raffinage de p6trole

P6trochimie
M6caniQue
Construction navele
Automobile

Biotechnologie
Energie nucl6aire

Source: Banque coreenne de devetoppement,
iv)

haute

~quipe de Coreens avant acquis une solide
experience dans des societes americaines.

Une fois avoir pose la base de I'industrie
lourde. I'industria corsenne s'est tancse
la
conquete de la haute technologie, surtout
'I'~lectronique. Industrie d' assemblage dominee par
les societes multinationales a ses premiers d~buts,
I'industrie ~Iectronique coreenne est devenue

leur offensive, las lndustnels
.;nMicieront pendant un certain
temps de I'appui de l'Etat, Qui considere
I' ~Iectronique comme une industrie
prioritaire. Le soutien financier officiel a
~t6 6valu6 a 186 millions de dollars
pendant la duree du Ve Plan (19821986)...

L' orientation
technologie

vers

la

a

progressivement, grace a I'apport de la technologie
6trang~re at a I'appui de I' Etat, une industrie
nationale. Un article dans IltUsine Nouvelle" du 7
juin 1984 met en relief la strat~gie adoptee dans ce
dorname par Ie Gouvernement et les groupes
industrlels coreens,
• Jusqu'ici, I'industria des composants a
comme dans beaucoup de pays
d' Asie,
une industrie d' assemblage
passablement dornmee par les soclstes
~trang~res • americalnes et japonaises - a
I' encontre de cette tendance, plusieurs
groupes industriels coreens se lancent,
avec la volonte de rester maitres chez
~t~,

eux, (... )
Pour pallier

a leur

retard technologique,

les Cor6ens utilisent una strat6gie habile

d' alliance avec les soci~t~s ~trang~res,
voire d'investissement aux Etats-Unis.
Gold Star a sign~ des accords de
cooperation technique avec Zilog et
surtout avec ATT, qui d~tient 44 % de la
ti l i a l e commune Gold Star
Semi-conducteur.Samsung a 'galement
conclu avec plusieurs firmes amerlcaines
at a install~ una filiale a Sunnyvale, au
coeur mArne de la Silicon Valley, afin de
produire des circuits int~gr4s.
Hyundai dispose lui aussi d'une filiale
dans la Silicon Valley et a recruts une

Dans

coreens

c)

Politiques d'tnvestissement, tinencement
et mobilisation de ressources pour
t'industrielisetion

Hormis I'aide substantielle arnerlcaine jusqu'en
1 965 et sa (el~ve par des prAts nippons, I' effort de
financement de I'industrialisation a ~te
principalement Ie fait de l'Etat at des firmes
Coreennes. Les investissements directs ~trangers,
en depit de la loi sur Ie capital 6tranger de 1966
sont demeuras faibles, indirectement decouraaes et
ont ~t6 surtout canalises dans les entreprises
conjointes. Le financement de I'industrialisation
s'est principalement effectu~ au moyen des prAts.
L'Etat et les firmes cor6ennes se sont massivement
endettes.
Sur Ie plan national, la mission d~volue a la
Banque Centrale donne toute la mesure du rOle
omnipresent de l'Etat dans la d6finition des plans
qutnquennaux, des politiques monetalres at de
cr~djt du pays en vue de la mobilisation de
ressources internes, d'invastissement at de
financement de I'industrialisation nationale. La
Banqua centrale avait pour mission:

"De reniorcer 1'8utOrit~ du gouvernement
sur I'activit~ bancaire par des mestJres
dont Ie but est d'assujettir la politique des
~tablissements bancaires BUX d~cjs;ons
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gouvern ementales. De plus, un grand
nombre d'institutions tinencieres sont
creees durant cette periode:
Elles
joueront un r(jle ectit dans la cottecte des
fonds disponibles pour financer Ie
d~veloppement et contribueront a la
croissance economique du pays t.v.). La
cerecteristiaue du svsteme financier
reside dans son etroite dependance vis-avis du Gouvernement. Tout au partie des
ectits des etebtissements financiers,
bancaires au non, eppertiennent a l'Etet.
Le corotteire est la dependance potitique
tlsnt les banques de second rang a
t'eutorite moneteire. organe superieur de
18 Banque de Coree. La rentabilite et Ie
profit bancaire ne sont pas au peu les
elements determinants dans t'octroi de
prets au secteur reel de t'economie. "
En 1987, la dette exterisure de la Coree
avoisinait les 35 milliards de dollars, taisant de la
Coree un des plus grands debiteurs parmi les pays
en developpement. Conscients de I'importance de
cette dette et de la necessite de la r~duire, une
nouvelle politique favorisant les investissements
directs ~trangers a ~t~ introduite des la deuxierne
mottle des annees 1970. L'Etat va Atre ~ I'origine
de pohticues d'incitation ~ I'investissement
~tranger.
II definira une politique sociale peu
contraignante, les conditions de sscurite et des
infrastructures attractives pour les entreprises
~trang~res. La creation de zones franches devient
ainsi un moyen privih~gie pour attirer les
investissements internationaux.
Les investissaments ~trangers ont surtout pris
la forme de coentreprises et se sont principalement
portes dans Ie secteur de la chimie (15,7% du total
des investissements), des produits ~lectriQues at
~Iectroniques (15,6%) et de la mecanique (10,7%).
Les implantations ~trangilres 1lI 100% sont assez
peu nombreuses malgn~ la Iib~ralisation de la
r~glementation et la lev'e des restrictions.
Las
autorltas continuent d'exercer un contrela vigilant
Les
at pr~f~rent favoriser les co-entreprises.
cessions de licence se sont accrues tr~s
rapidement, Ie Japan et les Etats Unis ~tant les
deux pays qui effectuent Ie plus de transferts dl
technologie en Cor~e du Sud. Sur les quelque
3,200 contrats de licence apprcuves en 1986, pr&s
de 60% concernent la m'canique.
Les
investissements directs ~trangers japonais at
amerlcalns sont prepondarants.
Le tableau 2 iIIustre I' ~volution des
investissements ~trangers de 1966 ~ 1987 et leur
diversification en fonction des modifications des
politiques d'investissament intervenues.
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Les politiques d'investissement ,et de
financement sont venues soutenir une politique
d'industrialisation par la substitution aux
importations et par la promotion des exportations.
2.Tai"wan
a)

Bref soercu historique

Comme la Coree du Sud, Taiwan a beneficle
de taccn substantielle de I' occupation japonaise qui
orienta tres t6t I' economie de I'lle vers Ie
developpernent d'une agriculture diversifiee et ~
haute productivite. D~s Ie debut du siecle, las
japonais favoriserent ta creation d'un vaste reseau
d'irrigation des terres.
Pour assurer de hauts
rendements, l'Etat crea des usines d'engrais.
Parallelernent, la creation de centrales electriQues
modernes, pourvoyeuses d'energie, s'imposa pour
Ie bon fonctionnement des industries chimiques.
La modernisation du
secteur agricole et
l'ecoulernent de· ses produits vers les grands
centres de consommation necessita la mise en
place de toute une infrastructure routiere,
L' occupant japonais mit en place des unites agroalimentaires permettant Ie traitement et Ie
conditionnement des produits bruts,
Voil~ done' Taiwan partie avec un capital de
depart et un avantage majeur sur la plupart des
pays en developpement: une excellente
infrastructure de transport, des communications et
portuaires, une agriculture prospsre. une base
industrielle solide et une main-d'oeuvre rompue aux
techniques modernes de production.

Etapes d'lndustristisetion et priorites

b)
i)

L'agriculture,
developpernent

moteur

du

A I'instar de la Coree du Sud, Ie rOle de
I' agriculture a 't~ I' un des elements-clefs dans la
stratdgie de d~veloppement du pays. Talwan a
presque de tout temps connu un rendement de
I' agriculture superieur A I' accroissement de la
population, ce Qui n'est pas Ie cas de bon nombre
de pays en d~veloppement.
Une vigoureuse
reforme agraire, parachevae en 1953, a conduit
!'Etat it redistribuer les terres publiques aux
travailleurs et c\ demanteler les grandes propriet~s
au b6n6fice des travailleurs ruraux. Las rasultats
de cette rt§forme agraire ont ~t~ une haute
productivite, une production substantiellement
accrue, la fixation dans les zones rurales des
populations paysannes et I' augmentation de leur
richesse.

ii)

L' aide amerlcaine

Comma la Cor~e du Sud, Taiwan a b~n~fici'
de nombreux coneours financiers des Etats Unis,
soucieux de contrecarrer I'action de la Chine
continentate. Entre 1951 et 1954 Ie programme
d' aide americalne totalisa plus de 375 millions de
dollars americains et plus de 1,5 milliard de 1965
II 1968. Catte aide 'conomique a
canalis~e
surtout dans les seeteurs productifs, ~ savoir la
mise en place de capacites ~nerg~tiQues, I'industrie
at I'agriculture. Au sein de I'industrie, ce sont les
industries situees en amant (chimie, engrais) et eft
aval lagro-alimentaire) du cycle de production
agricola Qui ont connu un dt1v~loppement ;!rapide.
'-'aide americaine a contrlbua i fa ire de Talwan un
pays autosufflsant du point de vue alimentaire et
m&me exportateur du surplus. l'aide financi~re
americalne a permis ~galement ~ Taiwan l'acces
aux devises necessatras • I' importation de matieres
premi sres at de biens d' ~Quipement pour la
poursuite du dl!veloppement.

't'

iii)

D~veloppement

d'une

D~s la seconde moiti6 des annses cmquante, une
politique ax~e sur 18 promotion des exportations fut
adoptee at rigourausement poursuivie.
Cette
pohtlque atteignit rapidement Jes objectifs vis's.
De 116 milliards de dollars E.-U. en 1952, les
exportations atteignirent 21 B milliards de dollars E.U. en 1962. Cette performance a· ~t' due a
plusieurs mesures incitatives: exon6rations fiscales,
remboursement de droits de douanes verses sur les
biens lmportes. programme de prAts sp6ciaux ~
I' exportation, promotion des efforts d' I!quipement,
de production et d' exportation des entreprises du
secteur priv6, etc .. Elle ~tait 6galement due au fait
que d~s les annees 1970, 80 % des pr~ts aux
entreprlses allaient au secteur priv6. Le r6sultat est
qu' aujourd'hui les exportations de produits
industriels reprtbentent plus de 90 % des
exportations du pays contre moins de 10% en

1952.
dJ

Potittques

d 'investissement,

financement et de mobilisation
ressources pour I'industrialisation

de
de

industrie

nationale
Comme dans Ie cas de la Coree du Sud, las
autorites du pays 5' t1taient engag'es • d'velopper
une industria nationale, • travers des industries
rnanutacturieres, fortes utilisatrices de maind'oeuvre. Cette volonte s'appuya sur una panoplie
contrOle total des
de mesures restrictives:
~changes, obligation des licences d'importation,
taux de change multiples, protections taritaires et
non tarifaires ~Iev~es. Tres tOt, I'~troitesse du
march' national devint un trein :. la continuation de
I'industrialisation. La polltlque de substitution des
importations avait attaint ses limites.

A I' onpose deIa Coree du Sud, Taiwan a, d~s
Ie debut de son industrialisation et pour promouvoir
cette dernlere,
tavorisa I'investissement
international, notamment celui pourvoyaur de
technologies avancees at de valeur ajout~e. Sur un
total de 4,5 milliards de dollars arnericains
d'investissements directs r~alisl!s depuis Ie d'but
des annees clnquanta, 25% provenaient des
Chinois d'outre-mer.
En 1985, les Etats-Unis
etalent las premiers investisseurs avec 41,8% des
investissements suivis par les .Japonais. Le tableau
2 donne una illustration des investissements
6trangers par origins.
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Tableau 2:

pistribution des inyestissements 'trangers Dar Qrigjne (1985)

Etats Unis
Japon
Europe
Chinois
d'Outre. Mer
Autres

41,8%
22,0%
16,5%
7,0%
12,7%

TOTAL

100,0%

Source: CEPD.
Pour r~pondre aux besoins du developpement
industriel national les capitaux ont ~tt§ dirigtSs vers
les fili~res industrielles a haute valeur aioutee. En
particulier, Ie secteur des produits tSlectriques et
Tableau 3:

~Iectroniques a lui seul attire plus de 30% des
investissements de 1952 a 1984. Le tableau 3
donne une ventilation des investissements par
grands secteurs lp~riode 1952-1984).

Ventilation des investissements Dar orands secteurs (1952·1984)

Produits tSlectriques
at tSlectroniques
Chimie
Minerais at meraux
Services
Equipements, instruments et
machines
Textile
Autres

31,0%
15,7%
14,6%
12",3%
9,3%
3,5%
13,6%

100,0

TOTAL
SQurco: CEPD.
L' attraction
de capitaux
6trangers
at
l'implantatiQn des sociates tStrangl!res ont 6t~
favorisees par de nombreux avantages tant
financiers Que r6glementaires aux candidats a
I'investissement produetif. L'Etat s'est investi et a
cr66 t'environnement approprie. \I a cn~~ des zones
franches a statut privil~gi6 am~nag'es a I' usage
exclusif des flrmes multinationales. Les zones
franches ont pour oblectlfs de prornouvoir les
industries orlentees vers I' exportation, de favoriser
la creation d'emplois et d'attirer des techniques et
technologies nouvelles. La politique des zones
franches A Taiwan a ~t6 un succes en attirant plus
de 400 millions de dollars E.-U. d'investissement,
rt1alisant pres de vingt milliards de dollars E.-U.
d'exportation et en introduisant plus d'un millier de
techniques nouvelles.
l

Le succes dans I' attraction d'investissements
directs tStrangers et une importante ~pargne
domestique ont permis A Taiwan de se passer
progressivement de I' aide arnericaine au point de ne
plus avair besoin de faire appel aux marches
internationaux de capitaux.
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L'Etat a ~t~ A I'origina, direetement ou
indirectament de 45% des investissements r6alisds.
Sa part a graduelJement pris Ie devant sur Ie
Les grands programmes de
secteur privd.
ddveloppement et d'industrialisation lances dans les
annees soixante-dix et quatre-vinat (centrales
nucleaires, etc.] ont ~M I'oeuvre d'investissement
public.
La mobilisation de ressources pour les
investissements industriels est allee de pair avec un
effort d' ~ducation important.
\I a permis aux
entreprises de trouver sur place Ie personnel
Qualifi~ et les entrepreneurs pour Ie partenariat
dans les entreprises conjointes.
3.lnde"
8)

Politique industrielle

Comme c' ~tait Ie cas avec la Coree du Sud at
dans une certaine mesure avec Taiwan, la politique
industrielle de l'lnde a largement mis I'accent sur Ie
rOle de l'Etat dans I'industrialisation du pays. La
rl!isoJution politique de 1956 a decide Que l'Etat

a

d'c!Quipement, aux matieres premieres,
la cooperation technique ~trang~re, aux
politiques sur
les importations et
exportations, etc.

devait a ssumer une responsabillte predorninante et

directe dans la creation de nouvelles entreprises
industrielles et en merne temps permettre au
secteur priv~ de se developper et de s'atendre. Les
industries de base et d'importance strateqique ainsi
que les industries dont seul I' Etat peut fournir
I'investissement doivent rester dans Ie secteur
public. La resolution de 1956 met en relief la
necessite de developper les industries lourdes et les
industries mecaniques, d'~largir Ie secteur public,
de construire et de raffermir un secteur cooperatif
etendu et grandissant. II est laisse aux petites et
movenr.es industries, ~ I' artisanat et aux industries
rurales IJn rOle jouer dans la densification du tissu
industriel national et la consolidation ~conomique
nationale.

iv)

Ie departernent de la science et
technologie avec un ensemble d'instituts
de Recherche Sc i e n t l f iq u e at
Technologique sous la tutelle du Conseil
Superieur de la Recherche Industrielle
pour la recherche
et Ie
(CSRI)
developpement en soutien au secteur
industriel, etc.

a

Au cours des annees. la politique industrielle se
modifiera et se liberaflsera en fonction des besoins
de developpement national. de I' environnement
internat.ional pour plus
d' efficacite et
de
competitivite.
La D~c1aration depolitique
industrielJe de 1980 lib~ralise la politiQue
industrielle du pays tout en restant dans Ie cadre
des principes de base de la politlque industrialle de
l'lnde contenue dans la resolution de 1956.

bJ

D~veloppement
d'infrastructures
institutionnettes pour t'industrietisetlon

Ccrnme dans Ie cas de la Coree du Sud et de
Taiwar, les hauts responsables du pays sont a la
tete des institutions de planification de
developpernent national pour contrOler et s'assurer
Que Ie developpement industriel du pays est en
conformite avec les objectifs nationaux. Parmi ces
institutions, nous pouvons citer:
i)

la Commission du Plan, avec Ie Premier
Ministre comme Pre stdent. est
responsable de la formulation des plans et
de I'~valuation des oroeres r~alis~s dans
les divers programmes y compris
I'industrie

ii)

Ie Minist~re de l'lndustrie, organe central
responsable de la formulation et de la
mise en oeuvre de la politlque de
promotion industrielle dans Ie cadre des
prlorites at
des
objectifs
socloeconomlques nationaux.
0' autres
minlsteres sectoriels s' occupent des
industries speciflques placees sous leur
tutelle

iii)

Ie Directorat g~n~ral du developpement
technique, principal organe de conseil
technique sur les questions relatives A la
technologie industrielle, aux conditions
d'octroi de licence pour les biens

II existe d'autres institutions sectorielles et
specialisees aux niveaux f~d~ral, des Etats et
districts.
cJ

Politique d'investissement et mobilisation
de ressources pour Ie devetoopement
industriet

La politique indienne de financement de
I'industrie est difMrente des cas conventionnels
connus dans Ie domaine.
Cette politique est
orientee vers Ie developpement a long terme en vue
de financer la croissance du secteur industriel. Elle
5' appuie sur plusieurs institutions financieres
publiques de pret a long terme au niveau national et
au niveau des Etats. Ces institutions financleras
sont:
La Banque de developpernent industriel de
l'lnde (lOBI)
Crt!~e en 1984, elle coordonne les acttvltes
des autres institutions tinencieres (y compris les
banques commerciales), supptee leurs ressources,
planifie et promouvoit les industries decisives de la
structure industrielle, adopte et met en application
un svsterne de priorit~s dans la promotion de la
croissance industrielle future. La Banque octroie
des prets. accorde des garanties, souscrit des
actions et obligations, refinance, reescompte et
fournit une assistance en capital de depart, Elle est
devenue
une institution financiare
de
developpernent de premier rang dans Ie pays.

La Soci~t~ Financiere Industrielle de I'lnde
(IFCI)
Cette societe ·~tablie en 1984, accorde des
long terme ·aux etablissernents
financements
industrlels, aussi bien du secteur public que privet
Elle accorde ~galement des faciJit~s telles que les
garanties, la sou scription en actions et la
participation directe.

a

La Soci~t~ de Cr~dit et d'investissements
Industriels de l'lnde (ICICI)
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Crth~,

en 1955 comme societe publique ~
llrnitee. elle accorde des
financements :. long terme en canalisant les aides
at les prAts exterieurs vers Ie developpernent
industriel.
Elle encourage at
aide
les
investissements industriels dans Ie secteur public.
En plus de I' octroi de prAts, elle investit dans les
actions, les obligations par souscription et la
participation directe.

responsabltlte

La Banque de Reconstruction Industrielle de
l'lnde ORBl)
Cette banque creee en 1971 est surtout
responsable de la rehabllitatton et de la
revitalisation des unites industrielles fermees, en
difficult~ et Qui seraient viables.
La Unit Trust of India (UTC)
Cette societe cr~~e en 1964, mobilise
l'eparane des populations et les canalise vers des
investissements productifs parapubliques en
investissant dans les actions et les obligations. UTI
souscrit ~galement aux t!missions publiques.
La Banque Export-Import de l'lnde (EXIMP
Bank)

petites industries et. pour la rehabihtation des
industries "malades" du secteur.

Societes fmancierss d'Etat (SFCs)
Ces societes qui existent et operent au niveau
des Etats foumissent un financement ~ terme aux
moyennes et petites entreprises. Leurs activites
comprennent, entre autres, I' octroi de prets ,
I' octroi de garantie et la souscription au capital
social et aux obligations des ~tabljssements
industriels.
Comme on peut Ie constater, l'lnde a, dans sa
politique de financement industriel mis I' accent sur
Ie financement du developoement ~ long terme.
L' Etat joue un role de leader dans cette politique de
mobilisation des ressources internes et externes en
vue d'investissements dans Ie secteur industriel.
La part de financement
interne demeure
preponderante. II faut observer dans cette politique
et, c' est egalement Ie cas pour la Coree du Sud et
Taiwan, une votonts natlonale de creer une base
industrielle nationale autonome et pitotee de
I' interieur.

B. Lecons et enseignements A tirer par les pays
exp~riences

des Days nouvellement
de la Coree du Sud, de Taiwan
et de l'lndeldans Ie developpement et la
planification industriels et la mobilisation des
financements
et investissements

africains des

industriali~s (cas
Cr~~e en 1982, cette banque g~re divers
programmes de prAts pour promouvoir I' exportation
des produits de !'industrie mecanique, de biens
d'~qujpement et de services connexes.

La Soci~t~ nationale des petites industries
(NSIC)
Cr6~e en 1955, elle fournit, inter-alia, des
financements :. terme par Ie biais de la fourniture
de machines en location-vente ainsi Que de bail aux
petites unites industrielles. C'est une institution de
d6veloppement et A cet 6gard s' occupe du
recensement des petites unites pour leur faira
b~n.Hicier du programme d'achat du
Gouvernement, de la distribution de certaines
rnatlsres, de pi6ces de rechange, d'assistance en
marketing et de d~veloppement de prototypes. La
soclete joue un rOle important dans Ie
de!veloppement de petites unites dans les zones
rurales arri~r6es en octroyant des conditions
souples sur les arrhes, les taux d'int~rAt et les
charges administratives.

Le Fonds de
Industries (SIDF)

D~veloppement

des

Petites

Ce fonds appartient It la Banque de
devetopoernent industriel de l'lnde. II fournit une
assistance en
refinancement pour Ie
d~veloppement, I' expansion et la modernisation des
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L'effort acnarne pour 1a mobilisation des
financements et des investissements internes puis
externes dans les pays nouvellement industriallses
en vue de financer Ie developpement est un trait
commun aux studes de cas des experiences de la
Coree du Sud, de Taiwan et de l'lnde.
Cet
engagement traduit une volonts nationale incarnee
par les hauts responsables de I' Etat de creer une
industrie nationale forte et autonome, pitotee et
martrisee par l'Etat et toutes ses composantes. De
l'Etat a ~t~ Ie principal pionnier et
ce fait,
I'investisseur numero un pour la creation
d'industries. Son omnipresence dans I' orientation
du developpernent, les choix sectoriels, la
repart lt lon
des
investissements
et
I'assujettissament du svsteme bancaire aux
impt§ratifs du d6veloppement a ~t~ cruciale pour la
reussite des pays nouvellement industriatises.
C'est lui qui a cre6 les grandes industries, les
industries lourdes dont les volumes
d'investissements depassaient les possibilites du
secteur prive national.
C' est lui, I' Etat, Qui a
fortement irnplante cette industrie nationale et qui
a irnphque Ie secteur prive national, a renforce at
affermi ce dernier pour prendre la releve.

QueUes lecons et enseignements tirer des
de la Coree du Sud, .de Taiwan et
de l'lnde?

nationale. Non seulernsnt ils sont devenus libres de
tout trnoortetion alimentaire mais encore ils ont
r~duit leur dependance en termes d'investissement.

,. Engagement entier et d6sint6ress6 des hauts
responsables de I"Etat ~ d6velopper une 6conomie
forte

On constate qu'il est difficile ~ un pays de faire
une planification de son ddyeloppement s'il doit
importer une partie substantielle de ses besoins
alimentaires. II faut d' abord supprimer la chaine de
dependance pour aller de I' avant.

exp~riences

Comme ind;qu~ plus haut, I' Etat a ~t~
omnipresent dans les spheres de decision politique
at surtout 'conomique pour Ie developoement du
pays. Cela a ~t6 possible gra.ce ~ un haut degr~ de
conscience et d' engagement envers Ie pays efla
peuple. Cet engagement s'est traduit par Ie fait
Que I'[tat devait jouer un rOle dirigeant dans la
phase initiale de I'industrialisation afin de preserver
I'ind'pendance nationale et d'occuper une place
digne sur Ie plan international.

2. Planification nationale du d6veloppement
Une planification svs tama tlque
du
developpernent industriel a ~t~ de rigueur dans les
pays nouvellement industriallses. Le plan natjon~
de developnement est concu comme un ensembte
d' engagements nationaux qu'f faudra r~aliser
rigoureusement et religieusement. Devoir national
oblige, les hauts responsables du pays (President
pour la Coree du Sud, Premier Ministre de l'lnde)
ont d' office ~t~ ~ des moments donnes president
de la Commission nationale du Plan ou de la
Commission d'Exportation, etc.. Ce fait souligne
tout l'int6r@t' que les plus hauts responsables de
l'Etat et du gouvernement attachent :. la reussite
du d eveloppernent national.
Ces nouvelles
f'onctions leur permattent de suivre I'~volution de la
mise en oeuvre des objectifs nationaux et d'y
apporter vles corrections necessaires Ie moment
venu,

3. Choix sectoriels du
al

d~veloppement

national

Oevetoopement de I'agriculture

Le rang de priorite accorde au developpsment
agricole a ~t~ positif dans les trois etudes de cas de
la Coree du Sud, de Taiwan et de t'tnde. Les trois
pays ont fait de I' agriculture Ie moteur du
developpernent et de I'autosuffisance alimentaire
un obiectif national. Une politique agricole ~ haute
productivite a ~t~ vigoureusement suivie. L' Etat a
lui marne Crt~~ dans les trois pays les industries en
arnont et en aval qui viennent en soutien au secteur
agricole, c' est-a-dire les industries de machines et
d'equipements agricoles, les industries des engrais,
des pesticides et les industries de transformation
du secteur. Le resultat a ~t~ Que, en quelques
ann~es, ces pays ont atteint I' autosuffisance
alimentaire qui leur a permis de lib~rer des
ressources vers d' autres secteurs de I' ~,onomie

b)

Devetoppement des industries legeres

La 10giQue du devetoooernent national voudrait
d'abord que les industries I~g~res et en particulier
les industries en aval de I'agriculture, pour
lesquelles ~e pays dispose de rnatieres premieres,
de capacits d'investissement et de traditions soit Ie
prochain secteur dans I' ~chelle de la priorite. Le
d~veloppement des industries I~g~res du secteur
agricola a donc ~t~ la consequence logique de la
La Coree du sud,
haute productivlte agricole.
Taiwan et I'Inde ont developpe les branches textiles
et agro-alimentaires pour permettre ~ leurs
populations de faire face j) leurs besoins
fondamentaux et ~ I'industrie nationale de
conquerir Ie marchs interieur. Un degre nautement
satisfaisant d' autonomie dans Ie domaine des
industries I~gl!res a egalement liber~ des ressources
pouvant atre investies dans d' autres secteurs
productifs.

c)

Devetoopement des industries lourdes

Une fois I'autosuffisance alimentaire reallsse et
I'autonomie acquise dans Ie dsveloppement des
industries I~geres, beaucoup de ressources sont
liber~es et des lors peuvent ~tre investies dans les
secteurs :. haute intensita de capital, c' est-a-dire
les industries lourdes. C' est ce Que, les trois pays
n'ont pas manque de faire. C'est la logique du
developpement, une politique ascensionnelle de
secteurs faible investissement vers les secteurs :.
investissement lourd et a haute intansite de capital,
une politique graduelle d' autosuffisance au fur et ~
mesure de la realisation de I' autonomie dans des
secteurs donnas.

a

les industries lourdes Qui ont vu Ie jour les
premieres ont et~ la slderurale. la chimie, la
petrochirnie et la construction. L' ordre de priortre
a et~ fonction des imperatlfs et des objectifs de
developpernent de chaque pays.

d)

Devetoppement des industries de pointe
oil 8 haute technotoqie

Le develoopement at la maitrise de I'industrie
et des
industries
m~caniQues
debouche sur la creation d'industries teUes Que la
construction automobile et I'industrie ~lectroniQue.
sid~rurgique
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international, mais dirige plus particullerernent vers
les secteurs industriels pourvoyeurs de technologie
avances et :. haute valeur aioutee (electroniQues,
machines et instruments de precision, meraux
rares, chimie fine, ~nergie, asronautique etc.). En.
depit de la porte ouverte aux capitaux etrangers,
l'Etat talwanais a ete directement et :. "origine de
45 % des investissements realises dans
I'industrialisation du pays.

Les nouveaux pays industrialises ont commence
d'abord par assembler des composants de soclstes
~trang6res.
Graduellement,
la
politique
technoloaique de ces pays a et6 de produire euxmsmes les composants at de rester maitre chez
aux.
Dans cette politiQue I' Etat a apporte un
soutien financier important aux entreprises
nationales.
Les Iecons ~ tirer des choix sectoriels dans Ie
developpement industriel national sont : i) la priorite
donnee au d6veloppement agricole, ensuite aux
industries leg6res, puis ~ I'industrie lourde a et~
correcte; ii) elle a permis une independance
graduelle du pays dans les secteurs en Questions;
iii) ces etapes ont permis de lib~rer des ressources
at des facteurs de production qui ont alors pu
s'investir dans d'autres secteurs de I'econornie et
a rendu dans une certaine mesure Ie pays moins
dependant du financement exterieur.

Quelles lecons tirer de I' experience du
financement et de la mobilisation des
ressources pour l'Industrialisation de ces trois
pays nouvellement industrialises?
une
L'industrialisation
est
avant tout
responsabilite nationale. L'histoire ne connait pas
d'exemple de pays industrialise de l'exterieur.
Certes I' apport exterieur a et6 un facteur
d'amorc;age et de stimulation.
L'effort de
developpernent est interne. t.orsqu'un plan national
de developpernent est approuva, il taut s' assurer
qu'au moins 80% du financement provienne de
ressources internes et acquises d'avance.
En
Afrique, t'experience montre Que la mise en oeuvre
des plans nationaux de developpernent depend pour
une plus grande part du financement exterieur.

4. Financement et mobilisation des ressources
pour Ie d6veloppement industriel
L'effort national a ete important et vital pour la
mobilisation des ressources pour Ie financement de
I'industrialisation. Dans Ie cas de la Coree du sud
I' Etat et les entreprises publiques se sont fortement
endett6s a. I'exterieur pour financer
I'industrialisation du pays. L'investissement prive
direct a ete peu encourage et mal accepte [usqu' ~
une date recente. \I n'a ete admis Que sous forme
de joint-ventures. Ce n'est Que quand Ie pays a ete
dote d'une industrie puissante qu']] s'est ouvert aux
capitaux etranqers, tout en restant cependant
vigilant.
C'est un peu Ie cas de \'Inde. Ce pays a fait
un effort national gigantesQue pour contrOler son
processus interne de developpement industriel.
L' Etat a finance les grandes industries et les
grandes infrastructures econornlques tout en
encourageant ·Ie seeteur prive national ~ jouer un
rOle complernentaire :. celui de l'Etat. L'lnde a,
pour mobiliser d' abord les ressources internes puis
pour canaliser I'aide at I'assistance exterieures,
cree une multitude d' etablissements bancaires
speciahses, d'institutions financieres et d' autres
atablissements de credit sectoriels. Cette multitude
d'atablissements a eu pour mission de repondre :.
toute forme et :. tout besoin de financement pour
Ie developpement des seeteurs productifs.
La Coree du Sud et I'Inde ont assujetti leur
svsterne bancaire et financier national aux
exigences et aux imperatifs du developpement
national.
Taiwan, :. la diff6rence de la Coree du Sud et
de l'lnde, a encourage et facilite I'investissement
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L'industrialisation repose d'abord sur une
planification at un choix heureux des secteurs de
lib~rent
des
('economie qui
graduellement
ressources pour d'autres secteurs et Qui peu :t peu
donne au pays un degre d' autonomie et
d' independence.
L'Etat a un rOle crucial ~ jouer dans la
planification du developpement et la mobilisation
des ressources internes et externes. M~me si les
programmes d' aiusternent structurel commandent
aux Etats de se desengager du secteur industriel, il
faudra trouver des formules adaptees pour faire
jouer A I' Etat son r6le de planificateur et de
mobilisateur de ressources pour I'industrialisation.
La mobilisation des ressources internes doit se
faire quelque soit leur penurie. La mobilisation des
ressources internes appelle la bonne disponibitite
des ressources exterieures. Le pays doit investir
dans un modele d' agriculture intensive,
L'autosuffisance alimentaire est un pas vers
I'industrialisation. 1/ ne neut y avoir une haute
productivite agricole et une autosuffisance
alimentaire sans I'industrialisation de I'agriculture
c'est-a-dire la creation d'industries en amont et en
aval Qui viennent en soutien au secteur agricole,
De la. Ie demarrace de I'industrialisation est
possible,

FINANCING MULTINATIONAL INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS IN AFRICA

Intraduction
Funding industrial projects especially the
multinational industrial projects remains the major
problem confronting the implementation of the
oroaramrne for the second Industrial Development
/Decade for Africa (IDDA-II), 1991-2000. This is
'the m ore so as the programme emphasizes market
orientation with particular weight being placed on
economic integration at the subregional and
regional levels,
This in a nutshell means that
countries have to make painful policy decisions and
carry out disciplined implementation of action
programmes, sometimes so reluctantly concluded.
Since capital availability will in all likelihood,
remain
constrained, Africa will be under
tremendous pressure to adopt the measures for
modernization and structural change which are
prerequisite for strengthening
competitive
environment. This inevitably will mean formulation
of appropriate policy and regulatory framework
which will ensure the environment for dynamic
enterprise growth. It will also mean creation of
organ izationaJ and institutional organs will give
factors of production optimum leeway for
maximum benefit and above all, the development
of a market-driven, business-support system.
In this article the basic assumption is that
Atrica's industrialization is constrained by what we
have left undone; otherwise all the elements that it
takes are either potentially in place or, with
concerted efforts, can be put in place. It is from
this spring board that the past development
philosophy, strategies and programmes for Africa's
industrialization are reviewed and commented on,
before identifying the problems and constraints.
The article proposes some preliminary course of
action of which the purpose is to fuel debate with
a view to refining the options as well as to help
those engaged in decision-making who need to
have other opinions in hand.

'I. Background rationale for multinational
industrial projects
The Lagos Plan of Action adopted in April
1980 was an integrated programme for African
development covering all sectors of the economy
from agriculture to industry. The cornerstone of
the L.PA was self-reliance and self-sustainment, as
well as a commitment to regional and subregional
cooperation and integration.
The first Industrial Development Decade
(1981-1990) was a sectoral offshoot and an
integral part of LPA. Its aim was to translate the

LPA goals into the industrialization programme for
Africa, with the following objectives and strategic
approach:
(a) To use industrialization as a means of
attaining self-reliance and self-sustainment;

(b) To reduce traditional dependence on
forces and factors outside the continent;
(e)

To promote an internal engine of growth;

(d) To increase the use of domestic factor
imputs:
(e~

To promote the establishment in Africa of
core and strategic industries;

(f) To develop critical national capabilities,
human, institutional and infrastructural, for project
execution, negotiation skills,
design, pre'
mobilization of financial resources, support
services,
entrepreneurship
and
business
management and;

(g) To promote regional and subregional
cooperation as a practical means of enlarging
markets, establishing multinational core projects
and strengthening the interdependent physical and
human infrastructure.
African leaders have described the decade of
the eighties as the "lost decade".
Per capita
income fell, agricultural output declined aggravated
by natural calamities, ushering in the worst famine
and hunger yet, in several African countries. The
large investment envisaged for the first IDDA
hardly materialized, existing industrial complexes
have been underutilized or even abandoned, in
many countries de-industrialization actually took
place at a time when the debt burden had become
unbearable 1.
It is against that economic situation that the
second Industrial Development Decade was
negotiated. The basic goals of the second IDDA
are fundamentally the same as those in the First
IDDA and spring from LPA. There has, however
been modifications in the strategic approach in
some significant ways. These include optimizing
interlinkages between industry and agriculture,
rehabilitating and improving public enterprise
performance, strengthening the African
entrepreneurship base, developing of informal and
small-scale sector, emphasizing market orientation,
stimulation of industrial culture, environmental
matters and promotion of regional and subregional
cooperation.
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In the same light, the industry chapter, Article
49 of the African Economic Community Treaty,
specifically states that in order to create a solid
basis for the industrialization process and promote
collective self-reliance, member States shall inter
alia.
(a) Ensure the development of the following
basic industries essential for collective self-reliance
and modernization of the priority sectors of the
economy:
(i)

food and agro-based industries;

(ii)

building
and
construction
metallurgical industries;

(v)

objectives

in

promote technical cooperation and
exchange of experiences in the field
of industrial technologies and
implement
technical
training
programmes among member States.

With regard to regional and subregional
economic cooperation, and the second IDDA, the
African Economic Community Treaty Industry
Chapter merely reinforced the basic objectives
which include: integration arrangements in Africa

and

(iii)

mechanical industries;

(iv)

electrical and electronics industries;

Industrial cooperation and hence multinational
project can result in:
(a) More production to satisfy the basic needs
of the population;
(b) Controlling access to sources of raw
materials and larger markets with economies of
scale and lower production costs;

(v)

chemical
industries;

(vi)

forestry industries;

(vii)

energy industries;

(viii)

textile and leather industries;

(c) Pooling scarce resources together
including finance,
skills, technological
and
managerial capabilities to develop and exploit
resource endowment;

transport
industries;

(d) The creation of complementarities
national and subregional levels;

(ix)

(x)

and

and

petro-chemical

communication

bio-technology industries.

(b) In the area of multinational industrial
enterprises and industrial cooperation, to:
(i)

prepare master plans at regional and
community levels for the
establishment of African
multinational industries,s particularly
those whose construction cost and
volume of production exceed
national, financial and absorptive
capacities;

(ij)

facilitate the establishment of African
multinational enterprises and
encourage and give financial support
to African entrepreneurs;

(iii)

promote specialization taking into
account national and
regional
resource endowments to enhance the
comp1ementarity of African
economies and expand intra

(iv)
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of industrialization
Africa; and

promote South-South and NorthSouth cooperation for the realization

at

(e) Attracting private foreign investors and
enhancing the negotiating powers with suppliers
and buyers;
(f) Enabling the establishment of
dynamic and self-sustaining industries;
(g)

core,

Increased employment;

(h) Increased forward and backward linkages
and domestic factor inputs;
(i) The creation of basis for the promotion
and assimilation of technological processes in
raising
national
and
subregional
planning,
managerial and technological capabilities and
capturing in project planning, implementation and
operation; and
(j) Increasing internal savings and investment
making the multiplier effect work internally rather
than abroad.

At this stage it is important to return to the
provision in the second IODA programme
documents. The programme is in two parts. The
first part covers the national component while the

second part deals with the subregional and regional
component.
The national component of the programme for
the second IDDA covers the following main items:
(a) Strategic approaches;
(b) An Action-Oriented Programme for the
second IDDA;
(c) Industrialization of Africa's Least Developed
Countries (LDCs);
(d) Financing the second.IDDA; and
Implementation,
(e!
monitoring.

coordination

2. Ensuring multinational industrial projects are
cost effective
Project cost effectiveness is highly interrelated
with the financing effectiveness of multinaticnal
industrial projects. It ensures attractiveness of the
project, increases the efficiency of the project and
guarantees maximization of the return on project
investment and also of the profitability of finances
sunk into the project, by reducing losses and
leakages.
Issues and problems in financing multinational
projects are in two broad categories. These are at
the level of project conception and design as well
as at the level of project operation.

and

The subregional and regional component of the
programme for the second Industrial Development
Decade for Africa covers the four subregions,
namely Central Africa, Eastern and Southern Africa,
North Africa, West Africa, the regional programme
and a part on monitoring and follow-up of the
implerr entation of the subregional and regional
programmes.
Each subregional and regional programme is in
three sections as follows: (a) evaluation of the
industrial cooperation during the first decade; (b)
the suoreqlonal or regional industrial-development
programme for the second IDDA; and (c) modalities
for lmpternentation. monitoring and evaluation. The
part on monitoring and follow-up of the
implementation of the subregional and reg;onal
programmes is also in three sections covering: (i)
monltorinp, follow-up and reporting mechanisms;
Iii) role! of subregional organizations and (iii) role of
intematicnat organizations in the implementation of
the reuionat programme.
VVith regard to the regional and subregional
programmes, specific projects and activities were
prepared. These projects require financing and
were prepared with the understanding that they are
bankable projects.
It is this requirement,
complemented by feasibility studies reports that
make the second IDDA more pragmatic than the
first IDDA.
In addition, there are various
proper
programme elements to reinforce
implementation which strengthen the second
IDDA's practical approach.

Nearly all national markets in Africa are too
small to sustain adequate sized industrial projects,
particularly those in the core industries.
The
multinational projects are basically in this category
and need joint markets or capital to be established.
Without properly constituted economic cooperation
and coordination, these enterprises cannot operate
efficiently and the potentials in economic
transformation would have to be foregone.
Even within a supportive environment of
economic groupings, projects have to be
adequately prepared. Often the feasibility studies
are poorly prepared or prepared by teams of
experts/firms with conflicting interests, for
countries which lack the mechanism for detecting
errors, cheating and required Quality levels. The
pre-feasibilities may have wrong assumptions on
markets and prices, have defective designs and
weakness in technical supervision during project
implementation, plant testing and commissioning.
In the area of project management, it is
noticeable that multinational industrial enterprises
have been basically promoted and owned by
member States. Common among the problems
encountered is that many of these projects have
been managed by foreign firms, some of which, as
has been mentioned before, have had conflicts of
interest usually connected with machinery and
equipment producers/suppliers or producers and
distributors of final products in the industry, or
both. These firms have invariably taken a small
percentage of equity thus having a minimum of risk
at stake which at any rate, should be recoverable
from the high-cost management fees. Typically,
these management contracts have been less cost
conscious and more concerned with safety and
quality aspects and since government has hardly
had a tight and knowledgeable supervisory team
over the management, controls have been lax and
negligent and cost overrun was allowed to be a
normal phenomenon.
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Many projects have lacked proper projectmonitoring and follow-up; thus cost accounting
remained undone and investment cost-overrun
remained quite common. The multinationals have
typically lacked substantive private involvement
and as observed earlier, private equity often
accounted for no more than 10 percent. There are
many projects which have been under-capitalized
and with Iow-equitv ratios, thus forcing additional
borrowing from suppliers and export creditors and
borrowing from financial institutions particularly for
working capital and loan repayments.
This
situation is complicated further by problems of
organizing and coordinating multinational financing
arrangements which can take a -very long time
while costs escalate and pressures by financing
agencies build up.
Problems in project operations have stemmed
from or been a continuation of problems that were
never solved during project conception, design
implementation, testing and commissioning. The
nature of problems operated in multinational
industrial enterprises falls basically into five
categories. These problems are at the managerial
level of efficiency and effectiveness, with problems
to overcome ranging from conflicts of interest,
consequences of minority equity holdings with
regard to risk-sharing commitment and competence
of government managemen'f-board members.
Marketing and pricing, unless in tune with the
business spirit, are competitive, with strategies in
order and have taken into consideration the
monetary and financial realities, will place the
enterprise in danger.
There has to be timely
financing restructuring including such tools as
equity increases, rescheduling loan repayments,
price increases etc. Above all, political will is
essential to minimize measures that contradict
efficient operation of the project and the honouring
of agreements.
Sources and suitable modalities for
mobilizing financial resources for mies

Resources can either be from domestic and/or
external sources and could be for equity
contribution and/or loans.

(a) Domestic Sources
The conference of African Ministers of
Industry in adopting the second IDDA programmes
in resolution 1 (X), "appeal to African countries and
African Government Organizations, particularly
financial institutions, to take the necessary
measures to ensure the successful implementation
of the programme for the second IDDA and give
priority to mobilization of their own financial
resources for the implementation and monitoring of
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the programme." This emphasizes the role of
African countries practising self-reliance through
African financial institutions. Significant amounts
have to. be raised from government budgets,
surpluses from parastatals and private enterprises,
savings from individual, pension and insurance
houses, national central commercial development,
investment banks and export surplus.
The structural adjustment programmes under
way in many African countries have revealed many
areas of weaknesses which have been outlets for
leakages of potential resources for further
investment under efficient and cost-effective
management processes. The measures including
redundancies in large civil services, huge official
allowances, and large defense expenditures are
examples of soft under bellies subiectabte to
further squeezes. National Commercial banks could
be encouraged to buy equity shares in multinational
industrial projects and other options can be initiated
to add to effective domestic resource mobilization.
(b) MultIJateral sources of finance

Financing subregional multinational industrial
projects is usually unappealing to multinational and
bilateral donors to African countries due to inter
(i) the broad scope and vagueness of
multinational industrial enterprises on one hand and
donors who usually look for specific well-defined
projects; Iii) the problems of guaranteeing the 10aIJs
and under-writing cost overruns; (iii) largely
Government-owned mu ltinational manufacturing
enterprises with the resulting .political involvement
in management and recruitment of senior staff
including directors on the boards (iv) the experience
of failure in many African countries to honour
economic cooperation and market agreements; and
(v) the competitive nature of multinational industrial
projects in Africa with transnational corporations
(TNCS) based in donor countries the resulting
conflicts of interest. It thus appears that most of
the funds for multinational industrial projects
should be raised from national sources. National
sources are, however, very limited compared to the
needs for successful implementation of the second
IDDA programmes. It is with this view that the
Conference of African Ministers adopted a common
position for the fourth Session of the General
Conference of UNIDO in resolution 2 (X)
recommending that (i) bilateral and multilateral
development finance institutions, including regional
development banks, the EEC Regional Development
Fund and the European Investment Fund should
make special allocations for African industrial
development and assist in carryjng out such studies
as would facilitate investment decision; and (ii)
developed countries, particularly in their bilateral
assistance programmes, should make special
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Companies (DFC) through loans and equity
participation; (iv) encourage private participation in
national and subregional industrial projects; (v)
encourage
multinational/subregional
industrial
projects/national projects having subregional
complementarities with loan and equity
participation, and (vi) ensure a greater respect for
sound commercial principles in the management of
various enterprises in which the Bank has loan and
equity participation. Thus. the Bank would apply
With
rigorous project selection and appraisal.
respect to public industrial enterprises the Bank
would give
priority to
rehabilitation
and
restructuring of existing enterprises. On the other
hand, the Bank would encourage private firms to
expand and to form new enterprises. Small and
Medium Scale Enterprises (SMSE) would be
assisted through IDC.

allocations for promotion of African industrialization
through incentives for direct foreign investment in
the industrial sector in Africa".

(c) Regional sources of finance
Tho major regional source of multinational
industrial project finance in Africa is the African
Development Bank (ADB) and its group (the African
Development Fund and the Nigerian Trust Fund).
The ADB group has provided project lending; lines
of credit both to national and subregional
development banks and investment corporations;
sector investment and investment loans; sector
adjustment (policy-oriented) loans: technical
assistance loans; loans to subregional projects and
to national projects having subregional and regional
compJementarities.
The ADB group also joins
efforts with ECOWAS Fund, Ecobank,West African
Development Bank (BOAD), Central African
Development Bank (BDEAC), BDEGL, Fond de
solidarite et d'intervention pour Ie developpment de
la communaute (FOSIDEC), Fonds communtaire
Developpment (FCDL the East African Development
Bank tEADS) the Preferential Trade Area (PTA)
Bank, etc, and other subregional bank and
investment finance corporations in organizing joint
study missions like project identifications,
appraisals,
evaluation,
supervision, training,
consutrancv and exchange of information. The
Bank group also plays a catalytic role as lead
financier in attracting non-regional financiers to
participate in funding national and
subregional/regional projects in Africa.

The ADS has jointly sponsored with IFC "and
UNDP, the African Project Development Facility
(APDF) whose objective is to assist African
entrepreneurs in the preparation of feasibility
studies and other project and loan documentation
for private-sector projects in the range of US$O.5-5
million. The scope of APDF includes consultancy
services for new projects, mergers, acquisitions by
nationals of foreign-owned enterprises and
prioritization of public enterprises.
The other regional project is the Arab Bank for
Economic Development in Africa (SADEA) with its
head-Quarters in Khartoum, Sudan. The Bank is
established by Arab countries as a gesture of
friendship to assist the African countries. Its terms
and conditions are almost as favourable as those of
the normal ADB loans. Its interest rate ranges from
4 to 10 percent. It gives long loans, and technical
assistance and training grants for agricultural,
industrial, water, pow.er, transport and
communication development. Like ADB it restricts
purchase and procurement of goods and services
from Israel and South Africa.

Although the ADS has not ventured far, it has
the mandate and intention to participate in the
equity capital of national and subregional industrial
projects.
Its experience in subregional/
multinational industrial projects has been limited to
Ciments de I' Afrique de l'Ouest (CIMAO) and
Industries chtrniques du Sc§n~gal tiCS). It has,
nonetheless,
financed several transport,
communications, agricultural, water, power and
training projects of regional and subregional
character and scope.
It can directly finance
national industrial projects under certain
circumstances but its experience up to now has
been through lines of credits extended to national
and subregional development banks and investment
funds.
The ADS industrial sector policy guidelines
show that the objectives and strategies of ADB in
industrial finance/loans would be to : (i) assist
African countries to define policy framework; (ii)
provide loans and equity to productive projects and
ascertain sound management for self-sustenance
and financial discipline; (iii) continue its support to
national and subregional Development Finance

fdJ Subregional sources of finance

J

Subregional sources of finance in the West
African subregion are (a) the Banque Centrale des
Etats de I' Afrique de I' Ouest (BCEAO). Mali and
Mauritania are not members of BCEAO, which is a
monetary agency for CEAO members, Benin and
Togo, which plays a major role in the formulation
of monetary and development finance policies and
credit regulation and coordination; (b) Banque
Ouest-Africaine de·D~veloppment (BOAD) which is
a common development fihance institution for
BCEAO members. It promotes development and
economic integration among member countries; (c)
Fonds de solidarit~ et d' Intervention pour Ie
D~veloppment de la Communaut6 (FOSIDEC), a
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development institute for CEAO members and its
affiliate - Fonds communtaire developprnent (FCD),
dealing with contracts and market research,
supplies, projects and subsidies within CEAO
members; (d) ECOWAS Fund for Cooperation
compensation and Development of ECOWAS
including acting as a clearing house, financing
studies, development activities and guaranteeing
foreign investments; and (e) Ecobank which
mobilizes and promotes investment both from local
and foreign sources, promotes intra-ECOWAS trade
and assists rehabilitation. It is owned by private
groups and chambers of commerce based in
Nigeria, Ghana, COte d' Ivoire, Benin and Togo. It
offers general and merchant banking, letters of
credit, import and export guarantees, medium sized
loans, market research and, to some extent,
development banking among the 5 member States.
Other sub-regional sources of finance include
(a) the East African Development Bank (EADB)

which the only surviving institution from the
defunct East African community which had been
formed by Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda; (b)
Banque de D~veloppement des Etats de I' Afrique
Central (BDEAC), (c) Banque Developpement des
Etats de grands Lacs (BDEGL)- which is for the
development of the Great Lake States (Burundi,
Rwanda and Zaire); (d) The PTA Bank which is the
development finance and clearing-house institution
for PTA members.
There are also several financing institutions
operating in the North African subregion basically
to assist and promote economic cooperation among
Arab countries. -These Arab financing institution
include, among others, (a) the Arab Fund for
Economic and Social Development (AFESD); (b)
.Arab Industrial Investment Company (AIIC) which
specialize in equity holdings in industrial investment
in Arab countries; and (c) Inter-Arab Manufacturing
Joint Venture (IAMJV) which has also specialized
in joint venture equity holdings in manufacturing
enterprises in the Arab States.
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International and multinational sources of
finance

International and multinational sources of
finance outside the region include (a) international,
multilateral, and bilateral grants and teehnical
assistance, (b) loans from international, multilateral
and national finance institutions (c) export and
suppliers' credits, and (d) direct private foreign
investment.
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(f)

Grants and technical assistance

International grants and technical assistance
have been mostly limited to the UNDP-IPF, and
other United Nations bodies such as UNIDO, ILO,
UNESCO, etc.
Grant funds and technical
assistance from these sources would be used to
carry out feasibility studies and long term
assignment of foreign experts to advise. in planning,
operatinal plants, training of personnel, monitoring
and evaluation of multinational industrial projects in
Africa. Although the United Nations sources of
finance are small in quantity, they could play a
crucial role as seeds money' for initiating and
promoting development of projects.
Similarly, most multilateral grants and technical
assistance have been limited to the European
Development Fund (EDF) and to some extent the
risk capital from the European Investment Bank.
Most of the EDF's sources are grants which may
be used both for financing capital goods and
technical assistance, Some portion of EDF finance
comes through EIB in the form of risk-capital loans,
the repayment of which is subject to profitability
and ability to pay dividends. If the project fails to
make profit and dividends the loans would be
written off. There is also the Commonwealth
Development Fund which gives grants in the form
technical assistance to members of
of
Commonwealth countries.
Other financial
institutions such as ADB, IBRD and BADEA also
provide some technical assistance in the form of
training and of studies such as sector reviews,
national economic memoranda, project appraisals
and project-identification missions.
Bilateral grants and Technical Assistance come
from a large number of bilateral sources of grants
and technical assistance. These sources include
CIDA of Canada, DANIDA _(Denmark), KFW
(Germany), ODA (UK), the French AID, NORAD
(Norway), FINIDA (Finland), SIDA-(Sweden), USAID
(USA), and Netherlands Aid, The amounts received
from these bilateral aid sources have been large,
consisting of commodity aids, capital goods and
technical assistance. The procurement of goods
and services financed by bilateral resources have
been generally restricted to the donor's country
with a few exceptions such as those sources in the
Nordic countries and KFW. The other problems
with the bilateral grants have been the funds. are
mostly given to individual counties and thus their
scopes compared to that of multinational industrial
enterprises has been limited. The case of SADCC
has been, however, very encouraging. That is,
most of the bilateral donors have subscribed a large
amount of grant funds to the multinational
development projects of SADCC.

(g)

Loans from International, Multilateral and
National Institutions

The most important source of international
loans is the World Bank (IBRD) and its group (IDA
and IFC) which, like the ADS, provides long-term
development loans on the basis of general and
multiple purpose and or specific project/sector
loans. The IBRD general loans bears higher interest
rates as do the ADB general loans, depending on
the general market condition (usually linked to
L1BCI. The IDA loans as do Africa Development
Fund (ADF) bears three quarters percent rate with
10 years grace period and to be repaid over 30
years. The IFC also gives long terms loans, but
most of the time it chooses equity participation
particularlv in industrial projects. The World Bank
group has excellent experience and capability for
project appraisals and evaluation and has the
mandate and competence for assisting member
countries in general and in sectoral-policy
formulation, project preparations and organizing of
finance. It has, also, well-organized free, training
facilities for staff coming from developing
countries. It enjoys immense good-will and thus
could playa catalytic role and be lead-financier in
leasing, mobilizing and coordinating other calenders to participate in financing multinational
industrial projects. For instance, the IBRD acted as
a lead-financier for both CIMAO and ICS.
Multinational sources of loans include the EtB, the
Nordic Investment Bank, the Islamic Development
BanI< and the OPEC Fund. The EIB gives long-term
loans usually at subsidized interest rates.
Procurement sources may be restricted to EEC and
ACP member States. The Nordic Investment Bank
gives long term loans, the interest rates of which
would be equivalent to the normal IBRD loans. It
has the condition that a certain project
components/packages should be procured from
Nordic countries (Denmark, Norway, Iceland,
Finland and Sweden). The Islamic Development
Bank generally has lower interest rates but forbids
procurement from Israel and South Africa. The
J

OPEC Fund Is small in amount but it has subsidized
lower interest rates. It usually co-finances projects
with ADS/IBAD inorder to reduce its administrative
costs.

The IMF-SAP policy oriented short term
structural adjustment loans could also assist the
rehabilitation and revitalization of existing industrial
enterprises through making foreign exchange
available to import spare parts, intermediate' inputs
and-replacement of equipment and machines.

Bilateral sources of loans also include the
United Kingdom Commonwealth Development
Corporation (CDC), the Kuwait Fund, the Saudi
Puna. Abu Dabbi Fund, CCCE (French), FOM

(Netherlands), etc. CDC interest rates en-lone term
loans are usually equivalent to the normal IBRD
loan and it generally requires that the competition
for procurement should be open to UK firms. The
Abu Dabbi, Kuwait and Saudi Funds charge lower
interest rates (2-8 percent] depending on the
economic and social nature of projects, but they
forbid procurement from Israel and South Africa.
The French CCCE has also subsidized lower interest
rates but tends to favour procurement from France.

tn) Suppliers/export credits
Suppliers/Export Credit Finances are available
from many countries, such as the USA, UK,
France, Italy, Denmark, Canada, Japan, Finland,
Brazil, Austria, Sweden, Germany, Belgium, Spain,
Switzerland, Hungary, Russia, Poland, etc,
merchant and commercial banks in developed
countries and export and suppliers credits.
There should, however, be careful appraisal
and selection of bilateral (unless it involves 100
percent grant) export-import and suppliers credits
and other finance resources because they could be
very expensive in price; terms and conditions of
tied aid/loans could be problematic for selection of
technology,
supplies of spare
parts and
components, training, erection and operation later.
One of the best approaches in such bilateral tied
loans and suppliers credits is first to determine the
plants, machinery and equipment specifications
with the assistant of independent
consulting/engineering firms, and then tender
among contending suppliers with financ;ial backing
from their national governments or financial
institutions. - Such options are now recognized by
the DECO countries. For instance, the Morupule
Power Station in Botswana carefully exploited this
strategy in tendering turbine purchases, the prices
of which became lower than those coming through
international competitive bidding insisted on by
IBRD/ADS.
Other external financing sources include
traditional hire-purchase tlease-purchase): floating
bonds, debentures, stocks and shares in
international markets; the recent development in
debt equity swaps; etc.
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Direct private foreign investment

One of the major external financing resources
for industrial investments is foreign direct private
investment (FOPI). FDPI does not involve loan and
interest repayments. The investors take the risk in
the ventures and so ensure appropriate feasibility
studies, choice of technology, management,
production controls in terms of cost and quality,
and market strategies. However, most of FDPI is
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among developed countries of the North, and the
newly industrialized countries of Asia and Latin
America. The share of Africa has been small and
declining. Only a few countries in the region such
as Egypt, Tunisia, Nigeria, Cote d' Ivoire and
Senegal have attracted some, mostly in mining.
FOPI usually prefers larger, growing domestic
markets and savings, indigenous entrepreneurs to
cooperate with whom professionals and skilled
workers, political am:teconomic stability, developed
physical and institutional infrastructure like India,
China, Korea, Brazil, Mexico and Egypt have.
Similarly, FDPI is currently more attracted to Russia
and Eastern European countries than to Africa.
Thus African countries in the subregion should
make more efforts to attract FOPI by providing
investment climates (political and economic),
improving physical and institutional infrastructures,
strenqtheninq training of nationals, revamping
investment codes, establish "one stop" or "one
window" to assist investors, improving foreign
exchange availability for importation of inputs and
remittance of dividends, giving FDPI freedom to
choose ownership shares, access to world price
inputs, etc.
In return for such privileges, the
could
ask
for
"performance
Governments
guarantee" from FDPI in the form of development
of local skills and raw materials, transfer of
technology, export perform ance, an d profitability".
Ensuring sustainable financing of multinational
projects
Success in ensuring suitable and sustainable
financing arrangements for multinational industrial
enterprises in Africa mostly depends on their
comrnerc. sl soundness and profitability whicb
depend on, among other things, broad approaches
and
su st ai n ab il it v
of
economic
cooperation/agreements
between
cooperating
States and, conceptual designs and sound
management of the MIES.
In the past several approaches to economic
cooperation in Africa, such as free trade zones,
custom unions, common markets and economic
integrations which were on a made on subregional
or regional basis have mostly failed. There is thus
an urgent need to have new approaches to
enhance successful creation and operation of MIES
in Africa. In the new approaches, cooperation on
MIES should not be restricted to geographical
zones; cooperation should be based on specific
genuine interests and needs; desire to diversify
trade and investments; exploitation of cheap and
abundant resources, labour, infrastructure; interest
in growing and competing abroad; pioneer
production of new product lines; innovation
technological capabilities and use of neglected local
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resources;
joint
production
and
subcontracting/comp/ementaritiesjnter-corporation
councils; exchange of experts and directorship;
nominal purchases of each others shares; intercorporation agency appointments; joint training,
research and maintenance facilities; joint purchase
and joint sales promotion; and standardization of
equipment and supply procedures to suit joint
production of spare parts.
Involvement of politicians and civil servants
should be avoided in the detailed negotiation of the
terms and conditions of the cooperation, design of
the project, procurement and management of MIES.
Such detailed activities should be left to the
Simi larlv,
pri vats-owner operators/tech nocrats.
selection and appointment of directors to the board
and of managers should be divorced from political
consideration and nepotism. There should be clear
functions,
responsibilities and
definition of
accountability of management preferably based in
performance contracts involving rate of profit on
capital within in-built reward and penalty
mechanisms.
There should be careful selection of consulting
engineers and management agencies to avoid
conflicts of interest and transfer pricing. Similarly,
adequate preparations and appraisals should be
made in carrying out feasibility studies. Careful
attention should be paid to the preparation of terms
of reference for feasibility studies, as well as the
establishment of steering committees to supervise
and guide the engineering consultants. Equally
important is the establishment of monitoring and
follow-up units during project implementation to
keep the board/the shareholders informed of the
progress of the projects. It would be advisable to
involve international financing agencies such as
IBRD and ADS to assist in preparation of terms of
reference, selection of consultants and managing
agencies, tendering procedures and contract
negotiations because these agencies have more
access to wider information on such aspects.
Indeed care must be taken to also avoid mistakes
when making agreements 'and contracts with the
consulting engineers, managing agencies and
suppliers of equipment and machinery and
construction companies through having in-built
clauses as penalty compensation or remedy for
defects, frauds, and failure to attain specified
production targets and Qualities. Apart from this,
there should be adequate equitv subscription and
financial controls (costs and budgets) to avoid cost
overruns. The management of the MIES should
apply full financial costing such as adequate
depreciation reserves, interest expenses, etc. The
management should also regV1arly monitor and

formulate marketing and pricing strategies to

withstand international competition rather than to
depend on agreements between member States.
Other measures to create suitable and
sustainable financing in industrial development in
Africa should include macro-economic reforms,
restructuring and revitalization of public enterprises
so as to make them operate a sound economic and
comr-iercial basis with an adequate rate of return
on capital, facilitate promotion of private
enterprises; and assist in the development of
entre preneurial capabilities and
small-scale
enterprises in an integrated package.
In this
respect. it is strongly recommended that there
shou d be constitutional protection guarantees
agair st
expropriation/confiscation
of private
properties with any charge of Government in

1

Long-term investments in industrial
Africa.
development is partly due to the monumental
interests and ambitions of the entrepreneurs and
innovators who want to leave behind their names
as an heritage to future generations. Frequent
nationalization tampers with these monumental
ambitions and discourage investors who, in the
absence of such constitutional guarantee, prefer to
speculative investments, in liquid assets foreign
exchanges and capital flights, etc. Apart from this
it is also advisable to have a tripartite committee
composed of representatives of Government,
private domestic manufacturers and foreign private
investors to review regularly the general investment
climate and advise how to remove any obstacles
that may be existing or are anticipated.

UNECA: Industrialization in the 19805: what went wrong? Focus on African Industry Vol.4 No.2, July
.

19!~1

2

Philip Ndegwa: The CTC Reporter, No, 27, Spring 1989.
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POSSIBILITES ET PERSPECTIVES DE PRODUCTION DE PRODUITS
CHIMIOUES DE BASE A PARTIR DU
GAZ NATUREL EN AFRIQUE.

Introduction
L'importance strateqique du sous-secteur des
industries
chimiques en
tant qu'element
indispensable tt I'expansion des autres secteurs
economiques a touiours ~t~ reconnue par les
organisations internationales comme Ie montrent
les nombreuses resolutlons et recommandations
adoptees au cours de leurs reunions.
A long terme la solution est de produire en
Afrique les produits chimiques en utihsant les
matieres premieres africaines. Cependant une
industrie chimique bien devetopoee et diversifiee se
caracterise par des ~conomies d' echelle et
necessite une main-d' oeuvre cornpetente. La
plupart des pays africa ins, pris isolernent, ne seront
pas en mesure de remplir ces conditions ~ court et
tt moyen terme.
Les recherches sur les technologies et les
equipements utilises et sur leur adaptation aux
conditions locales, la mise en commun des
experiences existant sur Ie continent dans ce
domaine, I'identification, la formulation,
la
promotion et la realisation des proiets de
developpement inMgre de production de produits
chimiques de base necessitent Ie renforcement de
la cooperation entre les etats, aux niveaux
scientifique, technique, industriel et economique,
ce Qui ~ ete defini dans Ie cadre du programme de
la seconde Decennie du developpemsnt industriel
de I' Afrique.
Le gaz naturel a longtemps ~te considere
comme une richesse mineure par rapport au
petrole, alors que les reserves sont importantes. La
limitation des ressources petrolieres et Ie souci
constant de preserver I' environnement ont conduit
~ poursuivre et entreprendre des etudes afin
d' exploiter plus largement Ie ga2 naturel au-dela du
debouche majeur qui est Ie sien ~ ce jour: celui
d'un combustible de haute quahte. Dans un proche
avenir, il jouera un rOle croissant comme matiere
premiere de I'industrie chimique et de celie des
carburants tiqutdes. Un tel objectif, s'il etait atteint
econcmiquernent permettrait de valoriser les
importants gisements existant en Afrique.
Le gaz naturel

A. Generetites
Au cours du vingtieme steele, Ie petrole a
progressivement rem place Ie charbon pour Ie
developpernent industriel. Qe la rnerne tacon, Ie gaz
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naturel, largement disponible et d~j~ bien utilise
comme combustible, pourrait sa substituer peu a
peu au pstrole au debut des annees 2000 en ce qui
concerne ses applications specifiques.
Toutes les orevlsions s'accordent en effet a
reconnaitre qu'il jouera a I'avenir un rOle
d'importance croissante non seulement comme
combustible, mais aussi en tant que matiere
premiere pour Ie marche des carburants et de la
chimie.
Le gaz naturel est recherche et exploite dans
des conditions semblab1es tt celles du petrole
auquel il est souvent associe. Pourtant, pendant
longtemps, la decouverte d'un gisement de gaz
sans petrole a eta consideree comme un echec, car
la prospection visait la decouverte d'hydrocarbures
liquides. Le coat du transport du ga2 naturel est
beaucoup fois plus eleve que celui du petrole. Seule
une faible fraction de la production de gaz fait
I' objet d' ~cha nges internationaux (14 % dont 3 %
sous forme Iiq uefiee a, -160 0 C transportee par
navires rnethaniers). C'est pourquoi, iI y a une
quinzaine d'annees, plus de 60% de la production
de gaz de l'Organisation des pays producteurs de
petrole (OPEP) etaient tout simplement brules.
La situation a ~volu~ depuis, avec la prise de
conscience de la limite des ressources fossiles. De
plus il est apparu que Ie gaz naturel constitue un
substitut possible du petrole et moins pouuant. Le
gaz peut en effet ~tre totalement desulfure et sa
combustion n' engendre pas de pluies acides. Grace
a son contenu elev~ en hvdroqene, iI brule en
contribuant moins Que Ie charbon et Ie petrole c\
I'eftet de serre provoque par "I' accumulation de
dioxyde de carbone dans I' atmosphere. En eftet a
ces trois combustibles principaux, correspondent
les emissions suivantes de gaz carbonique : gaz
naturel coefficient 1, petrole 1,3 et charbon 1,75.

8. Situation mondiale
Les reserves mondiales orouvses de gaz
naturel sont comparables a celles de petrole et
croissent de rnaniere r~guliere, alors que celles de
petrole sont stabiliseas depuis une quinzaine
d'annees, Le rapport des reserves connues de gaz
et de petrole ~tait de 48% en 1970, 58% en 1975
et est actuellement proche de 85 %. Cette evolution
laisse pr~sager Que les reserves ultimes de gaz
naturel pourraient ~tre considerables, de I' ordre de
350 giga tonnes d'equivalent pstrole (Gtep), soit
pres de trois siecles de consommation au rythme
actuel. Le 'rapport existant entre les reserves

prouvses et la production annuelle de gaz qui est,
en movenns, 6gal ~ 65 ans dans Ie monde, pourrait
ainsi atteindre des valeurs bien superieures. Par
ailleurs, les repartitlons g60graphiques des
gisements de gaz et de petrole sont sensiblement
difMrentes, ce Qui represents un avantage
geopolitiQue (figure 1).

CHARBON
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l.es reserves sent si importantes que seul
I' ~norme rnarche
des carburants et Ie
developpernent de I'industrie chimique serait
capable d'absorber les quantites de gaz natural
ainsi transtorrnees, sans que Ie rnarche en soit
perturbe (figure 2).
B~~
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La consommation mondiale de gaz naturel est
environ deux tois plus faible que celie de petrole. \I
est surtout utilise comme combustible (68%), Ie
quart de sa consommation sert c\ la production
d'elec1ricit6 et seule une faible fraction (7%) est
transforrnee en matiere de base pour la chimie.
LE! marche des carburants sera probablement
demandeur des quanntes supplementaires offertes,
soit pour assurer son expansion reguliere, soit dans
Ie cad re d' une substitution graduelle au petrole
moins abondant. Pour Que cette transition se
deroule sans heurt, encore faut-il que la conversion
du gaz nature! en carburants liquides puisse ~tre
reatisee economiquement.

testae. I'utilisation
Une idee simple a dej~
directe du gaz naturel comprirne comme carburant
pour automobile. Les etudes experimentales
Menees dans certains pays africains ont donne des
resultats tres encourageants. Toutefois des etudes
econcmlques speclfiques pour chaque pays sont a
recommander afin de bien circonscrire Ie rnarche et
d' svatuer Ie ressau de distribution compte tenu de
I'autonomie moyenne des vehicules,
C.

Utitisetions

Pour la valorisation des gisements lointains et
un devetoppernent c\ grande echelle, seule 1a
conversion du gaz nature! en carburants liquldes sur
Ie site merne des gisements apparalt realtste,
Techniquement, cette conversion est d{ij~ realisable
par
plusieurs
voles.
La perspective
de
developpement ~ grande echelte reside cependant
dans I'industrie petrochirnique qui represents a
I'heure actuelle
son
seul
debouche
hors
combustible (figure 3). La multitude des produits
tabriques par cette industrie repose sur les
transformations successives d'un petit nombre de
grands interrnediaires issus du petrole, du gaz
naturel et du charbon. Le petrole en foumit la plus
grosse part (60% du tonnage des grands
interrnediairesl sous forme d' ethvlene, de oropvtene
et d'aromatiques, alors que Ie charbon n'en foumit
plus Q u' une fraction relativement faible (10 %). Les
30% restant sont fournis par Ie gaz naturel utilise
essentiellement pour la fabrication du methanol et
pour la generation de l'hvdroqene necessaire ~ la
synthase de I' ammoniac.
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~

Les possibilites en Afrique

Le gaz de svnthese

Ce que I' on entend par gaz de svnthese est la
combinaison de deux gaz, Ie gaz carbonique et
l'hvdroqene. II est obtenu par vaporeformage du
gaz naturel, reaction
temperature elevee du
methane et de I' eau. A partir de ce melange
gazeux, acres elimination du gaz carbonique et
introduction d'air. on peut obtenir l'ammoniac Qui
est utilise comme interrnediaire de base pour ta
fabr cation d' acide nitrique, d' uree. de nitrate
d'ammol1ium,
d'engrais complexes,
de
diamminophosphates ou pour des reactions de
carbonvlation. Le gaz de svnthese est aussi a la
base de lei production du methanol.

a

2. - Les produits interrnediaires
Si la r.roduction de I' ammoniac ne semble pas
susceptible d'enregistrer de grands changements,
I' essentie de ses debouches etant celui des
engrais, L n rnarche Qui n' est pas appele a subir de
profonds bouleversements mais seulement une
prouression reguliere, en revanche, Ie cas du
methanol qui constitue Ie second marche acres
I'ammoniac. est considerer avec attention.

a

En plus de son utilisation comme interrnediaire
majeur de la chimie, il entre de plus en plus dans la
fabrication des carburants dans Ie but de
restreindre l'utilisation des additifs plornbes. II peut
etre ajoute seul
I'essence (5%) ou associe
d'autres alcools tels que Ie terbutanol (TBA). II
entre surtout a raison de 30% en poids dans la
taoricaticn de I' ether methvl-terbutvlique (MTBE)
qui est u 1 constituant de choix de I' essence sans
plornb. LEl progression du marche du MTBE, qui
repond aux contraintes de plus en plus severes
concernant I'environnement, est spectaculaire.

a

a

Finalement, Ie methanol peut etre utilise pur en
tant Que carburant dans des vehicules possedant
un rnoteur specialernent adapte. L'avantage est une
moindre pollution, en particulier par les suies.
Cependant, I' effet du relet d' aldehydes n' est pas
etabli, e t Ie methanol etant un poison violent
miscible a I' eau, sa mise la disposition du grand
public n' est pas sans risques,

a

L' ethylene, obtenu par craquage de l' ethane
contenu dans Ie gaz natural, constitue une des
matieres de base de I'industrie petrochirnique. sa
propriete principale etant sa forte reactivite. Ceci
permet d' une part sa polvrnerisation pour obtenir
du polverhvlene ou du polychlorure de vinyl et
d' autre part I' obtention d' aldehydes et d' alcools qui
constituent des interrnediaires pour /'industrie
chimique et pharmaceutique.

A. Ressources en gaz nature/
Les ressources gazieres de I' Afrique sont tres
superieures aux possibilites d' absorption des
marches nationaux et sont dismbuees de rnaniere
tres inegale. Ceci peut cependant representer
terme un avantage en etant prometteur du
developpernent de la cooperation et des echanges
intra-africains.

a

a

J uSQU' maintenant les activites d' exploration
en Afrique sont restees en moyenne a un niveau
tres bas; seule I' Algerie, et a un degre moindre, la
Libye, l' Egypte et Ie Cameroun ont un invantaire
intensifie de leurs ressources en gaz. L' exploration
dans d'autres zones prometteuses en Afrique ne
pourra etre accrue que si des marches sont
accessibles et si la consommation de gaz garantit
de couvrir les couts consider ables d'une exploration
future.
t , Reserves prouvees en Afrique
Les reserves prouvees de gaz naturel en
Afrique sont estimees a plus de 10.300 milliards de
rn ", ce Qui represents 8,7% des reserves mondiales
(figure 1). Quatre pays detiennent les majeures
parties des reserves connues actuellement.
L' Algerie dispose de 55,9% des reserves du
continent ; elles ont connu une augmentation de
7,7% recernment a la suite de I' activite
dexploration cornmencee iI y a quelques annees
Le Nigeria vient en seconde position avec environ
23,9% du total des reserves prouvees connues en
Afrique. Enfin, les reserves gazieres de la Libye
sont estirnees a 722 milliards de m 3 (7,0%) et
celles de l'Egypte a 332 milliards de rn' (3,2%).
A cote de ces quatre pays avec un vaste
potentiel de gaz, un certain nombre de gisements
mains importants existent dans d' autres pays de la
region (Tableau 1).
On remarque Que les gisements de gaz
actuellement conn us sont bien repartis dans les
Etats africa ins en bard de mer. On peut done
imaginer Que d' autres decouvertes sont a esperer
a l'interieur du continent et que d'autres pays
pourraient se joindre aux pays producteurs de gaz
en Afrique. Compte tenu de ceci. les estimations
concernant les ressources ultimes en gaz naturel de
20 mille milliards de m",
I' Afrique varient de 15
soit deux fois plus Que les reserves prouvees.

a
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2. Production
La production gaziere en Afrique est dorninee
par I' Algerie qui represents plus de 74,1% du total
de la production (tableau 1). Elle devrait maintenir
sa position dans Ie proche avenir. Toutefois, Ia
progression en volume des autres pays producteurs
devrait etre
sensiblement plus
r ap ide ,
partlculierernent au Nigeria et en Egypte et, :.t un
deare moindre, en Libye. Au-dela de ces quatre
Tableau 1:

premiers pays qui representant aujourd'hui 98% de
la production africaine, six autres pays paraissent
en mesure de les reioindre comme producteurs,
mais leur niveau de production devrait rester
modeste ~ l'ecbelle de la region. Globalement, la
production commercia Ii see de I' Afrique pourrait
doubler d'ici I'an 2000, atteignant I'equivalent de
100 Mtep dont I' Algerie pourrait fournir environ les
deux tiers.

Estimations des reserves prouvees de gaz naturel et production africaine (en milliards de

PAYS

RESERVES AU 1/1/1990

I

PRODUCTION 1990

Algerie

5.800

135

Angola

60

3,15

Cameroun

255

Congo

73

Cote d'Ivoire

20

1,02

8,62

Egypte

332

Ethiopie

25

Gabon

25

2

Guinea Eq.

15

0,5

722

12,5

Libye
Madagascar
Maroc

89
3

Mozambique

65

Namibie

57

Nigeria

2.476

Rwanda

57

Somalie

6

Soudan

85

Tanzanie

118

Tunisia

88

Zalre
TOTAL AFRIQUE

0,06

18,35

0,74

1

10.372

3. Consommation
En 1988, la production cornrnercialisaa du
continent a ete de 62,1 milliards de m'. Quant a la
consommation totale de gaz, elle a ete de 25,7
milliards de m 3 en 1988. La repartition sectorielle
de la consommation est representee dans la
figure 4.
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rrr').

181,94
Cette figure montre qu' une part preponderante
de la consommation nationale globale de gaz en
Afrique rsvlent ~ la production d' ~nargje suivie par
I'autoconsommation du secteur energetique. La
secteur residenttel-tertlalre peut Atre neglig~ t.I
I'exception de I' Algerie ou iI detient une part de 8 %
en 1987. L'utilisation du gaz naturel dans la chimie
et la petrochimie est egalement tres faible.

T outefais, une analyse plus detainee mantre
que c' est I' Algerie qui totalise actuel/ement 73% de
la production totale de gaz africain cornmercialise,

48% de la consommatian totale et 100% des
exportations de gaz naturel a l'exterieur de
I' Afrique.

Tableeu 2 : Production de aaz naturel brute et commercialis~e (milliards de m 3

~AYS
!

I
I
I

-

1988).

PRODUCTION BRUTE

GAZ REINJECTE

GAZDE
TORCHE

AUTRES
PERTES

PRODUCTION
COMMERCIALISEE

Algerie

109,33

53.00

6.00

6.03

44.90

Angola

3.15

0.80

1.72

0,13

0,50

Congo

1,02

1,02

Cote d'ivoire

0,19

0.19

Egvp,.e

8.62

0.57

0.20

0.93

6.92

Gabon

1.75

0,35

1,24

0,06

0,1

Libye

12.50

4,00

2,58

0,42

5,50

Maroc

0,06

Nigeria

18,35

Tunisie

0.80

TOTAL

155,77

0.06
2,30

61,02

, 2,25

3.80

0,29

0.06

0,35

25,49

7.63

62,13

Figure 4
2. Production de gaz de petrole Iiqu6fi6 (GPl)
CONSOMMATION SECTORIELLE DE GAZ NATUREL
EN AFRIQUE (1988)
R,,$sldanl/el-tertlalre.

commercial et mixle (3.6%}
CenlliJes
alElclriQues (33.5%)

Seci&ur
energoliQue (47.0
11-1015 cent/al.,

eleetriQues)

L'utilisation du GPL est tres repandue en
Algerie, en Egypte et en partie dans les pays
d' Afrique de I' Est et ceux du golfe de Guinee.
Jusqu'ici, la plupart du GPL est imoorte, rnis c\ part
I' Algerie, I' Egypte, I' Angola et la Tunisie qui
disposent d'usines de production de GPL. De plus,
Ie Cameroun, l'Ethiopie et Ie Kenya produisent du
GPL comme sous-produit des raffineries.
3. Production d'ammoniac et de methanot

Consommatian tal ale : 26.7 milliards de meltes cubes

8.

Etant donne les ressources en gaz naturel de la
region, un certain nombre de pays ont. au cours
des ans, etabli des usines d' ammoniac, en g~n~ral
dans Ie but de fabriquer des engrais chirniques.

Installations existentes
, . Production de gaz naturel liquefte (GNU

L' Alg~rie
est
aujourd'hui
Ie deuxierne
exportateur de GNL du monde. Pour permettre ces
vastes exportations deux usines de traitement de
GNL ont ~t~ mises en place Ie long de la cote
algerienne, c\ Arzew et c\ Skikda. En Libye,les
exportations de GNL sont toujours tlmitees c\
l'Espagne, Les exportations de GNL sont traitees
dans une usine situee a Marsa EI Brega.

En Alg~rie, les complexes d'ammoniac sont
situes c\ Arzew et c\ Annaba pour une capacite
totale de production de 900.000 tonnes par an. Ce
pays a exporte 62.500 tonnes d'ammoniac en
1989. L' Algerie dispose ~galement d'une unite de
production de methanol d'une capacite de 100.000
tonnes par an et une usine d'ethvlene de 120.000
tonnes par an.
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L' Egypte possede cinq sites de production
d' ammoniac et d' engrais azotes pour une capacite
de production totale de 778.000 tonnes d'azote
par an.
La Libye possede ~galement des unites de
production d'ammoniac. En 1989, ce pays a ainsi
exports 250.000 tonnes d'ammoniac. La Lybie
dispose ~galement d'unites de production de
methanol d'une capacite de 330.000 tonnes par
an.
Enfin, la plus recente addition aux capacitss de
production lnstallees en Afrique d'unites de
production d' engrais azotes est la National Fertilizer
Company of Nigeria Ltd. (NAFCON). Ce complexe,
inauqure en fevrier 1988, fonctionne actuellement
tt plus de 100% de sa capacite nominale, et sa
production a ete bien accueillie sur les marches
I'exportation. L'unite de production d'ammoniac a
une capacite de 330,000 tonnes par an. Le Nigeria
a exports 43.000 tonnes d'ammoniac en 1989.

a

C.

Demande previsionnelle
,. Evolution de Ja demande

Les previsions de la demande ont Me
effectuees par Posch & Partners (Autrichel et
Dorsch Consult (RFA) dans une etude intitulee
"Etude de pre-faisabilite sur \e projet d' un reseau de
gazoducs
et
d'un
svsterne
integre
de
communication pour la vente de gaz nature:
africain" (tableau 3).
Pour Ies pays dispcsant de reserves, la
derna nde 9 lobale augmentera jusqu' tt 47,5 Mtep
en I'an ~OOO et
110,7 Mtep en 2020. Pour les
pays sans reserves gazieres, la demande globale
devrait atteindre 3,2 Mtep en I'an 2000 et 9,1
Mtep en 2020 ; ces quantites sont si faibles que,
rnerne si elles ne se realisaient que partiellement,
I' effet sur la demande globale en gaz en serait
negligeable.

a

2. Pays

~

excedent gazier

Les pays a surplus de gaz sont definis comme
ceux dont les reserves prouvees seront superieures
tt la demande globale cumulee sur une periode ~
long terme (50 ansl.
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Le total de la demande globale curnulee en gaz
naturel pour la periode 1989-2038 en Afrique est
de 5,0 milliards de tep environ, compare aux
reserves prouvees de l'ordre de 10,0 milliards de
tep. Ces chiffres montrent que, merne sans
decouverte supplementalre et en supposant la
realisation complete de la demande potentlelle.
I' Afrique dispose d'une reserve considerable, soit
pour des exportations, soit pour la realisation de
projets de production de produits chimiques de
base.
Le tableau 3 regroupe les bilans ~ long terme
entre les pays presentant un excedent de gaz et les
pays deficitaires. II est ~ noter Que les basoins des
pays deficitaires peuvent Mre totalement ou en
partie couverts par les pays voisins.
Si I' on compare avec les reserves prouvees au
1/1/89, les deficits relativement faibles dans
certains pays pourront certainement etre cornbles
par des decouvertes additionnelles de gaz au cours
des cinquante prochaines anne e s.
une
consomrnation ralentie de gaz dans quelques pays
particuliers ou par la substitution de sources
d' enerqie a Ite rnati ve.
3.

production
Possibilites
de
chimiques de base

de

produits

La
premiere
etape de
la production
d'ammoniac et de methanol est la conversion du
gaz natural en gaz de svnthese (figure 3). Un projet
production de gaz, traitement et transport
~ I'usine;
production du gaz de svnthese:
production d' ammoniac ou de methanol;
distribution
ou
transformation
I'ammoniac ou du methanol.

de

Tableau 3 :

PAYS

Bilan C! long terme en gaz naturel dans les Days africain poss~dant des r~serves de gaz (milliards de
SU RPLUS/DEFICIT

RESERVES PROUVEES

DEMANDE CUMULEE

1/1/90

1986-2038

Alg~rie

5,800

1,530

4,270

Angola

60

60

0

255

120

135

Congo

73

36

37

COte d'lvoire

20

80

- 60

Egypte

332

897

- 565

Ethiopie

25

74

- 49

Gabon

25

32

-7

Guinee Eq.

15

15

a

Libye

722

786

- 64

Maroc

3

121

- '18

Mo:~ambique

65

40

25

Narnibie

57

28

29

2,476

1,300

1.176

Rwanda

57

26

Sornalie

6

28

- 22

Soudan

85

69

16

Tanzania

118

84

34

Tunisie

88

109

- 21

Cameroun

Njg~ria

Les indlvtsibilites et les eccnomles d' ~chelle
exigent une capacite minimale de 1.000 t/j
d'ammoniac. Les usines de taille mondiale ant
habituellement une capacita install~e de 1.500 t/j
d'ammoniac. Le taux d'utilisation des capacites se
situant entre 80 et 90%, la production maximale
dans une telle usine est donc de I' ordre de 396.000
tlan d'ammoniac.
Les capacltes de production des usines de
methanol peuvent varier entre 800 ~ 1200 tlj pour
les plus petites, et 3400 t/j pour les plus
importantes. La production maximale dans de telles
usines est ainsi comprise entre 240.000 et 1
million de tonnes par an.
Pour une unite- de production de 1.500 t/j
d'ammoniac, si I'on prend en compte la charge
d'alimentation en gaz correspondant d'environ 0,47
milliards de m 3 par an, et en supposant une duree
de ve moyenne de 20 ans. les reserves necessaires
en gaz naturel pour la realisation d'une telle usine
de taille mondiale sa montent ~ 9,4 milliards de m J .

rrr').

.~

1

En ce Qui concerne une unite de methanol, la
capacite de production etant plus elevee, il taut
alors prevoir des reserves en gaz plus importantes.
Le tableau 3 montre ainsi qu'un certain nombre
de pays africain peuvent envisager la r~alisation de
telles usines de production de produits chirniques
de base, compte tenu de I' existence de reserves
suffisantes en gaz naturel. Cependant, Ie rnarche
national de ces pays de marne Que Ie montant des
investissements rendent tres improbable la
realisation d'un tel projet au niveau d'un seul pays.
Celui-ci ne pourra ~tre envisage Que dans Ie cadre
d'une cooperation sous-reeionale ou regionale.
Pour ces productions, tous les types de gaz
naturel, assocls au non assocle peuvent ~tre
utilises. Le coOt du transport entre Ie gisement et
I' usine par gazoduc depend de la distance, des
volumes tt transporter et du type de gazoduc (onshore ou off-shore).
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Sur la base des recentes experlences de la
Banque Mondiale concernant les coats totaux de
construction et d'etablissement de complexes
d'ammoniac, une usine de 1.100 t/j couteralt
environ 250 millions de dollars E.-U. (y compris les
lmprevus). Pour une usine d' ~chelle mondiale d' une
capacita lnstatlee de 1.750 t/j, il faut cornpter sur
des coots d'investissement d'environ 350 millions
de dollars E.-U. Le d~lai de construction d'une telle
usine est habituellement de 5 ans, Dans des
r~gions isotees, iI convient d'aiouter jusqu'a 40
millions de dollars E.-U. pour I' accessibilite et Ie
davelonpernent communautaire.
Conclusion
L'industrialisation et I'int~gration ~conomique
sont des objectifs prioritaires en Afrique. Ceci ne
pourra ~tre atteint que si t' on affecte tI sa
realisation toutes les competences exlstantes,
industrielles et ~conomiques et celles II rnerne
d'utiliser les developpements scientifiques et
techniques, en particulier en ce Qui concerne la
production de produits chirniques de base,
fondement du developpernent du sous-secteur des
industries chimiques.
Or les ressources naturelles existent afin de
creer une industrie petrochirnique africaine tondee
sur Ie gaz naturel. L' ~tablissement de cette
industrie permettra de diminuer les importations et
~ventuellement de trouver des debouches II
I' exportation.
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Cependant, la dlsponibillte en matleres
premieres, comme Ie gaz naturel, ne peut pas Atre
Ie seul critsre tI la decision de creer ce type
d'industrie, les economies d'echelte requises
rendant Ie coOt de ces usines tres elev~. Par
exemple, la decislon de .creer des unites de
production d'ammoniac et d'uree doit repondre au
souci des etats de developper une agriculture
moderne, grande consommatrice d' engrais et aux
avantages multiples, notamment la raduction des
deficits alimentaires nationaux, I' amelioration des
recettes d'exportation et la reduction de la
deforestation abusive.
L'industrie petrochimique fournit des intrants
A toute sorte d'autres industries et secteurs qui
sont moins sensibles aux econornies d' 6chelle, qui
sont demandeurs d'une main-d'oeuvre considerable
et qui apportent une plus grande valeur aloutee. Ce
sont par exemple les secteurs de la sante, de la
construction et des rnateriaux de construction, des
transports et
des communications, de
I' ameublement, des besoins dornestiques et du
secteur de I'emballage qui touche un grand nombre
de domaines comme les engrais, I' agriculture et
I'industrie agro-alimentaire.
Les pays qui disposent de certaines
pctentialltes permettant la realisation d'industrie
chimique doivent elaborer des programmes de
developpement allant dans ce sens. En effet, une
telle industrie permet non seulement de valoriser la
ressource naturelle qu'est Ie gaz, mars peut
constituer un element dynamique pour developper
certai ns secteurs d' acti vite (secteur agricole,
secteur ind ustriel).

INDUSTRIE DES MACHINES ET DES OUTllLAGES
AGRICOlES (MOA) EN AFRIQUE
aaricoles, aux niveaux national, sous-realonal et

Introduction

r~gional.

Le secteur agricole et en particulier ta
production alimentaire en Afrique a accuse durant
les annees 1980 un deflclt croissant atteignant
parfois des proportions catastrophiques dans
certaines zones. En 1980, la demande en cereales
a atteint 72 millions de tonnes tandis Que tes
importations pour la mArne annee t§taient estimees
~ 20,4 millions de tonnes et ont coate 5· milliards
de dollars E.-U.'. L' Afrique aura besoin en I'an
2000 de 39 millions de tonnes de riz et de cereales
secondaires de plus QU'en 1980 2. Par ailleurs une
autre consequence des mauvaises performances du
secteur agricole est Que de nombreuses usines de
transformation de produits agricoles ont da
travailler en sous-actlvite ou tout simplement
fermer ces dernieres annees ~ cause du manque
d'intrants agricoles
pour assurer
leur
approvisionnement.

Les imp6ratifs de la m6canisation agricole et
de I'industrie des 3 MOA
La mecanisation est un facteur daterminant de
la production agricole et les MOA comptent parmi
les movens les plus importants pour accroftre la
production agricole, car elles permanent une
utilisation plus efficace at economlque des intrants
tels que I' ~nergie - humaine, animaIe, rnecanlque
ou chimique ., les engrais, les semenees, les
pesticides et I'eau. Dans les r~gions subtropicales
notamment favorables a la polvculture, I'une des
contraintes principales est Ie ca/endrier agricole.
L' exploitant agricole dispose g~n~ratement de tres
peu de temps pour faire la r~colte et preparsr Ie sol
pour la culture suivante. ll devra alors disposer
d'un materiet Ala. fois performant pour exploiter de
plus grandes superficies et adapte au milieu
d'utilisation pour mener a bien les operatlons de
preparation du sol, Ie repiouaae, Ie d~sherbage, la
recolte. Ie transport et Ie traitement des recoltes.

L'analyse des resultats et des principaux
indicateurs ~conomiques enrealstrss dans divers
pays laisse A penser que ce deficit est da, entre
autres, au mauvais rendement des sols qui ~ son
tour est dO principalement :. I'insuffisance ou ~ la
medlocrite des moyens techniques de production
dans ces pays. Cependant I' Afrique dispose du
potentiel et des ressources necessaires pour
redresser son secteur agricole. Elle devra pour cela
veiller a une application plus efficace de la
rnecan sation dans les methodes culturales et Ie
traitement des produits agricoles. A cet ~gard Ie
secteur industriel joue un rOle crucial de soutien par
la production des machines et des outillages
agricoles necessaires :. la mecanlsation de
I' agricultu re.

En g~n~ral I'on a recourt a I' un des trois
principaux modeles de mecanisatlon suivants: la
macanisatlon extensive exigeant des machines et
des equipernents lourds, est appliquee aux grandes
exploitations agricoles dont la production est
destinee a I' exportation au ~ I' approvisionnement
immediat des populations urbaines; la rnecanlsaticn
intensive, appliquee dans des unites de production
agricole beaucoup plus petites, nscessite une
gamma de machines couvrant Ie domaine de la
mecanisation agricole et celui des t§quipements de
transformation; enfin, la mecanisation adaptee aux
besoins du developpement rural mettant en oeuvre
une gamma tres large de rnaterlel et d' outillages
mains complexes Que ceux correspondants aux
modelss precedents.

L'industrie mecanique et les diverses branches
de la m~tallurgje telles Que les fonderies,
les forges, les ateliers de traitement therrniqus et
les unites de reveternent metatltque forment Ie
noyau des industries indispensables pour la
fabrication des machines et des ~Quipements
agricoles. C' est dans ce contexte Que la strat~gie
du programme de la seconde Decennie du
davetoppement Industriel de I' Afrique (1990-2000L
precor ise la prt§dominance du secteur agricola tout
en mettant un
accent particulier sur
t'irrterdependance reclprooue et les liaisons etroites
devarn ~tre ~tablies entre I'industrie et I'agriculture,
~l travers les politiques et strateeles industrielles
rnises en oeuvre par les gouvernements pour la
fabrication int~gr~e des machines et des outillages
d~riv~es

La prlorlte accordee a telle au telle option,
selon la politique agricole adoptee par chaque pays,
determine Ie choix des industries a promouvoir ainsi
Que celui des machines :. fabriquer. En d' autres
termes, I' ~Iaboration d'une politique cohsrente de
I'industrie des machines agricoles dans un pays
donne, devrait prendre en compte non seulement
les strateeies et programmes d' action concernant
la politique agricole, mais aussi I' existence et les
perspectives de develcppernent des industries
connexes et des infrastructures de base. Pour cela
il est indispensable d' observer un certain nombre
des criteres de base et des mesures ci-aores:

\
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d~finition claire des objectifs ~ atteindre, analyse
exhaustive de la situation presente de la production
agricole, identification precise de la demande des
MOA par types de produits et de groupes cibles
d'utilisateurs, analyse detalllee de I' offre
domestique en terme d' aptitude des fournisseurs
locaux t.t satisfaire les besoins du rnarche national,
4valuation des possibilit~s de production locale des
machines en tenant compte des cat~gories
principales demandees sur Ie rnarche, identification
des obstacles majeurs rencontres par les
entreprises industrielles et des mecanismes
institutionnels pour la coordination et la promotion
du dt!veloppement de I'industrie des MOA.

ont recours iusqu'a present ~ l'Importation pour
couvrir I' essentiel de leurs besoins en machines et
outillages agricoles. En raison des multiples
difficultes econormcues et tinancieres auxquelles
sont confrontes un grand nombre de pays, ces
importations ~taient en nette regression sur
I'ensemble du continent jusqu'en 1988. Elles ant
cependant connu une J~g~re hausse dans la periode
1989-1990. En 1986 celles-ci representaient 861,3
millions de dollars E.~U. contre 817 millions de
dollars en 1990. Le tableau 1 et la figure 1 cidessous indiquent les importations totales de MOA
en Afrique de 1986 A 1990.

Commerce des machines et des outillages
agricoles.
Importations.

A cause de la faiblesse des niveaux de la
production industrielle, la grande rnaiorite des pays

Tableau 1 :

Importations totalas de Machines at d'Outillagas Agricolas (an millions de $E.-U.)

Valeur FOB (millions US $ )
Types I Base Code eTCI Rev.3

19~6

1987

1988

1989

1990

Machines Agricoles, leurs parties et pieces
detachees ( 721 )

321.6

318.9

287.7

306.3

298.8

Machines, Appareils et Engins agricoles ( 721.1,2 )

199.0

212.6

161.0

206.1

193.9

Tracteurs Agricoles et leurs pieces detachees ( 722 )

340.7

348.4

225.8

28p.8

324.3

TOTAL

861.30

879.90

674.50

793.20

817.00

Source: Bulletin de statistiques du commerce mondial des produits des industries mecaniques at
1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990. Nations Unies.

~Iectriques

Exportations.

Les exportations totales de materiel agricole,
etaient estimses t.t 5,34 millions de dollars E.-U. en
1990. Elles concernent essentiellement les
tracteurs assembles a partir de composants
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importes par une dizaine de pays parmi lesquels ia
Cote d'ivoire et I' Afrique du Sud assurent
respectivement 24% et 49% du total des
exportations. Le tableau 2 ci-dessous indique en
valeur at en nombre les exportations de M OA en
Afrique entre 1988 et 1990.

IMPORTATlONS DE MA. TERlEl AGRICOLE
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Figure 1

Table 2 :

Exportations totales de Tracteurs Aaricoles de 1988 c\ 1990
PAYS

1988
V

N

___a

1989
N

1990
N

V

V

BOTSWANA

7

200

10

300

11

350

CAMEROUN

230

599

190

528

183

550

COTE D'IVOIRE

75

1700

65

1500

55

1300

KENYA

130

227

138

250

147

280

MADAGASCAR

2

4

REUNION

1

13

1

14

1

10

SENEGAL

5

180

5

200

6

250

AFRlau~ DU SUD

190

2200

200

2400

210

2600

TOGO

2

12
3

12

612

5,204.00

613

5,340.00

~'

_.TUNISIE:

_.TOTAL
N
V

=
=

642

5,135.00

Nombre d'unites exportees
Valeur FOB en millions de dollars E.U.

Organisation des Nations Unles pour l'alimentation et I'agrlculture, FAD. Annuaire de statistiq ues du
~~:
Commerce. Volume 44, Rome 1991
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Consommation et demande future
Sur la base des resuttats des etudes sous-reqionates

ettectuees par la CEA, la FAD et d'autres organismes, la
situation de la consommation et de Ia demande de MOA
se presente comme suit:
Afrique de t'Ouest.

machines diverses, 60.000 tonnes de rnoteurs dont 60%
de moteurs a combustion, 110.000 tonnes de tracteurs
et d'accessoires, 15.000 a 20.000 unites de remorques
agricoles et plus de 200.000 tonnes de pompes et
appareils divers d'irrigation 4. Le tableau 3 ci-dessous
indique les estimations de la demande de MOA pour
1985 et 1990 ainsi que res previsions pour I'an 2000
dans les 16 pays de la sous-reqion.

En 1980 on estimait la demande annuelle de la
sous-reqion :t 25.000 tonnes d'outils :t main et de
Tableau 3 :

Estimation de la demande de mat6riel agricole en Afrique de l'Ouest de 1985. 2000

ESTIMATION DE LA DEMANDE (UNITES)

TYPE DE MATERIEL

1985

1990

2000

MACHETTES

5.624.924

6.749.948

6.965.098

HOUES

4.361974

5.223.630

5.495.310

RATEAUX

116.760

133.161

139.615

CHARRUES

55.955

58.745

61.680

HERSES A DISQUES

40.715

42.756

44.890

TRACTEURS

16.075

16891

17.725

~:

La production des outils, machines agricoles en Afrique de l'Ouest. ECAIIND/005/88. Oetobre 1988.

Afrique du Nord

Elle est la r~gion la mieux pourvue en MOA
avec une consommation annuelle evatuee en 1980
~ 124.000 tonnes de tracteurs et ~quipements
divers dont 90% sont utilises dans les pays du
Maghreb, plus de 360.000 tonnes de pompes et
apparelts divers' et 116.000 tonnes de moteurs
dont 60% pour Ie Maghreb. Selon les estimations'
de la CEA, Ie pare de MOA existant dans la sousTableau 4:

En ce qui concerne les previsions de la
demands elles sont de 1.290.000 tonnes en 1995
et de 2.290.000 tonnes en 2005 comme l'indiqua
~e tableau 4 ci-dessous.

Estimation de la demande de MOA en Afrique du Nord Dour 18 p6riode 1990-2005
,

ITEM

,

r~gion est svatue tI 595.000 tonnes en 1980,
770.000 tonnes en 1985 et 875.000 tonnes en
1989, soit un accroissement de 47% au cours des
10 dernieres annees,

TYPE DE MATERIEL

Outil~ ~

main

(x1000 tonnes)

aUANTITE ( x 1000 TONNES)
1990

1995

2000

2005

100

125

150

175

I

2

Mat&iel et traction animale

15

20

25

30

3

Matt!riel motorist!

50

55

60

65

4

Tracteurs

450

800

1150

1500

5

Matt!riel d'irrigation

100

125

150

100

6

Pieces de reehange et composants

105

165

250

320

820

1290

1785

2290

TOTAL

.-

$ourcl= : A programme for the Industrial development Decade for Africa UNIDO 1982 : ECA estimates.
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Afrique de I'Est et 'Sustrale

On estime la demande de MOA en 1980 c\
40.000 tonnes d'outils A main, 35.000 - 40.000
tonr.as de moteurs agricoles, 54.000 tonnes de

!JJl!U1!...i :

tracteurs et accesso;res, 15.000 - ~O.OOO unites
de re~orQ~es et 100.000 tonnes de pampas et
matenels divers d'irrigation 6. Le tabreau 5 cidessous indique les besoins en MOA de 13 pays de
la sous-r~gion.

Estimation de 'a demand. de MQA en Afrique de l'Est 8t austral, pour les ann6es 1990 .t 2000

PAYS

ITEM

MATERIEL A TRACTION
ANI MALE (x 1000 unites)

TRACTEURS (unites)

1990

2000

1975

2000

1

Ethiopie

267,1

276,9

500

3500

2

Ouganda

36,2

43,1

200

1000

3

Kenya

48,6

52,3

1000

15400

4

Tanzanie

64,3

70,8

800

4400

5

Zambie

12,6

15,4

500

1900

6

Zimbabwe

25,0

27,7

1600

5300

7

Maurice

-

8

Somalie

20,2

9

Malawi

10

200

21,S

200

1100

3,'

3,1

300

3100

Angola

3,'

3,'

300

2700

11

Burundi

-

12

Mozambique

1

Madagascar

TOTAL

-

100

700

5300

75,3

89,2

400

1700

555,5

603,1

6700

45300

~:

Engeneenng Industry development programme for selected Eastern and Southern African count ries of
Preferential Trade Area. September 1985.

Le programme de la seconde Decarmie du
industriel de I' Afrique estime la
demande des machines agricoles sur I' ensemble du
continent ~ 25.000 tonnes en 1990 et 38.000
tennes en I'an 2000. Sur cette demande totate,
1,0% reviennent A ('Afrique centrale at 30% ~
chacuna des 3 autres sous-reaions.

davetoppement

Production des machines et des outillages

Ie pays constdere des industries
metallurgiQues et mecaniques.

de

base

On constate Que I~ ou les industries
rnetallurqiquas et mecaniques sont relativement
developpees et fournissent une gamma importante
de rnatieres intermedlaires en tonte, aeier, cuivre,
aluminium etc., la fabrication des MOA a suivi una
progression similaire.

agricoles.

Production et etet des structures actuelles.
Le rang de priorit' accords au cours des
dernieres anneas 80 au devetoppernent du secteur
agricole a eu pour effet dans plusieurs pays la mise
en place d'infrastructures industrielles diverses pour
la fabrication locale du MOA.
Toutefois la
complexite et la densite de ces infrastructures
different souvent d'un pays ~ I'autre en fonction,
d'une part, des politiques at strateaies nationales
mises en oeuvre et d'autre part, de I'existence dans

D'apres les estimations de la Dacennle du
develoopement industriel de I' Afrique 1980-1.990,
la capacite de production actuelle de la r6gion en
outillages aericoles, serait de .1 2 millions d' outils
manuels at de 600.000 instruments par an. Pour
couvrir ses besoins, I' Afrique devrait atteindre en
I' an 2000 une production annuelle de 100.000
tonnes d' outils et de machines diverses et
1.750.000 tonnes de tracteurs agricoles.
Le
tableau 6 et la figure 2 ci-dessous indiquent par
cateaorle, la production totale de materiel agricole
en Afrique pour la periode 1985-1989.
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Prgdyctlon

cit Mec;bk!Mtt d'Outll,.. Afllcqlu

,

cit

"86' '989

,

,

PRODUCTION ( EN NOM8RE O'UNITES )

NUMERO DE CODE CITIITYPES DES
PROOUlTS

1985

1986

1987

1988

.1066

,.

1989

1068

1066

1066

1066

3822-oS Herses rotanves, tractees ou &
traction animale

254829

230441

236279

232004

172065

3822~1S

11303

11303

279303

4483

198103

3S22~26 Semoirs, planteuses et
repiqueuses

1682

1111

1429

1429

1429

3822-32 Moissonneuses-batteuses

700

',62

280

735

787

3431

3780

1854

3053

3097

744960

530617

847628

796405

769863

3822-61A Tracteurs de 10 CV et plus,
non compris les tracteurs industriels et
routiers

12708

12337

7921

7860

10137

3822-63 Distributeurs d'engrais, a
traction animate. t bras ou tractes

400

569

459

476

476

TOTAL

1.031.079

792.386

1.376.219

1.047.511

1.158.993

3822-02 Cultivateurs, Scarificateurs.
etc.

3822~38
tract~es

Charrues

Faucheuses, a traction animale,
ou automotrices

3822-44 RAteaux tractes ou & traction
animale

~:

Annuaire de statistiques industrielles. Volume II, 1988 - 1989. Nations Unies, New York 1991.

L' Afrique du Nord semble de ce point de vue
atre la sous~rt§gion la mieux dot6e en infrastructure
industrialle pour la fabrication du MOA.
Sa
production locale parvient • couvrir ses besoins
pour 80% des outillages A main, 60% des moteurs
agricoles et 70% des tracteurs de moins 100 ev.
En Afrlque de I' Ouest les principaux pays
producteurs sont Ie Nig'ria, la C6te d'ivoire et Ie
S6n~gal.
En 1984, la production annuelle de
I' Afrique de l'Est 6tait estim'e • 3,5 millions
main et de pil!ces de
d' unit6s d' outillages,
rechange agricoles, 146.000 unit's de mat6riel •
traction animale, 28.000 unitt§s d'6Quipements de
tracteur et plus de 1.500 tracteurs.

*

figure 2

Les capacit~s de production existantes

*

La production des outils
main simples en
acier est assez bien assur4e dans la plupart des
pays africains par des milliers de forgerons install6s
dans les villages at dans certains cas par des
petites unit6s artisanales avant un niveau de
technicit6 assez 61ev6. Quand bien m6me cette
cat6gorie de fabricants participe pour une part trts
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importante A la production du MOA, elle reste
toutefois un secteur non struetur' pour lequel I' on
ne dispose d'informations compl6tes ni sur Ie
volume de la production ni sur Ie potentiel existant.
La fabrication de mat.riel • traction animale at
i moteur tel Que charrues, herses, charrettes,

remarques, pompes, mat6riel de traitement des
r~ltes et de protection des v6g6taux est assur'.
par des petites et moyennes industries disposants
de capacit's d' usinage et de traitement thermique
plus IvaneMs.

En ce qui concerne la fabrication des tracteurs
et d"quipements motoris's tels que
moissonneusea-batteuses,d'cortiqueuses 8t autrea
maYnels complexea, ene reste limit'e A un certain
nombre de pays disposants de lignes d' assemblage
d·....-nents impon6s avec un taux d'int~ration
variabl. de pikes au d' ensembles fabriqu's
lOcalement.
Elle requien en plus I' existence
d'industries rMtaliurgiques et m6caniques et
d'industries auxilia're. de loutien favorables a la
aous-traitance.

Par ailteurs, Ie bas niveau d'activit' des
industries de soutien telles Que les fonderies, les
forges et les ateliers de traitement thermiQue,
demeure aussi Ie principal responsablede I'absence
de croissance des industries m'caniques en
Afrique. Selon Ie programme de la seconde
OKennie du d'veloppement industriel de I' Afrique
(1990-2000), il existe actuellement 250 fonderies
localis'es comme suit: 130 en Afrique de l'Est et
australe, 5 en Afrique centrale, 40 en Afrique de
l'Ouest et 75 en Afrique du Nord.
D'une maniAre g6"6rale, on constate que la
majori.' des unit's industrielles de la r6gion sont
localis.e. au Nig.ria, en Afrique du Nord et en
Afrique de l'Est et australe. Le tableau 7 etde.sou. indiqu8 par aous-r.gion Ie. principales
unit.s 8xi.tante•.
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~
T. . . .u7:

Principal•• unit's de production de IMchines at oud!!qes agricola•• ".tent. deM •• dlvers_ lou.-"q!onl.

PRODUCTION
(unite./anl

GAMME DE PRODUCTION

5

4

3

2

1

CAPACITE INSTAllEE
(unite./an)

EFFECTIFS

ENTREPRISE

6

AFRIQUE DE l'EST ET AUSTRAlE
Ethiopian Metal
Tools Factory
Addis Ababa

500 tlan

235

ETHIOPIE

KENYA

MADAGASCAR

100.000
40.000
90.000
20.000

Pickaxes
PaU••

Bache.
Machettes

Blacksmitn Cooperative••
Addil-Ab.ba

100

600

n.a,

Houea
Pelle.
Hache.

Ideel Casement
(E.A.lltd

170

600.000
240.000
60.000

300.000
160.000
24.000

Houes
PeUe,
Houea et Maenette.

Agricultural Implement
Manufllct"Makura

n.a.

n.a.

n .•.

Houel at Haches

Kenya E~ineering Industries Ltd.
Nairobi

n.•.

n.a.

n.a.

Mllchettel
Couteaux de Canna
Pelle••t Nches

A vima, Mati and Sid.ma

n.a.

~

1.035 tannestan

n .•.

a Sucre

Divera outils et equip.ments forges at

u,inea
UGEMA Engineering Companv.
Lugzi

360

240.000

, 20.000

Houes, Pelles lit Pickaxes

Uganda Hoe. Ltd.
Jinja

150

573.00

108.000

Houes

un Limited
Dar-e.-Salaam

650

2.000.000

2.000,000
12.000
25.000

Houes
Coupe-coupe
Ch.rru.,s et ~ultj"ateurs

OUGANDA

TANZANIE

n.a.
25.000

!

Mbey F!I:~e !mp!eme!'lt~

I

I.. .

TANZANIE

ZIMBABWE

I;::00 .
2.815 ttv

B3.144
35.648
1.049
432

, non

Them Farm Implements & Eng. Co.
limited

ZAMBIE

I
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I

Jembes

11'o'1e'

1.500
1.500
2.000

750

Charrue.
Butteuses

100

~anteurtl

1.500

&

Shonga Steel Co. ltd. lusaka

120

300,000

n.a.

Houol

Northland Agricultural Pvt.ltd

201

n.a.

40.000

Outillege. divere et 6quipement
animale

lusaka Eng. Co.. lU5IIka

631

750

337

Remorques

United Spring & Forging, Bulawayo

300

264.000

96.000

Pelle.

BulllWIIIYO Steel Product•• BulawIIVo

n.a.

50.000

50.000

Outiliages divertl: Pick.xes, Mllttock.a et
Marteaux

Zirnplow. Buillwavo

165

60.000

n.lI.

Houes et Pickaxes

502.800

Machettes

AFRIQUE CENTRALE
CAMEROUN

Tropic

250

1.000.000

408.000
30.800
10.200

Pell••
HOlieS
Hache.

AFRIQUE DE L'OUEST
BENIN

Copemag

100

2.000
1.BOO
500
500

600

~
~

Ch.~ttos

80%

Charruea
Dig ueUrtl
ptanteure
Semoirl
Charrettea

a traction
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·01

o

NIGERIA

Stevr Nigeri.

300

8.000
2.000

40%

6.000
5.000
10.000

SENEGAL

SIERRA LEONE

TOGO

SISMAR

Nlrtion.1 Worklhop
Cline Town. Freetown

125

UPftOMA

61

V6hlculel commercleux
V'''utel agricotel
Butte.... 2-rengl
Butt.UNI 3-rlltlgl
PI.nteu.... Semoira et remorquel -artcotel

150.000 .

a,1It1U8.. Cultlvet.u...

500

PI.ntou...

5.000
10.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

25%

200

60%

Planteure m.nuel.
Ch.nuee
Chanattes
Chenette•• B1cyctette
[)6cort;queule. d. noi..ttea
Pompe. menue"'s
Cfteme. i ••u aur roue.

60%

Tract.urI

Houe.

Machette8
fourche•• diQuer
Pickexes
Rat••ux

500
350

50
50

250
160

AFRIQUEDU NORD
ALGERIE

PMA. SkU Bel Abe.

7.600

PMO. Constantine Mechanical
Complex

650

SMIV, Rouib. lndustri.1 Complex

Moi.lOnneu...·b.tt.u...
Batteu..a

1.250

2.000
8.500
500
·200
600

500
14.000
900
4.000
3.600

Olgueure
Semoirl
ToncteuNI
Toumiquetl
PuhMri.eteura
PompeI
Roblnetterie., joint.
Moteun die••1
Remorquel
O'*que.(x '0001

"'L~IE~IE

EGY~

BEHRA Co. Alel<lIndri.

Divers type. d. Mat,,.1 et d' outillag ••

14.000

EMARAL EDIMA. FERROVIAl.
SOTRAMET, PROMETAL,
DAHOUIV. ECOMA at B autre.
Constructaura

lIgricoi. .

600

1.600
160
300

TANTA MOTORS. Tant ..

200

3.800
500

Trec'teun
Remorque.
Pompes 4-6Batt.u.a.
Rippers

NASR AUTOMOTIVE Co. ,Elwan

1.500

Chanuel

C~ro

900

Cultivllteu~

2.000

Toumiquet.

200

Remorque.
Cltamel a ellu
Irrigation pompeI
8atteu.es

MICAR

1.500

100

1.000
150
Autre. Entrepris"a Privee.:
SISMAN. F. REHAB, El-MANSOUR,
El-MAADt. ADI et NOMP
FACTORIES.

1.000
3.700
1.500
900

2.000

Moi.lOnneu.e.
Betteu8el
He~e.

CultivlIteul'l
PuIY6ris.teura

-~

lIBYE

C1'I

TRACTOR ASSEMBLY PLANT,
Tripoli

5.000

Tracteurs

(1'1
~

AMTAR

135

2.600

841

"5
40
23
FRENDO

20

'61
24
60

120
30
30

MAROC

10
15
10

260
225

COMICOM

02

20
600

AUTO-HAll

450

6.000

14.000

CMT

1.300

70 %

Moteul'l Die••,
Mot.un Eleetriquea
Cyclomoteul'l Peugeot

4.500

Moteun

210

02

Trecteurs
Moi.aonneuael-bllttou.e.
Pre....
Moillonneuloa
PulIf6riuteun

500

PuIv6risatourl et Somoirl

200

Chllrruo.
PuIV4Sris.te uri
Cultivat.urI. Heraea

06

28
28

TUNISIE

SEMptM-SIMPAR
HUARD TUNISIA

1.200

62
150

Source:

Cover-crops
Ch8nue.
Remorque.
5ecllteUri
Di.quea de Ch8fTU8a
CoYer-cropa
Pompei d'irrigation

20.000
60.000
SMADIA, JLM

Cowr-crop.
Q,emJel
S6cateul'l
Ch8nuel
H......
Cottlvlt.ul'l
Pullf6riuteun
Bett.u•••
Remorquel

50 %

1.000
'.000

SIMEF

oalquel de Cherruel
Cherruel
He..... i oalquel
Hersel

Engineering Industry Development Programme for selected Eastern and Southern African countries of Preferential Trade Area (September 1985)
Manufacture of Agricultural Tools, Implements and Machinery in the West African Countries ECAIIND/ENG/005/88 (September 1988). Technic~\
Publication on the Development of Metallurgical Support to the production of Agricultural tools and equipment in North Africa.
(ECA/IHSD/MET/001/90) September 1990.

Obstacles majeurs a la production des MOA.
Les problernes poses par la fabrication locale
des MOA diff~rent naturellement d'un pays ~
I'autre, rnais en g~n~ral ils sont essentiellement ~
I' orig ine de la sous-utilisation et de la faible
productlvite des capacites de production
existantes. Dans plusieurs pays de la r~gion Ie taux
d'utilisation varie de 20 40% seulement. Parmi
ces obstacles il-convient de citer notamment:

a

D{:cisions d'investissement ineppropriees.
Dans la rnaiorlte des cas, les investissements
realises dans des entreprises sur la base d'etudes
de pre-investissement erronees ou n' avant pas
suffisarnment pris en compte certains facteurs tels
que la faisabilit6 technique des proiets. la
disporublflte des matieres premieres ainsi que
I'existence d'un marche potentiel pour les produits
ont souvent conduit ces entreprises ~ la faillite.
Approvisionnement insuffisant en metieres
premieres et autres tecteurs.

.es effets combines de I' absence d'industries
metallurgiques· de base et du manque de devises
pour faire face a I'importation des matieres
premieres et des produits semi-finis, ont fait que
certa ines entreprises n'arrivent pas:' se procurer
les intrants en acier, fonte, aluminium et autres
mate riaux necessalrss pour la construction des
machines. Dans d'autres cas, :. cause du manque
d'infrastructure adequate dans Ie pays, les
entreorises se trouvent dans I' obligation d' assurer
leur propre alimentation en energie ~Iectrique et en
eau ,3U moyen d'investissements supplementaires.
Ceci a pour consequence de grever davantage leurs
coats de production qui sont d~j~ assez ~Iev~s.

machines, a souvent porte preiudice :. la
~ la competitivite des produits locaux.

fjabiJit~

et

Faible niveau de maintenance.
Le bas niveau de' maintenance est dO
notamment AI' absence totale de svstemes planifi~s
de maintenance preventive et It la non-disponibilite
en temps voulu des pieces de rechange
necessalres. Les insuffisances dans ce domaine
restent les causes les plus connues de la sousutilisation et des arrats de production des
entreprises.
Manque de Normalisation
Malgr~
I' existence des structures de
normalisation dans la plupart des pays de la region,
la mise au point et I'application des normes
nationales adaptees aux conditions de ces pays
n' ont pas fait de proares sensible. En outre, il n'y
a presque pas de coordination dans ce domaine.
Au sein d'un merna pays ou de 10 m~m'" sous
region on continue ~ importer et a fabriquer du
materiel agricole se rapportant ~ une grande
diversite de normes telles que: BS, GOS, NF, DIN,
etc.. Cette absence de coordination dans la
normalisation des MOA a souvent entraine des
difficultes ~normes dans I' exploitation et dans la
maintenance du materiel mis A la disposition des
exploitants Qui cependant ont besoin d'un materiel
performant et fiable.

La solution des problemes ci-dessus ~voques
exige au niveau national Que des etudes de
diagnostic scient 6labor~es afin de determiner dans
chaque pays les causes exactes de la sous-activita
des e.ureprlses. et que sur la base de cas etudes,
des mesures convenables de r~habilitation scient
rapidement adoptees.

Insuffisance du merche local.
N~c6ssite

L' etroitesse du rnarche local dans certains pays
a astreint souvent les producteurs de materiel
agric:ole a realiser des gammes de production tres
limitl~es et non rentables ou dans Ie meiJIeur des
cas s'orienter vers la fabrication d'autres types de
materiel non agricola. De plus, ce marc he est sujet
A des fluctuations importantes li~es au pouvoir
d' achat des exploitants agricoles qui n'ont pas
touiours acces aux credits d' assistance necessaires
pour acheter davantage de MOA;

r'

Connaissances technologiques insuffisantes.
L'insuffisance des connaissances techniques
sur les produits, les technologies et les techniques
de fabrication, la conception et I' adaptation des

d'une strat6gie de d6veloppement

integr6e.
Le developpernent de I'industrie des MOA
n'est pas une fin en soi, elle est plutOt un moyen
de realiser les objectifs du davelcppernent agricola
en parflcuuer et ceux du devsloppement
6conomique at social en general. La fabrication des
MOA devrait done ~tre consldsree comme une
partie integrante" des programmes d'industrialisation
du pays, notamment de la promotion des industries
mecaniques et
des
industries de biens
d' 6quipement.
L'une des options las mieux appropri'es dans
ce domaine consiste Ad4velopper des programmes
de diversification et d' encourager la production en
sene des pieces et des composants de MOA dans
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des structures polyvalentes au niveau de chaque
pav.s en tenant
compte
des
effets
de
complernentarite possibles aux niveaux sousr~gional et r~gional.
La mise en place de svsternes polyvalents de
production presente plusieurs avantaaes essentiels:
mailleure maitrise des techniques de production
dlverslfiees, utilisation optimale de la capaclte de
production des usines existantes at developpement
~quilibr~ des competsnces nationales en matiere de
conception, de services techniques et de formation.
Les usines de fabrication integr~e favorisent
~galement Ie developpernent des activites de soustraitance avec d'autres unites industrielles
nationales telles Que les fonderies, les forges, les
presses at les installations de traiternent thermique,
de metalllsation ou de galvano-plastia, etc.
Toutefois la creation de svsternes de
production int6gr~e exigerait des ressources at un
effort considerable au niveau national visant non

seulement c\ surmonter les obstacles indiques cldessus mais aussi A orienter I'industrie des MOA
dans Ie choix des produits :. fabriquer, la
rationalisation des gammes et des volumes de
production.
Par ailleurs, il convient de noter que les causes
de la sous-activlte des entreprises industrielles sont
~ la fois d'origine interne relevant de la competence
des chefs d'entreprises et d'origine externe
~chappant completernent c\ leur controls. Dans un
tel contexte, tout projet de creation ou de
rehabilitation d' entre prise de fabrication devrait ~tre
fond~ sur une analyse de diagnostic couvrant to ute
une
gamme de
questions techniques,
technologiques et de gestion au niveau de
I' entre prise, au msrne titre que les questions
generales d'ordre financier,
commercial et
structurel aux niveaux sectorial et macro~conomiQue.

La CEA et Ie developpement de I' Afrique 1983-2008. Etude prospectives P. 11.
2

FAD, Agriculture Horizon 2000, Tableau 10.3.

3

MOA = Machines et outillages agricoles.
DNUDIID/47 (I0IWG.40/231.
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APPLICATION OF COMPACT MINI-PLANT TECHNOLOGY,fOR THE
MANUFACTURE OF STEEL PRODUCTS

Introduction
There are fundamental differences between
the mini-mills and the integrated plants in steel
manufacturing. The mini-mill was conceived in the
early 1960s with the following characteristics:

(e) A wide market is served, including export.
Plants are located in particular areas or near port
facilities.
.
Characteristics of mini-mills
TBChnical charact8listic$ of mini-mills

(a) In terms of size, the mini-mill was
general1~ considered to have an installed capacity
of 1OO,COO tons or less of raw steel capacity;
(b) EQuipment consisted of a scrap-based
electric furnace, a break-down mill to reduce small
ingots to billet size or a continuous caster which
casts b:llets directly from molten steel and a
market-based bar mill;
(c) The product line was usually restricted to
concrete reinfordng bars, merchant bars, light
structural shapes (angles and channels); and
(d) Mills were located within a 400 km radius
of the markets they served.
Orieinal operating procedures were relatively
simple. Scrap was the basic raw material for steel
making. The refined steel was discharged into
continuous billet casters. Reheated billets upon
reaching rolling temperature were converted into
final products in the bar and rod mills. The hot
finished final products were prepared for shipment
after ccollnq.

Th'B integrated mill is a large complex and
differs "from the mini-mill in many ways:
(a) The basic raw materials are iron ore
upgraded into sinter or pellets coal converted into
coke and milestone. These are charged into the
blast furnace;
(bl In terms of size, an integrated plant is
huge with a production capacity of 1 - 7 million
tons of raw steel per year;
(el Basic facilities are: coke ovens. sinter
plant, blast furnaces, basic-oxygen steel-making
converters, electric furnaces, ingot and continuous
casting. breakdown mills (slabs, billets, or blooms),
hot rolling mills for long and flat products.
Finishilllg fadlities may include plate, pipe and
structural mills, galvanizing and electrolytic tinning
tiines.

(d) The chemical and physical specifications
of products from integrated mills are more
demanding; and

Over the years, many mini-mills have branched
out to produce flat-rolled products, medium
structural and wide-flange beams up to 12 inches,
special quality bars and seamless pipes. These
products were formerly the exclusive domain of
integrated mills.
As a result of these
developments, the concept of a mini-mill defies
exact definition. Several terms such as micro-mill,
midi-mill, market-mill, mono-mill, and mini-steel
works are used interchangeably. Despite these
differing terms, however, there seems to be no
disagreement on the fact that the mini-mill is based
on a new technological concept. The combination
of electric furnace melting and continuous- casting
of billets, radically altered the traditional economies
of scale in steel making, making possible the
emergence of the mini-mill.
Mini-mills have thrived on the rapid
development of advanced and highly appropriate
technology.
In Germany; mini·mills have
introduced new technology for rolling thin slabs
into hot rolled sheets. In Russia, mini-mills are
rolling continuous cast billets into rods, bars and
profiles.
Continuous steel rolling from direct
reduction to electric steel-making followed by
continuous rolling is being tested for mini-mills in
Japan.
Continuing success will be enhanced by new
technology such as ladle metallurgy, horizontal
casting, hot charging or direct rolling. These new,
but largely unproven technologies have the
potential for lower operating and capital costs,
improved product quality, new product mix and
possibility of being scaled down for smallproduction.
New technology brings significant
improvement in product quality, material yield as
well as energy efficiency. One such technology is
continuous steel making comprising continuous
melting of DRI, continuous casting and direct
rolling. The attractions of horizontal casting lie not
only in the lower-building and probably lowerequipment costs but also in a number of other
important technical features. Despite its advanced
stage of development, a number of problems
remain to be resolved fully: surface quality breaking
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reliability and cost; and non-symmetrical internal
quality. The major attraction of strip casting is the
possibili~ of bypassing the
slab caster and
roughing mill, thus avoiding the large requirements
for capital (exceeding $1 OO/annual tonne) and
making it feasible to enter flat-rolled market on a
mini-mill scale.

Economic features
The cost of scrap (about US $130 - US $150
per ton) is the largest single item in mini-mill
production costs. Compared to other alternatives,
the scrap·melting electric-arc furnace has reached
its limits of improvement though it represents an
extremely energy efficient and low-cost means of
melting. Reasons for exploring other iron and steelmaking routes are: search for processes using
sources of energy less expensive than electric
power, substitution of scrap is scarce and when
there is a need for low residual hot especially for
certain higher-quality steels.
Another criterion of economic viability is
derived from equipment decisions that lead
inherently to a minimum scale of economic
capacity. The dramatically improved utilization of
facilities developed by mini-mills can often take this
minimum capacity above what was once
considered to be the range of the mini-mill. For
example, a number of shops are now producing
considerably in excess of 500,000 tonnes annually
from a single electric-arc furnace.
Even the
smallest conventional billet caster, two strands of
100-mm 2 billets, when well utilized can produce
over 200,000 tonnes a year. While progress of
this type is important to profitability, it does
present a problem when the required capacity is
below these minimum levels. With the introduction
of new technologies, for instance, horizontal
casting economically viable minimum level even at
mlcro-mut scale could be achieved.
Technology of mini-mills

Iron-making technology for mini-mills
Alternative sources of iron-making units for
mini-mill are classified into the following equipment
groups:
(a) Continuous shaft-furnace processes such
as Midrex, Purofer and Armco;
(b) Batch retort processes such as Hyl;
(c) Fluid-bed processes such as Fior and Hib;
and
(d) Rotary kiln processes such as Accar.
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Equipment groups are further classified into
categories by the method used in achieving
reduction.
The majority of mini-mills achieve
reduction in gas-based processes such as Midrex,
Hyl, Fior, and Armco. Gas-based reduction have a
range of 75,000 tons per year minimum to over
one million tons per year. The next in importance
are the reduction processes based in solid coal
such as SLlRN, Krupp Codier, Kinglor Metor,
Plasma, and Tiseo. They are particularly attractive
for micro-scale operations in that their economic
minimum size can be as low as 100,000 tons per
year of reduced products.
The last cateaorv
comprises all other methods of reduction such as
Kerosene gas oil and other new processes whose
economic potential is not yet fully ascertained.
Coal-based processes are of great interest, not
only because coal, at least in its prime form, is a
low-cost source of energy but also because it
provides the necessary reductant required for the
ore-reducing processes. However, a large part of
the coal energy appears in the combustion gas, so
that the energy efficiency in inherently less than
that in the electric-arc furnace. The additional
costs of oxygen for coal combustion, together with
the cost of coal preparation and handling, as well
as the cost of removing any sulphur introduced
with the coal, are some of the problems to be
overcome with regard to widespread acceptance of
coal-based processes.
Steel-making processes for compact mini-mills

View on the future availability of scrap vary
from one of no concern at all to predictions of
crippling shortages. Scrap will, at least in the
foreseeable future, continue to remain the main
steel-making charge material for the mini-mills. The
pressure to use direct reduced iron (DRn or other
alternate sources of iron-bearing materials will stem
mainly from metallurgical considerations such as
the need for a charge providing low-residual for
clean steel, especially low-nitrogen steels required
to enter new market areas. The lack of scrap will
not necessarily be the basis for the increased future
use of alternative sources of steel-making charge.
material in mini-mills. Thus, DRI should perhaps
not be viewed as competing with scrap but as
complementing it. In practice, DRI could comprise
20 to 80 per cent of change, with the rest being
scrap.
One of the new iron-making technologies with
inherent advantages to the mini-mills is plasma
reduction of iron ores. This technology offers the
possibility of heating a gas directly without
changing its chemical composition. One of the
unresolved difficulties in using this technology
arises from problems of sustaining the plasma

flame in comparison with the ease of handling
conventional arcs.

Steel making in mini-mitts
Direct reduced iron (DRI) when used as steelmaking charge material must be low in gangue and
unreduced iron oxides in order to achieve lower
power consumption and shorter heat times.
Continuous charging rather than hatch charging is
preferred when DRI is used.
The primary consideration in the selection of
charge material for a given electric-arc furnace heat
is 10 ensure the proper utilization of the various
types of raw materials available to the shop.
Modern melting practice prefers the use of
burned lime instead of limestone as a flux to
facilitate dephosphorization and desulphurization
and to reduce attack on the refractory lining by
forming a basic slag. Slag fluidity is promoted by
use of fluorspat or by using high-alumina materials.
There are two methods of melting: the single
oxidizing slag and the multiple slag practice.
During the oxidizing period, phosphorous, nitrogen,
and hvcroqen are controlled and during the
reducing period, oxygen and sulphur are controlled.
The single (oxidizing) slag steelmaking method
is used for the production of a greater portion of
killed carbon and low-alloy steel in the electric-arc
furnace produced in plants around the world. The
multiple :5lag practice is used for the production of
high-Qualltv killed steel by the alternate use of the
oxidizing and reducing slag melting.
Sulphur is removed most efficiently after most
of the phosphorous has been removed. The factors
which favour the removal of manganese in the
metal are also the same factors which favour the
removal of phosphorous. Nitrogen is undesirable in
clean steels. Steels produced in the direct arcmelting furnace has relatively high nitrogen content
due to the presence of atomic nitrogen in the
vicinity of the arc around which solubility of
nitrogen is also high on account of high
temperatures. Nitrogen solubility is also increased
in the presence of manganese, chromium, and
However the presence of carbon,
vanadium.
phosphorous, nickel, cobalt and oxygen decreases
the solubility of nitrogen.

Casting end solidification technology
Can trol of temperature is necessary to
achievinn effective control of the oxidizing and
reducing periods. During the refining period the
power input is kept to a minimum but· the bath
temperature must be raised to a sufficiently high

temperature to permit the introduction of ferroalloys. Melting practice requires the adoption of
target temperatures for the oxygen blow, slag-off,
final sampling for quality control, tapping and ladleholding temperature ranges.
Tapping is conducted with minimum
turbulence and spraying in order to minimize
oxidation. Strong de-oxidizers such as aluminium
and calcium-silicon alloy are added to the metal
pool in the ladle at the start of tapping. Tapping in
a crane-held ladle has the disadvantage of
interfering with the furnace superstructure, alloyadditions system and fume-control installations but
has the advantage of minimizing the metal free-fall
since the crane can move with the furnace as it
tilts. A permanent position results in maximum
free-fall of the metal and severe ladle erosion. A
mobile transfer car offers the maximum flexibility
with respect to alloy addition, and minimizing ladle
erosion.
Final chemical adjustments are made to the
ladle contents, sampling is also done before the
metal is moved to the teeming bay.
Slag is handled in several ways.
Some
furnaces are equipped with tap holes near the
metal line. Before tapping, the tap hole is cleaned
then plugged with material such as loose refractory
materials, paper or burlap which hold back the slag
until the pressure caused by metal accumulation is
strong enough to open the tap hole. The metal will
run out first follo~ed by the slag. Some furnaces
have an inclined tap hole well below the metal line.
The metal flows out as soon as the tap hole is
opened. In some furnaces, a slide-gate mechanism
is installed to keep the slag from the ladle.
The steel is tapped as: rimmed steels (0.06-

0.15 per cent carbon), capped steels (higher than
0.15 per cent carbon), semi-killed steel jO.15 0.30 per cent carbon), or as killed steel (higher
than 0.30 per cent carbon). Rimmed steel is
tapped without the addition of deoxidizers
(aluminium, ferrotitanium or others) to the steel in
the furnace and with only small additions of
deoxidizers in the ladle. This allows the presence
of oxygen which gives the desired gas evolution in
the casting mould when the oxygen reacts with the
carbon. Ferromanganese is preferably added in the
ladle rather than in the electric arc furnace. When
cast in ingots, there are minimum pipes. A good
surface is also achieved. - The only problem
encountered with rimmed steel is segregation.
Capped steel is poured into a big-end-down
bottle-top mould which the constricted top or
mouth of the mould facilitates. At the start
tapping (much as in the case of rimmed steel

of
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except that small amounts of aluminium shots are
added to the mould to ensure the steel will rise to
press against the cap) the rimming action is
allowed to continue for about one minute after
which the mould is closed. The oxygen content is
the same as the of rimmed steel. This steel is used
for sheets, strip, skelp, tin plate, wire, and bars.

the hot rolling of ingots into blooms, slabs or
billets. Semis are also produced by continuous
casting into blooms, billets or slabs. Distinction
between blooms and billets arises from size, billets
being smaller that blooms in cross-section area.
Slabs differ from blooms and billets in cross-section
area, slabs being oblong and shorter.

Semi-killed steel is deoxidized less than killed
steel with enough oxygen in the molten steel to
react with carbon and form gas when the steel is
cast in moulds. After the desired tapping carbon
content is achieved, ferromanganese, carbon,
ferrosilicon, and aluminium may be added to the
ladle. Most deoxidation is done in the ladle. A
small amount of aluminium is added in the mould to
achieve the desired degree of deoxidation so that
gas bubbles are trapped in the upper portion of the
ingot during solidification. Semi-killed steel find
wide applications in the production Qf structural
shapes, plates, and bar products.

Continuous casting

Killed steels are deoxidized sufficiently to have
no gas evolution in the mould and they comprise
any steel with more than 0.30 per cent carbon.
The carbon content is reduced to the desired
tapping level and is usually deoxidized with high
silicon pig iron (15-25 per cent silicon) or with 50
per cent ferrosilicon or with silicon-manganese.
They are selected for applications where a
homogeneous structure is desired, for instance,
alloy steels, forging steels, and steels for
carburizing.
Ladle metallurgy
Ladle metallurgy or secondary steel making
can be considered proven technology and is merely
awaiting industry acceptance. Most melt shops
now practice some form of steel making in the
ladle but few have the added flexibility gained by
incorporating arc heating.
Ladle .treatment of carbon or lowalloy
aluminium fully-killed steel by the ThyssenNiederrhein (TN) process with alkaline earths such
as calcium-silicon alloy injected with an inert gas
carrier gas achieves the control of sulphur to as
low as 0.005 per cent. Treatment of fully-killed
carbon or low-alloy steel by immersion of rare earth
metal canisters achieves the sulphide shape
control. Treatment of ladle contents during tapping
with calcium metal or calcium alloys during tapping
also achieve the reduction of sulphur and sulphide
shape control.

Conventional c8sting shops in mini-mills
In conventional casting shops, semi-finished
products (semis) are produced in primary mills by
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Most modern steel-processing shops are based
on continuous casting technology. Continuous
casting plants may use on of the following main
type of machines: vertical-casting machines,
multiple-radius and single-radius casting machines,
horizontal casting machines, and rotary-casting
machines. The vertical-casting machines are a
chronological development of the continuouscasting technology which began with a vertical
machine with a straight mould and cut-off in the
vertical position. This system was followed by a
vertical machine with a straight mould, progressive
bending and straightening, bow type machines with
curved mould and finally, todav's bow type
machines with curved mould and progressive
straightening.
Most of world's horizontal-casting machines
are installed in Russia. In the Western world,
horizontal-casting machines are used mainly for the
production of high quality alloy steels by General
Motors in USA, Voest Alpine, Sumitomo Metals in
Japan etc .. In Germany, horizontal-casting plant is
applied for the production of thin slabs. The major
reasons for the development of horizontal-casting
machines are: lower investment costs, low height
and space requirements, low ferrostatic pressures,
absence of metal reoxidation, higher heat transfer,
and other technical conveniences.
Rotary
continuous wheel-casting process has been used in
the non-ferrous metal industries (copper and
aluminium) for many years. Hitachi Ltd modified
the wheel-casting process for casting steel. Korf
Engineering acquired the licence for the world-wide
sale of the rotary caster.
The caster has a
stationary mould which moves with the caster.
Continuous casting is popular (total installed
capacity in 1987: 203.5 million metric tons)
because of improved casting yield, energy
conservation, saving in manpower, improved
product quality and consistency, fewer emissions
harmful to the environment and operators,
convenience for small-scale operations in compact
mini-mills, reduced stock levels and shorter delivery
times.

Rolling mills
Rolling-mill installations are either: integrated,
semi-integrated, mini or compact. Integrated rolling
mills produce semis from ingots or continuous-cast
products in primary mills followed by the
production of finished products in finishing mills.
The main types of primary rolling mills are ingot
break-down mills, slabbing mills, billet mills and
blooming mills.
The major categories of hot
finishing mills are sections and structural mills, rail
mills, bar mills, rod mills, pipe and tube mills, skelp
mills, plate mills, hot strip mills. Cold finishing mills
are cold reduction mills for sheet and wire mills.
Primary mills covert the steel ingot into
blooms, slabs, or billet. Billets, blooms and slabs
are then sent to finishing mills for the mills
depending on the manner in which the roll are
arranged in the housing: two-high, with two rolls
one above each other: three-high, with three rolls;
and four high, with. four rolls.

(iv)
(v)

rounds, 50.8 - 101.6 mm
flats, 101.6 x 9.5 - 304.8 x 25.4
mm;

(vi)

parallel wide-flangedl-beam, 101.6 3.4.8 mm up to 152.4mm fla~e
width;

(vii)

US standard beams 76.2 - 203.2
mm;

(viii)

junior beams, 152 - 304.8 mm

Modern merchant bar mills are highperformance mills designed for billet weights of
2,000 kg with finishing speeds of up to 20 metres
per second. Single strand bar mills have maximum
capacities of up to 650,000 tons per year. Two
strand bar mills have a maximum capacity of up to
950,000 tons per year. The following wide range
of products is produced by bar mills:
(i)

Rolling mills for long products are designed to
meet the following considerations:

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(a) Universal rolling programme that cancope
with new products;

(v)

(b] Close rolling tolerances, good surface
finish and dimensional consistency I minimum skin
decarburization;
(c)

Longer groove life;

(d)

High hourly volume of production;

(e)

Short mill stands and shorter roll change

times;
(fl

Low investment costs;

(g)

Great flexibility;

(h).

Efficient cooling; and

m

Uniform and adequate microstructure.

°-

rounds, 1
30 mm;
squares, 8 - 40 mm;
hexagonals, 15 - 29 mm;
flats, 12 x 6 - 45 x 30 mm;
angles, 20 - 40 mm.

Capacities of rod mills are in the range of
300,000 - 400,000 tons per year.
There are
essentially two types of rod mills: the Belgian
looping mill and the continuous mill. Rods are
produced in the following qualities: standard quality
rods with 0.23 per cent carbon for wire fabric and
other wire products; cold finished bar Quality for
machinable products; medium-high carbon and
high-carbon qualities for products such as U-bolts,
concrete bars, and sprig products; weld quality;
and cold-heading quality. Alloy steel-wire qualities
are: aircraft quality; bearing quality; cold-heading
Quality for high-strength fasteners; and weld
quality.
Mills for other long products

Installed capacity for section and structural
mills ranges from "300,000 - 500,000 tons per
year. The typical product mix from a medium
section mill is as follows:
(i)

equal angles, 76.2 x 76.2 mm 152.4 x 152.4 mm;

(iii

unequal anqles, 76.2 x 63.5 mm 152.4 x 101.6 mm;

(iii)

channels, 76.2 . 304.8 mm;

The rail is one section which requires the most
design attention. It is subjected to the most severe
service conditions: exposed to the weather at all
times, suffers high compression and bending
stresses, impact; vibrations, friction and wear.
Railway sections of today have passed through
many stages of evolution from 1767 to today. Rail
mills combine the tongue-and-grove, flat slab-andedging; diagonal or angular and the universal
method of rolling. Rails are formed from blooms in
three steps: the bloom is elongated during the
roughing stage followed by forming the rail in the
intermediate stage which involves the slabber,
dummy, former, edger and leader passes followed
by the final finishing pass. The rails are cut to
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lengths of 13 - 60 metres [Europe: 30 m; USA: 13
-24m) A pipe is a steel tubular product with a
nominal inside diameter of up to 304.8 mm (with
an outside diameter of about 355.6mm).
Seamless tubular products are made by four
basic methods: rotary piecing of a solid round bar
or billet, followed by various methods of refining to
produce the wall thickness and size needed; piecing
a bloom or section of steel in a vertical press,
leaving one end closed and then further processing
by roll-forge process to the required wall thickness
and size; extruding a short, large diameter round in
a hydraulic press; and by press piecing of a solid
square billet followed by processing methods such
as rotary elongating, mandrel mill and stretch
reduction.
The continuous butt-welded pipe is made from
skelp. Electric-resistance welded pipes are made
from slitted strip. large diameter pipes are spiral
welded from plate or sheets.
Mills for flat products

The three types of hot flat processing mills
are: skelp mills, plate mills, and hot strip mills.
Sheet and coils are produced in cold finishing mills.
The starting point in the production of flat products
is the rolling of plate which starts with the scarfing
(slabbing operation) followed by heating the slab
for re-rolling, descalling, rolling, levelling or
flattening, cooling, shearing and cutting.
Flat
processing facilities are usually very complex and
require a high degree of computerization.

defect-free casting); and reheating of not and cold
billets in a single furnace (or preheating of cold
billet) .
Direct rolfing, an extension of the philosophy
of hot charging, involves the direct feeding of hot
billets from the continuous caster to the mill.
Billets from a caster pass alternately from each of
the two strands through a hot bar line where the
internal and external temperatures are equalized by
induction heating. A third billet is heated from cold
in a separate line to make up the difference
between the caster and rolling mill operating rates.
Induction heating with its rapid and precisely
controllable heating is a extremely flexible process
tool. It is essential to direct rolling for equalizing
the temperature of hot billets from the caster and
can also be used for reheating cold billets. Properly
designed, it is highly energy efficient although in
areas of high power cost, conventional fuel-based
reheating might be less expensive.
Its key
drawback is the relative complexity of equipment
and, thus, cost, is high.
Successful casting of rounds of a continuous
caster has paved the way to producing seamless
At present, though,
tubes in a mini-mill.
conventional mill technology, such as the retained
mandrel mill would still have to be used. The
example of Hunt Steel would indicate that novel
rolling technology allowing attractive short cuts,
has not vet reached
the stage
of ful!
commercia lization.
Relevance of mini-mills in Africa

Flat processing of steel involves operations
that convert slabs into hot or cold rolled sheet,
strip. coated sheet, tin plate, tin-free steel etc;
About half of all rolled steel in developed countries
is converted as flat rolled steel products: black
plate,' tin-free plate, tin-mill products, hot rolled
sheets, cold rolled sheet and strip, hot and cold
rolled strip. Plate mills are either universal or
sheared-plate mills which have seven variations.

Size

The mini-mills range from 150,000 tons of
electric-furnace steel-making capacity for an
individual plant to seven million tons for an
integrated plant. The most economic size of a
mini-mill is about 300,000 tons compared to 3.5
millions tons for an integrated plant.

New developments in rolling mill technology

Geographic location

The practice of charging hot billets directly
from a continuous caster into a reheat furnace is
aimed primarily at conserving the heat contained in
the cast billet (approximately 500,000 Btu/tonne at
With energy costs comprising
caster runoutl.
almost a quarter of the mill conversion costs the
potential saving is considerable. Further benefits
stem from increased reheat furnace throughout and
improved yield. Perhaps less obvious are some of
the layout and operational problems that must be
overcome: close coordination of meltshop and minpirating schedules; hot inspection (or, alternatively,

Mini-mills are located in areas where there is
growing market. There is no need to worry about
the proximity to raw materials as is the case with
integrated plants.
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Products

Mini-mill products are in demand wherever
there is growth in population.
Raw materials

Scrap is the principal raw material for mrrumills. Direct reduced iron can be used as a scrap
supplement.
Integrated plants require iron are
converted into sinter or pellets, coal transformed
into coke and scrap.

The total capacity of the plant was 400,000 tons
of concrete reinforcing bars, hot-rolled smooth
bars, and light structural shapes.

Mini-mills are based on technology of electric
arc-furnace melting. Improvements include watercooled
panels and
roofs,
high-powered
transformers, and the use of oxygen. Mini-mills
have continuous casting units. Rolling mills are
compact and dedicate to particular products
tailored to the surrounding market.

Mini-mills built in the United States in the
19805 were more modern and larger. The cost of
building Bayou Steel, located near New Orleans,
was in the excess of US $ 200 million. The mill
capacitv is 650,000 tons of raw steel of which
200,000 tons were sold as billets. RSR Steel Plant
bought the same mill for US $ 76 million. On the
average, mills were installed at a cost of US $ 20
million in the late 19805. The average installed
capacity was US $ 150 per ton (in 1988 dollar
values).

Investments and ease of entry

Economic indicators

In the 1960s, when mini-mills experienced
their early growth, the investment in the United
States for mini-mill plants ranged from US $ 5
million to US $ 12 million. Facilities for such an
investment included an electric furnace, continuous
casting plant, or breakdown mill for ingots, and a
bar mill. For example in 1964, the Tennessee
Forging Company at Harriman, Tennessee built its
plant with an annual capacity of 60,000 tons of
finished ste~1 products for US $ 4.2 million. Land,
buildings, and equipment (including a 20*ton
electric furnace with a capacity to melt 100,000
tons of steel per year as well as a continuous
casting machine and a small bar mill) all added to
US $ 2.8 million. Several other mills were built in
the 1 960s at a cost of US $ 10-11 million.

Productivity of mini-mills is 2-4 man-hours per
ton. This semblance of efficiency is based on the
fact that mini-mills have only three baSIC
operations: scrap melting, casting and rolling. In
the United States employment costs are US $ 8-10
an hour (in 1988 dollar values).

Technology

I, the 1970s, due to inflation and the increase
in the size of mini-mills, the cost rose sharply to
US$ 40-50 million. The capacity of the mini-mills
averaged 300 /000 tons of raw-steel capacity and
required larger furnaces and rolling mills.

Conclusion
The mini-mill offers wonderful opportunities for
the development of the iron and steel industry in
the African context. The mini-mill reduces the cost
and size of a steel plant, combining flexibility,
convenience and adaptability to changing market
conditions.
A mini-mill can be installed
economically for a very small market. The required
capital IS within reach of private entrepreneurs.
The technology is modular and easily transferable.
Every effort should be made to explore this
techr.ology particularly for the production of
building materials for the construction industry
such as: reinforcing bars, wire, bars, rods and other
tight structural products.

In 1981 the cost of bu ild ing the Florida Steel
Plant at Jackson, Tennessee in the United States
was US $ .60 million. The equipment included
scrap-handling facilities, one electric furnace, a
continuous caster, a bar mill and a cooling bed.
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COMPOSITE FLOUR DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA:
CURRENT ACTION AND PERSPECTIVES

Food imports dependency in Africa
From its inception, the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) has
recognised the primary role that processing plays in
the achievement of food self-sufficiency. In this
context, the Lagos Plan of Action exhorts African
Governments to pursue such policies and strategies
as would secure the local production and
processing of food products that would eventually
replace imported products.
However, according to the World Bank,
African industrial production in which agroindustries account for more than 50 per cent,
declined at an average annual rate of 2.4 per cent
during the period 1980-1985 compared to an
average annual increase of 9.7 per cent during the
period 1965-1980. Consequently, Africa had to
resort to massive. food imports and food aid to
meet the shortfall in supply. Among the imported
foods, cereal imports rose steeply from 24 million
tons in 1980 to 32 million tons in 1985. With
imports increasing sharply and earnings from
primary exports diminishing, mainly due to the
collapse of international commodity prices, African
countries had to rely increasingly on food aid as
their capacity to finance commercial imports
became substantially limited.
Among the cereals imported into Africa, wheat
is of special significance.
Even though the
production of wheat is in general ill suited for
Africa, it is rapidly gaining widespread and
remarkable increase into imports, consumption and
industrial activities.
On the other hand, local
cereals and tubers for which many African
countries have a comparative advantage in
production have received far less attention. This
situation is unacceptable, especially since Africa
has the potential to attain and sustain rates of food
production increases which could lead to selfsufficiency in the region,
What have been the efforts of the African
Governments to bring farmers and local food
processors to successful commercial 'production
when the preference is to buy imported substitutes.
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This is a question of considerable development
interest,
Happily, Research and Development
research on composite flours, conducted
particularly by international organizations in Africa,
Asia and Latin America and by some developed
countries during the 1960s and 19705, has led to
the feasible combination of wheat and non-wheat
flours in the production of bakery and other ftourbased products.
Promotion of composite flours in Africa
Following the above achievement and in
translating the recommendations of the Lagos Plan
of Action into action, the fifth Conference of
African Ministers of Industry (CAM!) unanimously
adopted, on 20 October 1979, resolution 3(Vl,
which requested ECA to undertake "a feasibility
study on the strengthening of existing compositeflour development and training centres to serve
regional needs ... " and "to compile technological
processes for the production of composite flours
utilizing indigenous grains such as sorghum, millet,
maize and cassava, and make these available to
member States as soon as possible.
II

The latter request led to the preparation and
publication by ECA of both the English and French
versions of the "Technical Compendium, onComposite Flours, Technologies Available for
Application."
This Technical Compendium has
been widely circulated in African countries, and has
been an essential instrument in creating awareness,
and disseminating information on the feasibility of
combining wheat with local cereals, roots and
tubers, in flour-based product fabrication and
consumption.
The need to substitute locally derived nonwheat flours to imported wheat flour, was
reiterated in Resolution 10 (X) (d) of the ninth
CA M I Conference held in Harare from 29 to 31
May 1989 as follows: "Member States should
develop national composite flour programmes in
order to reduce wheat imports and save foreign
currency which will be used to stimulate the
production of local staples.
It

In the late 1970s and during 1980s, attempts
to produce and market composite-flour products by
Governments and/or Institutions have been made in
many countries such as Burkina Faso, Ethiopia,
Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sudan and Za·ire.
However, the expected impact on flour milling and
bakeries has not been fully realized because the
technology has not been successfully introduced in
the industrial sector. The lesson learned from this
state of affairs is that for a technological change to
succeed, the necessary institutional and policy
measures have to be favourable and the policy
decision makers have to make appropriate
adjustments in the macroeconomic environment.
Bearing this in mind and in order to assist
Member States in their endeavours, ECA is
currently preparing a Technical Handbook covering
four parts namely: a model prefeasibility study; the
Research and Development achievements in
production and utilization of composite flours; a
guideline on standards, and a trainers' manual.
In brief, the model prefeasibility study cautions
the reader on the danger of consuming food not
locatlv grown and provides alternative to wheatbread products. The model is based on the lessons
drawn from past experiences and which have
shown that the implementation of a National
Composite Flour Programme (NCFP) requires the
adherence to some basic principles and practices.
This, in principle, means that a country embarking
on such programme has to take into consideration
all major factors from policy formulation to the
actual implementation.
Failure to take into
consideration all the relevant major factors has
resulted in the lack of implementation of many
national composite flours programmes. The model
prefeasibility study therefore provides basic
guidelines for launching a national-composite flours
programme and can be adapted to various
situations prevailing in any country of the region.
The objective of the summary of the Research
and Development achievements in production and
utilization of composite flours is to bring to the
attention of the member States, latest worldwide
research and development carried out so far on
composite flours which favourably has made it
possible to produce good quality bread with
minimum or no wheat flour. It also provides new
processina techniques for staple cereals in Africa,
including equipment for industrial processing.
The Guideline on Composite Flour Standards
has neen prepared in response to the growing

awareness of the need for national and
international standardization of processed millet,
sorghum, maize and cassava flours as single or in
combination with wheat to produce high-quality
composite-flour products.
The Guideline
summarized information currently available on
existing standards, and is intended to serve as a
guide for the elaboration of national standards
based on local conditions such as consumers'
acceptabi lity.
The Trainers' Manual on Composite Flours
Technology was produced with the primary
objective 0"1 providing easy-to-follow instructions
for the baking of composite-and non-wheat flours.
These instructions are useful for teachers and
students in bakeries, flour mills as well as for
practising commercial bakers. The presentation
went beyond the technique of bread production to
include essential practices in bakery sanitation and
management.
It is expected that the Technical Handbook will
enable and provide economic operators and
national planners with tools for conducting proper
pre-feasibility studies on national composite flour
programmes with a view to facilitating and making
more reliable the implementation of such projects
in member Countries. The Technical Handbook will
be ready and circulated to member States in the
course of 1993.
In the above context, member States are
trying to set up composite-flour programmes in
their respective countries with varying success. A
case study of the efforts being made in CMe
d'ivoire, follows.
Promotion of composite flour at national level
the case of Cote d'ivoire 1
1.

The problem

The Soci~t~ Ivoirienne de Technologie
Tropicale (l2TI has developed an efficient industrial
technology for processing cassava tubers into flour
for bread.
The procedure developed by 12T
consists in bulk peeling of the tubers with an
efficiency comparable to that of manual peeling
(75 per cent) followed by drying on a fluidized bed
before grinding. A pilot unit has been operating at
industrial level for the past five years at Toumodi.
All experiments carried out confirmed that the
specitications (granulometry, hygienic Quality and
chemical composition) meet the requirements for
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the manufacture of the French type of bread the
"baguette". This flour, alone, can be baked into
bread, that is, without adding any 'wheat, using
pre-gelationization techniques or baking with
xanthan gum as advised by FAD. When used as
local-composite-flour, it can be substituted for
wheat flour in proportions allowed by such local
conditions as capacity to produce and process local
raw materials, acceptability by the consumer and
bread-baking techniques. Experiments carried out
on wheat/cassava composite flour gave very goods
results in Paris and Reunen.
At "Ecole de Boulangerie et de patisserie de
Paris" of the Grand Moulins de Partis". Francel
wheat flour from the Grands Moulins d' Abidjan
(GMA) with a W strength of 131 to 133 and wheat
flour from the Grands Moulins de Paris (GMP) with
a strength of 139 were used. The rate of blending
of the cassava flour with wheat flour in making
French bread was 5 to 10 per cent.

(b) All flour imports are to be authorized by
the State;
(b) The prices of flour and middlings are to be
fixed by the State; they are CFAF 111.305/ton for
wheat flour and CFAF 13,000/ton for middlings;
and
(c) A pnce-standardizinp system established
between the GMA and the State of COte d'ivoire
represented by the Caisse General de P~r~guation
des Prix (CGPP), makes it possible to keep the
fixing of flours prices under State control. The
flour prices are fixed on the basis of a cost price
which includes the price of wheat net of port of
embarkation (EEC restitution deducted, ... FOB
price).
This price serves as a standard for
com paring the "actua I realizations
The State
support or GMA transfer depends on whether the
differences in the standard are positive or negative.
It •

3.

At the
Institut National de la BoulangeriePatisserie de ROUEN, France, wheat flour with W
strength of 170, were blended with cassava flour
at a rate of up to 30 per cent, without affecting
the quality of the bread.

The composite-flour project

It

It

This is to blend a certain amount of cassava
flour produced in CMe d'ivoire with imported
wheat flour before sale to bakers.
(a) Macro·economic advantages

With these good results, 12T undertook
activities to promote wheat-and cassava-baking
composite flour production technology for which
there is a big market in Cote d'ivoire.
2.

The wheat-flour market in C6te d'Ivoire

The consumption of wheat flour in CMe
d'ivoire is about 200,000 tons/vear. that is,
equivalent to 267,000 tons of imported wheat a
year. The production of this flour is carried out
exclusively by the GMA which has two mills, one
in Abidjan and the other in San-Pedro. The total
milling capacity of the GMA is 290,000 tons of
wheat/year, that is, an annual production of
217,000 tons of flour. The Abidjan mill alone
accounts for 85 per cent of the flour produced.
Owing to the economic crisis, consumption has
The lvorian market is
stagnated since 1987.
protected in favour of the GMA by an agreement
signed between that company and the State of
COte d'Ivoire.
The clauses of the agreement
provide that:

(a) The GMA should have monopoly over its
activities;
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It is strongly advisable to adopt the compositeflour programme in COte d' Ivoire in order to support
the food self-sufficiency policies of the country
and to minimize its dependence on imported wheat.
The programme will also make it possible to apply
an Ivorian technology, thus contributing to an
endogenous and self-reliant industrialization.
The substitution of 10 per cent of wheat flour
with cassava flour will bring the following benefits
to the Ivorian economy: (i) A foreign exchange
saving of about CFAF 1.3 billion, ($US 5.2 million)
a year based on an average import price estimated
at CFAF 50,000 per ton of wheat; (ii) Creation of
460 industrial jobs following the construction of
eight cassava processing plants of the Toumodi
model, and also
2,000 agricultural jobs; (iii)
Industrial investments of about CFAF 8 billion tax
free ($ US32 million) which will generate a turnover
of CFAF 5.5 billion (SUS 22 million), etc.
However, a project of this dimension cannot
be carried out without the close cooperation of the
Government, bakers and millers. The last named
can make the project fail for fear of losing
business. To avoid this opposition, it is planned to
offset whatever loss they might suffer.

(b)

The pricing problem

In C6te d'ivoire, imported wheat is subsidized
by the exporting countries.
Wheat- flour
production itself is not subject to the 25 per cent
VAT. Under these circumstances, wheat flour is
sold by the GMA at CFAF 111.305 ($US 445,22)
while cassava flour delivered to Abidjan, without
any support, would be sold at CFAF 278,000 taxfree ($US 1,112). This selling price makes it
possible to secure a minimum internal rate of return
of 1 6 per cent for the producer of cassava flour
and a net profit margin of CFAF 5,300/ton of
cassava tubers for the farmer.
Taking into account the cost of blending
estimated at CFAF 1.9/kg of flour, the bagging
which costs about CFAF 4.4/kg and the
maintenance of a profit margin of .CFAF 15/kg of
flour for the GMA, the cost price of cassava flour
would be CFAF 299.3/kg without any subsidy.
The selling price of composite flour for bakers
would thus be CFAF 130.105/kg tax-free instead
of the current price of CFAF 111.305.
It should be noted that both types of flour are
not competing on equitable conditions. However,
if the State sticks to the principle of liberalism
which implies removing subsidies granted to wheat
in order to re-establish the true price, it would be
depriving itself of a major international aid. Under
these circumstances, the State should set up a
system which would enable the cassava flour to
counter the advantages offered to wheat.
(c!

Solutions to pricing problems

In the context of the current prices, blending
10 per cent of cassava flour into the wheat flour
would result in an increase of CFAF 5 in the price
of the French bread (baguette) which will increase
from CFAF 70 to CFAF 75. This increase, though
minimal, poses the problem of its financing, and
especially, of the socio-professional category that
would be responsible for it. Several solutions are
proposed, as follows:

Ii)

can be easily borne by the lvorian consumer who is
richer than his Malian or Nigerian counterpart who
have long been paying higher for their bread.
The price of CFAF 75 not only makes it
possible to offset the actual effect of the increase
in the price of flour or on the price of bread,
estimated at CFAF 3.54 per "baguette", but also
makes it possible to earn additional income. This
income is estimated at CFAF 1.7 billion 2. ($US 7
million). This sum may be used to: (a) increase the
price of purchasing cassava from farmers; (b]
attract bakers to use composite flour by enabling
them to benefit from a part of this amount in
reducing for them the price of composite flour; (c)
enable the state to thus improve the economic
profitability of the project; and (d) Attract the
interest of the GMA to the project by compensating
them for a reduction in the activities of their flour
mills.
The price of the bread can be increased by
directly raising the price of the 228 grams French
"baguette" to CFAF 75 or by reducing the weight
of the "baguette" by 11 grams (from 228 grams to
217 gramsl and keeping the price at CFAF 70. The
latter
option
would
be more
acceptable
psychologically to the consumers as a reduction of
11 grams from the weight of the bread would be
hardly perceived.
(iiJ

Payment of the difference by bekers

The Government can decide to make the
bakers bear the cost of the increase in the price of
flour.
In fact, the latter are exempted from
payment of VAT (Article 325 and Annex IV of the
second book of the Tax Code), whereas they derive
huge profits, estimated at CFAF 16 per "baguette".
If reduced to CFAF 12.46 (16-13.54) per
"baguette", their profit margin will still be 28 times
higher than that of the cassava producers (see the
table below) and five times higher than that of the
GMA. Therefore, it is possible to request the
bakers to bear the cost of this increase arising from
the production of composite flour.

Payment of the difference by consumers

The new price of the French "baguette- which
had earlier on been proposed by the GMA in 1984.
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Table 3: Profit distribution for a consumption of 200,000 tons of Composite flour per year

Profit
Margin

Production
Item

CFAF/Kg

Tonnage

Profession

Gross
Profit
Margin in
Million

Co-efficient

Cassava
producers

Cassava
flour

100,000

5.3

530

1.0

Cassava flour
plant

Cassava
flour

20,000

40

800

1.5

GMA

Composite
flour

200,000

15

3,000

5.6

Bakers

Bread

272,600

55

15,000

28

3

(iiI) Support to the project by the State
(payment of the difference by the State)

The project is justified by the considerable
macroeconomic advantages that the State will
derive from it. Therefore, the solution would be to
reduce the price of wheat flour by reducing the
standardizing charge. In fact, the price of wheat
flour may fall if the standardizing charges paid by
the GMA to the State is reduced.
Taking as a basis the sum of CFAF 6 billion
($US24 million) paid to the State -durlnq the
1990/1991 financial year by the GMA as
standardizing charges, this amount represents an
increase in the price of wheat flour of CFAF
30,OOO/ton 4. By reducing this amount by 60 per
cent, the price of composite flour can be kept at
the current price of wheat flour, which is, CFAF
111,305/ton. The balance of the charges (40 per
cent or CFAF 2.24 billion could be used to sustain
the price of flour should the price of wheat rise
considerably. The financial outlay required from
the State is about CFAF 3.76 billion/year,
corresponding to the additional cost of cassava
flour when compared with that of wheat.
(ivl Sharing of the cost among the State, the
bakers and the GMA

In order to avoid any increase in the price of
bread, it may be advisable to distribute the increase
between the State and the bakers at the ratio of 70
per cent for the State and 30 per cent for the
bakers. This would mean: (a) a reduction of 42
per cent of the charges paid to the State for wheat
purchase and would mean a reduction in the price
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of wheat flour from CFAF 111,305 to CFAF
96,686/ton, with the profit margin of the GMA
remaining unchanged; (b) an increase in the price
of composite flour for bakers, which will thus move
up from CFAF 111,305 to CFAF 116,945/ton. For
this price of composite flour, the increase in the
price of the "baguette" to be borne by bakers
would be CFAF 1.06. This solution will mean a
financial outlay to the profit of the consumers and
the farmers of : (a) CFAF 2.5 billion/year from the
State by reducing the standardizing charges paid by
the GMA; Ib) CFAF 1.2 billion/year from the
bakers.
With regard to the GMA, it should be noted
that the production of 20,000 tons/year of cassava
flour will reduce the activities of the San Pedro
mills which currently produces 30,000 tons/year of
wheat flour. Therefore, the GMA will immediately
lose business, Nevertheless, the activities of this
Unit will gradually pick up as bread consumption
increases.
(dJ The production of composite flour

Drawing on past experiences, successfully
project would mean finally
carrying out the
establishing an independent structure for blending
the two types of flour, and the Grands Moulins
d' Abidjan will be a shareholder in the structure.
The GMA will therefore be obliged to release all
their production to this structure which will
purchase the necessary cassava flour for the
blending from other manufacturers. The structure
will then be required to supply only composite flour
to bakeries.

URBANIZATION TRENDS IN AFRICA; AND PROSPECTS
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL BUILDING
MATERIALS FOR LOW COST HOUSING

The different urbanization problems in African
countries cannot be wholly understood without
knowledge of their historical background and the
trends in economic and social changes. The
dlfflcultles and contradictions of the region have
been created by the late and dependent
development, by its unevenness in time and space.
This late and dependent development becomes
apparent above all in the colonial type of
productive forces distribution.
Among the
characteristics of this type affecting the nature and
degree of urbanization problems and their
fundamental difference from those of advanced
economies are: mono-agriculture, undeveloped
infrastructure, regional inequalities and lack of
national socio-economic integration and very high
concentration of economic activity and population
in a limited number of urban centres. Settlement
pattern - the spatial distribution and relative size of
various cities, towns and villages -reflect the
profound influence of the pre-independence period.
Despite enormous diversity among African
countries in such factors as size, population,
climate, degree of urban and industrial
development, economic growth rates, resource
endowments and per capita wealth, there is a large
degree of similarity in socio-economic development
of African countries, which influences and
differentiates urbanization problems from those of
developed countries. Some of this similarity
deserves special mention:
(a) The urban population grows extremely
rapidly at rates that are often two or three times
the rates experienced by the advanced economies.
While the overall annual population increase of
Africa averaged 3.0 per cent over the 1980-1985
period. the urban population had been growing at
an average of 5.5 per cent per annum;
(b) The large cities hold the bulk of the total
urban inhabitants and have a tendency to grow
faster than smaller urban settlements;
(c) The process of urbanization is well ahead
of that of industrialization. The rapid growth in
urban population was initially a response to the real
or perceived economic and social opportunities in
the cities. Later on it was accelerated by reduced

incomes in the traditional agricultural sector in the
rural areas;
(d) The productivity of agriculture lags behind
rapid growth of population and as a result there is
an agrarian overpopulation;
(e) In many African economies the rate of
unemployment is very high by historical standards.
For example, the region must create 10 million new
jobs a year with an economy one-tenth the size of
that of the United States, which succeeded in
creating 2 million jobs annually during the 1970s;
(f) The demand for urban shelter and services
expands more rapidly than their supply thus leading
to rising prices for urban land and housing,
overcrowded housing and shortages of public
services. Although, the current level of overall
urbanization is still much lower in Africa compared
to that in the other continents, the African
continent has been forced to urbanize and house
more people within a much shorter span of time
than did either Europe or America over their whole
urbanization history. This trend creates not only
immediate problems but also urgent long-term
concerns, particularly in view of the continuously
escalating economic, social and ecological crisis;
and

(g) The unprecedented growth of squatting
which is a major urban problem and at the same
time is a response to the shortage of shelter.
Estimates indicate that in many cities of Africa, 40
to 85 per cent of inhabitants are living in slums and
informal settlements. Population displacements and
migration as a result of lack of spatial policies, in
terms of economic decline, mismanagement of
agricultural resources, the continuing drought,
desertification and armed conflicts in a number of
African regions, are accelerating the growth of
these precarious settlements, as many more people
leave the rural settings for urban accommodation ..
The institutional machinery to cope with this influx
is weak and largely inexperienced. The recent
estimates show that squatter settlements and
slums are growing at about 8 per cent annually.
Poor sanitation, insufficient water supply poor
water quality, overcrowding and inadequate
garbage disposal are commonplace in these
settlements. All these have adverse effects on
I
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health, directly contributing to high rates of
diseases related to poor sanitation, respiratory
infections, and accidents.
Whereas urbanization in industrialized countries
took many decades, permitting a gradual
emergency of economic, social and political
institutions to deal with the problems of
transformation, the process in African countries is
occurring far more rapidly, against a background of
energy shortages, lower incomes, ecological
problems, and fewer opportunities for international
migration. For example, 50 per cent of the urban
population in Lesotho and Madagascar, and 60 per
cent of the urban population in Ethiopia were below
absolute poverty level around 1985. The
intensification of 'desertification' since the 19705,
especially in the sub-Saharan zones, has been
forcing an increase in the rural-urban migration
stream, as people continue to desert the
devastated and drought-ravaged rural agricultural
setting for a life in the cities. About 40 per cent of
the countries of sub-Saharan Africa have
experienced extreme drought and desertification in
recent years, resulting in massive displacements of
population.
Urbanization and industrialization, and their impact
on cities and regions
Urbanization policy

In the countries of Africa policies related to
urbanization have often been formulated at the
local level, in an effort to limit the growth of a
specific urban centre. Not unexpectedly, most of
these policies cannot be implemented effectively.
since the urbanization process takes place at a
national scale and requires decisions to be taken at
the national level. In general, the local level of
decision-making lacks the political and economic
power to control the process. Macroeconomic and
sectoral policies have not been conceived and
implemented within a coherent framework of
national urbanization objectives and priorities and,
as a result, they could not influence the nature and
location of human settlements development, the
rate and direction of urbanization, and the ability of
local governments to cope with the consequences
of human settlements change.
A clear understanding of the interrelationship
between urbanization, industrialization and the
process of economic development is vital, so that
the forces of urbanization may be channelled into
a planned and organized pattern. The first step in
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this direction is the formulation of an urbanization
policy which will indicate the ratio of urban to rural
population, and the pattern of distribution of
population among cities of various sizes that would
be most advantageous from the economic and
social points of view. An urbanization policy should
also give a clear indication whether the cities have
the capacity to absorb increases in population at
the rates prevailing or estimated for the future, and
whether national and regional economies can
sustain the urban industries and infrastructure
required to absorb such population increases in the
cities.
An urbanization policy cannot be evolved
unless the degree of urbanization and its causes
and effects are understood clearly.
Degree of urbanization

Africa is the world's least urbanized region,
with only 33 per cent of its population at present
living in towns and cities It has, however, the
world's highest urbanization rates, averaging
around 5.3 per cent per annum in 1986-1990. The
annual average rate of urbanization is not expected
to decrease to 3 per cent until. after 20~5. The
rates of growth of urbanization combined with high
population growth rates will ensure a dramatic
increase in the region's urban population. The
overall urban population of the continent is
expected to increase from 129 million in 1980 to
more than 765 million by the year 2020, by which
time 52 per cent of the region will be living in
towns and cities.
Southern Africa is already
predominantly urban (urban population accounted
for 58.5 per cent of total population in 1990),
while in sub-Saharan Africa 29.1 per cent and in
Northern Africa 49.1 per cent of the population
lived in urban areas in 1990. By the year 2020,
approximately 60-70 per cent of the population of
Northern and Southern Africa is expected to be
living in towns and cities, while the figures for
Eastern and Western Africa are projected to be 4050 per cent. The annual average rates of growth of
urban populations in Eastern and Western Africa
are, however, the highest in the region, although
the rates for both are in decline. Growth rates in
Eastern Africa were around 7 per cent per annum
during most of the 19705 and are unlikely to go
down to 5 per cent until after 2010. In Northern
and Southern Africa, natural population increase
will be the dominant factor in the growth of
urbanization, while in Western and Eastern Africa,
which have some of the fastest-growing cities in

the world, rural-urban migration will be the most
significant factor in the growth of towns and cities.
Distribution of urban population
Another striking feature of urbanization in the
African region is that the large cities hold the bulk
of all urban inhabitants and that they have tended
to grow fastest of all urban settlements. In 1990,
Conakry, Tripoli, Luanda, Dakar and Abidjan held
87.8,64.7, 60.5, 53.0 and 44.7 per cent of urban
population. Thirty-five major African cities are
currently increasing at a rate which will be doubling
their population size every nine years. There are
now 28 African cities of over one million
inhabitants where, just 27 years ago, there were
only three. By the year 2000, at least six African
cities will exceed the four million mark. It is
expected that Lagos and Cairo will contain 12.9
and 11.8 million inhabitants respectively. These
facts indicate that in most African countries the
urban population is unevenly distributed, creating
regional imbalances, and that this trend is likely to
be more pronounced in the near future unless
corrective measures are taken on the basis of a
rational policy of urbanization and industrial
location.

The orimete city
In most African countries, the urban population
is heavily concentrated in a single city which
dominates the urban scene. In many cases, the
'primate' city is several times larger than the
second biggest city and serves as the political,
economic, and social hub of the entire country.
Thus, many African countries are confronted with
cities whose population and area has grown far
beyond that imagined only a few decades ago.
Many of these grew to dominate their national or
regional urban system - often under the colonial
rule - as the ports through which primary products
were exported and manufactured goods imported,
and where the corresponding road and rail
networks converged. Moulded more by the
reouirements of the international division of labour
prevalent during the colonial age than by a rationale
of national development, many of these cities
maintained an inertia of growth and dominance of
national economies and urban systems. Many
governments were pursuing policies that reinforced
the process and aggravated the problems. New
investment in industry and other productive
activities was concentrated in cities, often in the
one or two larger cities within a nation. For
example, Nairobi had 57 per cent of all Kenya's

manufacturing employment and two-thirds of its
industrial plants. "In 1978, Lagos metropolitan area
handled over 40 per cent of the nation's external
trade, accounted for over 57 per cent of total value
added in manufacturing, and contained over 40 per
cent of Nigeria's highly skilled workers. In Senegal,
nearly 80 per cent of industrial enterprises, 66 per
cent of salaried employees, and 80 per cent of all
doctors are concentrated in the Dakar area, where
16 per cent of the country's population live. The
excessive growth of the primate cities is contrasted
with the decay of intermediate cities and smaller.
centres, as the primate city, with its stronger
economic and political force, absorbs most of the
available resources for investment in production
and urban development.
There is a strong need for avoiding gross overconcentration of people and economic activities in
a primate city and for achieving a more rational
distribution, whereby secondary and tertiary cities
share in the increase in population and benefit from
programmes of industrial development. Few
countries, however, so far have appropriate
policies. Lesotho and Swaziland have each
prepared a national human settlements policy to
develop a balanced national settlement structure,
to improve the management of natural resources,
to provide a framework for distributing capital
investments for the promotion of balanced regional
growth. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya has prepared
the Draft National Physical Perspective Plan (19902010) , set up a comprehensive urban information
management system, and a programme of
evaluation and coordination of regional and master
planning. Malawi has prepared its National Physical
Development Plan and three District Physical
Development Plans which provide a spatial
framework for the coordination and implementation
of sectoral programmes and development projects.
Morocco is undertaking studies to serve as a basis
for the preparation of a national land-use plan
which will aim at reducing regional disparities,
promoting development and encouraging public
participation in development.
Correlation between
industrialization -

urbanization

and

Many countries of the African region are now
on the threshold of industrialization. However, few
of them have realized the relationship between
urbanization and industrialization. The correlation
between urbanization and industrialization, in terms
of Quantified data regarding rural-urban migration,
per capita income, employment, investment, gross
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national product and other variables has not been
attempted. Without a few exceptions, African
countries have
been experiencing massive
urbanization, without the backing of commensurate
industrialization and economic growth. Urbanization
co-exists with low per capita incomes, underemployment and
unemployment,
lack of
occupational diversification, and predominance of
secondary and tertiary occupations over the
primary.
Employment patterns

The industrial structure of the labour force
shows that agriculture is the most important
occupation. In 1988 the economically active
population in agriculture comprised 67.15 per cent,
while the labour force working in industry
accounted for 12.25 per cent. The proportion of
workers engaged in professional, technical and
related occupations is often very low: e.g., 4.1 per
cent of the total economically active
population(males) in Mauritius and Seychelles and
4.5 per cent in Zambia (males). The share of
industry in GOP in 1989 was 12.5 per cent in
North Africa, 11.0 per cent in West Africa, 6.6 per
cent in Central Africa, and 14.4 per cent in Eastern
and Southerrt Africa.
In many countries, the number of urban
unemployed is currently growing by 10 per cent or
more every year. Two important characteristics are:
the youthfulness and relatively high level of
education of the unemployed. Typically, youths
represent 60-75 per cent of the unemployed in the
region, although only a third of the labour force is
young. In the 15 countries for which information is
available, their rate of unemployment was on
average four times the rate for adults.
GDP and GDP per capita

Gross domestic product grew by 0.4 per cent
in 1987, 2.4 per cent in 1988 and 2.9 per cent in
1989. The year 1988 marked the first, albeit
modest, upturn in the economies of Africa after
several years of almost uninterrupted decline
associated, during most of the 1980s, with periods
of intense drought and accentuation of the foreignexchange constraints. Growth could have been
much stronger but the continuing weakness,
narrowness and inflexibility of the production baseall of which set at naught the efforts to build up
capacity, improve maintenance and raise the level
of plant utilization. Hence, there is a widely
observed low level of productivity, decaying
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facilities of infrastructure and deterioration in the
social scene.
The growth in value added in industry was 0.2
per cent in 1986 (MR), compared with 3.6 per cent
in 1980-1985 and 7.2 percent in 1975-1980. The
share of manufacturing value added (MVA) in gross
domestic product moved up only from 11.2 per
cent in 1987 to 11.7 per cent in 1989, continuing
very slow progress over the past 10 years or so.
Thus, the objective of heavy industrialization in
Africa is still far from being achieved. In other
words, the great majority of countries still have a
very small industrial base, not significantly different
from that inherited from the colonial era.
GOP per capita and the level of living are
extremely low in Africa in countries. In 1988 GOP
per capita was US$443. The percentage of the
urban population below absolute poverty level
around 1985 was 11 in the sub-Saharan Africa and
21 in North Africa.
Correlation between growth rates of economy and
population

Not only is GOP per capita very low in Africa,
but it has shown very little improvement during the
past few years. In real terms, GOP per capita fell
by 14.3 per cent during the 1980s on account of
the growth of population,
widespread
unemployment, and low productivity in agricultural
and non-ag'ricultural sectors. Given the regional
population growth rate of 3.1 per cent, the modest
economic upturn in 1988 and 1989 could not even
halt, let along reverse, the continuous decline in per
capita income and consumption, a trend which set
in at the beginning of the 19805.
Thus, the national development, plans of most
countries in the region have expressed concern at
the serious repercussidns of excessive population
growth on the prospects for economic development
and the raising of levels of living. They have not,
however, worked out fully the impact of such
population explosions on the form and structure of
urban and regional systems.
Urbanization outpacing economic (Jrowth

The foregoing facts and figures prove that, in
Africa, urbanization is proceeding faster than
industrialization, and that in most countries,
national development planning has so far been
unable to narrow the gap between the two. While
urbanization in European and North American

countries was characterized by considerable shifts
from less gainful to more remunerative
occupations, urbanization in Africa has been
characterized by unemployment, low productivity
and inPdequate shifts from less gainful to more
remunerative occupations. The effects of these
phenomena on cities are adverse. Cities, especially
the larger ones, will grow faster in population and
area without the strong economic base which they
need. Their inhabitants will not be able to pay for
the urban utilities"and services, at even the
minimum standards, without substantial support
from the State and national governments. The local
authorities of large cities will face increasing
financial difficulties; tax receipts will be inadequate
to meet the increasing demands for public utilities,
municipal services and community facilities.
'Push' snd 'Pull' factors
The main cause for the phenomenon of overurbanization is the 'push' from villages, rather than
the demand for labour by growing economic
activity, the 'pull' factor. Consequently, rural
migrants find employment in activities of low
productivity, such as retail trading, domestic
service, unskilled jobs, handicrafts and so forth.
DespitEJ the fact that migrants to towns are
absorbed in low-productivity employment, this
employment is found to be, by and large, more
productive than the pre-migration rural employment
of the in-migrants. The urban per capita incomes
are almost universally found to be higher than per
capita rural incomes in most of the countries. In
practically all African countries, for example, the
ratio of urban-rural wage income is at least 2: 1. In
many countries, in fact, this ratio ranges between
4: 1 and 8: 1 (e.g., Burkina Faso, lesotho,
Swaziland, Kenya, Senegal, Nigeria and Gabon).
Thus, the income opportunities in the cities are
much brighter, higher and pullingly attractive than
in the rural areas.
African countries need a detailed analysis of
the forces and patterns of urbanization, its
structural characteristics, its impact on investment
and returns, the physical environment, the social
profile and the economic structure of the urban
c:ommunity. There is a significant gap in decision
makers' knowledge of urban economics and urban
sociology, of the causes and effects of rural-tourban migration and over-urbanization, which have
a significant impact on the structure and form of
urban and regional systems in the African region.

Positive urbanization policy

Since urbanization is a long-term process, its
objectives can be realized only over a long period
and only in relation to change in the socioeconomic, political and other spheres. What is
invariably needed, therefore, is a national
urbanization policy based on locational criteria for
economic activities, at least for the main urban
centres in each region. With such a policy,
Ministries of
Planning,
Finance, Industry,
Agriculture, Environment, and so on would have
clear objectives and criteria against which to assess
the effects of their policies and expenditures on the
process of urbanization. Where policies and
programmes act at counter purposes, they could be
changed. Within such a P9licy, the traditional tools
of human settlements policy including land use
planning and control, would stand a chance of
being effective. A national urbanization policy,
thus, attempts to include a spatial dimension in
plans for economic and social development. Since
economic and political forces determine the spatial
structure of productive investments and services,
and since it is this latter structure which in turn
encourages the location of human resources in
particular areas of the territory, the political and
economic power should determine whether that
structure serves the needs of the region or country
in terms of certain defined objectives. In other
words, it is the special role of Central Government
in African countries to define, elaborate, approve
and implement a national urbanization policy as a
primary basistor dealing with a planned controlled
urbanization, which generates economic growth,
occupational diversity, social mobility, technological
advance, new forms of thought and behaviour - in
short, a new order, a physical planning approach to
urbanization is needed. Physical planning is the tool
for regulating urbanization. Lessons can be drawn
from the experience of industrially advanced
countries, which already underwent urbanization.
Physical planning calls for a harmonious synthesis
with economic planning at national regional and
local/settlements level. Physical planning at the national level must be
concerned with the coordination of those
developments, activities and resources that have
national significance. These are particularly, the
general distribution of population, the significance
of the development of certain economic sectors,
and certain infrastructure components. These
usually includes:
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(a) Designation of major types of land use
and their potential;

economy, safety, convenience and environment
impact;

(b) Location of major sources of sustained
and productive employment;

(c) Recognition of the need to phase and
direct development through the timely provision of
concentrated infrastructure and services, and the
deferral of such provision in areas not yet
appropriate for urban development; and

(c) Definition
of
a coherent set
of
relationships between settlements or groups over
the territory;

(d) Introduction of regions as an intermediate
level of planning, where local interest can be
reconciled with national objectives;
(e) Identification of regions or areas requiring
special attention: those that are particularly
deprived, offer unusual potential, or need special
protection;
(f) Outlining the principal infrastructure
network as well as the broad distribution of social
services;
19) Provision for elements of vital importance
for health and survival, especially clean and safe
water, clean air and food.
Regional planning implies planning. for the
comprehensive development of a delineated region
- a geographical entity which exhibits a certain
homogeneity in its physical, economic, social and
other attributes. The basic factor, however, is the
purpose for which the region was established.
Comprehensive regional planning aims at the
optimum Utilization, conservation and development
of all human and material resources for the benefit
of all the people in the region and of the country as
a whole.
Individual settlements of all sizes must be
guided in their orderly development by plans
reflecting local requirements and conditions. This
should occur within the framework set by national
and regional physical planning. The local planning
must be concerned with social and economic
factors, and the location of activities and the use of
space over time. This means in particular:
(a) Designation of general land-use patterns
and changes over time;
(b) Location of main activities with special
attention to their relationships;
(c) Provision of infrastructure networks and
systems required to link activities on the basis of
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(e) Formulation of social
programmes of development.

and

economic

Form and structure of urban areas
The following analysis of urban and regional
systems of African countries, and of their
composition and functions in the context of
national development planning, is necessarily
limited in scope, as accurate, up-to-date and
comparable data are extremely scarce and methods
of assessing and forecasting factors associated
with urbanization and. industrialization have yet to
be perfected.
Industrial location policy

African countries, having recently launched
upon a truly industrial career, have the opportunity
to achieve efficient economic and social
development without having to commit some of the
costly mistakes which marked the industrial
development history of many developed countries.
This should to a large extent be feasible by
imparting to economic development policies and
programmes the locational and spatial dimension a dimension which they have hitherto lacked. Most
countries in the African region are pinning their
hopes on rapid industrialization in order to create a
self-sustaining economy and improve levels of
living. A careful examination of national plans
shows that most of them merely acknowledge with
concern existing trends in the siting and distribution
of industries, 'namely, the concentration of
industries in a few cities and regions, which in turn
creates an imbalanced industrial structure, regional
disparities in levels of development, excessive
costs of urban infrastructure and social overheads
in industrial cities, a deteriorating urban scene, long
journeys to work, inadequate housing and so forth.
But hardly any of these plans enunciate clearly a
policy of industrialization in spatial and regional
terms or lay down directives for implementing the
policy. It is a matter of concern that the vital
question of how best investible resources could be
steered in space and time into impulse sectors and
selected poles has yet to be resolved. To achieve

satisfactory pattern of urban and rural
the need to harmonize social,
economic and physical planning at all levels and to
close the existing gap between the formulation of
goals of development planning and their
implementation at the national, regional and local
level must be emphasized.

residential and commercial areas so that small
entrepreneurs operate close to their homes. An
additional advantage is that common utilities and
services can be made available to all the
entrepreneurs.

Industries beyond municipal limits of major cities

The pattern of urban growth is complicated,
not only because of the haphazard siting of
industries, but also because of the mixed and
wasteful use of land. As no efforts have been
made to evolve a rational pattern of land use, citi-es
in many African countries are composed of the
following four zones, all unrelated to one another:
central area, inner urban ring, outer urban ring,and
peripheral zone. The urban pattern varies a great
deal from one country to another. However, these
four broad zones can be identified, with their
characteristic land uses, traffic patterns, densities,
land values and other urban features.

a

settlements.

There is not only an excessive concentration of
industries in a few principal cities in the African
region, but a majority of industrial units are located
outside the municipal limits of the major cities,
because of the lower cost of land and the
possibility of avoiding the heavy taxes of the
central cities. However, the siting of industries on
the city fringes is not guided by any comprehensive
plan. Consequently, industries are dlspersed all over
the peripheral area, instead of being grouped in
planned industrial zones. This has given rise to
suburba n sprawl, ribbon development, and
sometimes conurbations linking up two or more
cities. The grouping of industries has been rather
arbitrarv: industries are classified as 'nuisanceproducing' and 'safe' on the basis of qualitative
description rather than quantitative measurement of
such performance variables as smoke, noise, dust,
odour, industrial wastes, effluents, fire hazards and
truck traffic generated. The regulation of industrial
location and relocation on the basis of performance
standards and planned industrial districts is
essential.
Siting of small-scale industries in the existing urban
centres
The bulk of industrial activity in African
countries consists of small-scale industries and
handicrafts, which operate in congested areas of
cities in order to be near markets and sources of
supply of raw materials. The entrepreneurs lack the
funds to invest in workshops and industrial sheds
in industrial zones or industrial estates.
Manufacturing and trading are therefore carried out
on the same premises in which the small-scale
manufacturer and his family live. Shop-houses and
workshop-houses are therefore built alongside
residences. There is thus inextricable intermixing of
land uses, with all the attendant disadvantages of
noise, dust, fumes, vibration, encroachment on
sidewalks, fire hazards, truck traffic in residential
areas and parking problems.
The remedy probably lies in providing industrial
nurseries and 'flatted' factories not far from

Patterns of urban growth

Ribbon development
The rapid, random growth of cities has
produced certain urban forms which, if not
regulated at an early stage, will lead to serious
urban disorders and costly remedial measures. For
instance, the indiscriminate siting of industries, the
unchecked conversion of agricultural land into
residential sub-divisions, the -absence of peripheral
control .and the general lack of comprehensive
planning have caused ribbon development along the
major highways and railways radiating from the
largest cities. Ribbon development has an adverse
effect on the form and structure of a city. It leads
to premature development of rural land for urban
uses, costly urban infrastructure, high development
costs and uneconomic transport systems.
Transportation problems
Transportation networks played a crucial role
in the growth, spatial distribution, and functional
development of many African cities. The roads and
railways built at the turn of the century to exploit
the resources of. the interior often bypassed
traditional trade centres and turned what were
previously small villages into important nodal points
in the colonial spatial and economic system. The
heritage of a colonial past is often a transport
network that funnels goods and services into a
major harbour and does not provide adequate
lateral transport between inland regional centres. In
particular, the all-weather road network, instead of
covering the entire country rather evenly, is often
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tree- shaped and drains all activities into a trunk line
to the main export city connecting the country to
VVestern markets.
Transportation has significant effects on where
and how cities grow and how they function. The
convergence of transport routes or transshipment
points from one mode to another frequently provide
the focus and impetus for urban development.
Mobility and accessibllltv to goods, labour, and
markets permit and encourage the urban
concentration. Serious traffic and transportation
problems are beginning to be felt in African cities.
Narrow roads, heterogeneous composition of traffic
with different speeds, heavy peak-hour volumes,
etc. have choked the arteries of traffic. Traffic
jams. road accidents and atmospheric pollution are
on the increase. while commuting distances and
travel times are lengthening. Because of the
important interaction between transportation and
location, volume and growth of economic activity,
and because of the high benefits and costs that
can be involved in a transportation policy or
investment decision, comprehensive and long-range
transportation planning is especially desirable. The
consequences of this missing transportation
planning are often misdirected investment plans
and regulatory policies that are outmoded or iIIsuited to the economic situation and to urban and
rural development. Thus, traffic and transportation
planning should be developed and it should form an
integral component of physical planning at national,
regional and local level.

The share of construction in GOP was 5.9 per cent
in 1988.
To cope with the enormous construction needs
of post-war Europe, a whole range of measures
was taken by governments to increase the output
and productivity of the building industry and to
keep building costs down. The industrialization of
building took many forms and was pursued and
promoted in many different ways in different
countries. Under heavy demand pressure, the
European construction industry tripled its output in
less than two decades and underwent a
technological and structural transformation. The
rate of output growth ranged between 4 and 7 per
cent a year in VVestern Europe and, in most
countries somewhat in excess of GOP growth
rates. Thus, in Western Europe, the construction
industry increased its share in GOP from around 6-7
per cent in the beginning of the 1950s to around 79 per cent at the end of the 1960s.
In Africa, the development of manufacturing
industries often takes place at a pace much faster
than that of the construction industry. In 1988 the
manufacturing industry accounted for 10.8 per
cent of GOP while the construction industry's share
was only 5.9 per cent. There is an urgent need for
concerted action at national and regional level to
develop the indigenous construction sector in
African countries.
Prospects for the development of local building
materials for low cost housing

Construction industry and industrial development
In many African countries, the construction
industry faces serious difficulties, including import
dependency, shortages of semi-skilled and skilled
labour, a low degree of local participation in
contracting, inadequate production of building
materials, lack of capital, adequate equipment and
tools and the poor quality of management and
supervision. In addition, such problems have been
often aggravated by adoption of designs,
technologies and standards that are inappropriate
to local conditions.
In the majority of African countries, the
construction industry is not fulfilling its potential
role in the industrial development. The output and
productivity of this industry do not meet the
requirements of other sectors of the economy. The
expansion of output through the industrialization of
the construction process has not been achieved.
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When declining per capita GNP, runaway
inflation, spiralling unemployment, severe financial
constraints, very high levels of external debt,
demographic and urbanization trends are imposed
upon the present shelter situation and the
conditions that prevail in cities, towns, and villages
of Africa, the magnitude of the problem, the sheer
size of the challenge threaten to become
unmanageable. For example, the overall urban
population growth from 195 million in 1990 to
more than 765 million by the year 2020 means
that 111.6 million units should be built, and this
just to be ,able to cope with the vegetative growth
of the population. This figure does not incorporate
an annual replacement of houses and the deficit of
African countries where total housing stock built
both by the public and private sectors remained far
below requirements. Some 35 per cent of urban
dwellings in Africa are single rooms and their
average density of occupation is calculated at 2.23
persons. There are few African cities where more

than 30 to 40 per cent of urban households have
access to treated pipe-borne water supply or proper
waste-dlsposal sanitation facilities. Such problems
demand deliberate decisions that must be
addressed at the level of national policy formulation
and implementation in the area of production,
delivery improvement of shelter for all, but with
particular emphasis on meeting the needs of the
poor and disadvantaqed,
A ~:ey component for the production and
improvement of shelter is building materials, which
constitute the single largest input to construction
accounting for about 50 to 80 per cent of the total
value of construction and being directly related to
the basic need of acquiring adequate housing. The
provision of building materials and construction
methods of a cost and quality able to bring
adequate housing within the reach of the greatest
possible number of urban and rural population in
Africa calls for fostering an indigenous capacity for
self-sustaining growth, leading to self-reliance in
the shelter sector before the year 2000.
A clecentralized production at medium- and
small-scale levels of walling and roofing materials
are of utmost importance to the shelter
requirements of the poor and underprivileged. The
relative advantages of medium-and small-scale
production include: effectiveness in capacity
utfizatico, import substitution (it is estimated, for
example, that building materials account for 5 to 8
per carr: of the total value of imports in Africa representing an expenditure of about US$ 2.5
billion), utilization of small deposits, minimal
investment capital requirements, incentives of local
entrepreneurship, employment creation at local
levels, low transport costs, energy saving,
reduction of migration pressures on the largest
cities, a boost to rural transformation and increased
involvement of women in the production process.

In many African countries, efforts have been
made at promoting local building materials. Most of
these efforts have failed, because their commercialscale adoption is hindered by the fact that they
have net been incorporated in building codes, the
type of production technologies was not consistent
wiith the resource constraints of developing
economies, and cost efficiency in construction and
durability of building materials could not be
achieved
without
promoting
appropriate
construction techniques. The extensive use in the
construction industry of foreign-derived standards
and codes leads to excessive dependence on
imported materials and construction techniques.

The formulation of building standards and codes is
a 'highest priority' activity for African countries.
The adoption of these standards in tender or
contract documents will create opportunity for
expanded production of indigenous building
materials. There are just not enough resources in
Africa to build housing for everybody according to .
conventional standards, which may cost $ 100 300 per square metre as against $ 3 - 10 required
by rural and urban-fringe communities. Standards
and regulations, jf appropriately formulated, can
bring about reduction in the high cost of
construction, particularly for low-income population
and facilitate subregional marketing of products
and components.
Resources required for training construction
manpower at local levels have not been mobilized
and used to achieve the desired objectives.
Indigenous contractors in most African countries
experience difficulties in handling local building
materials and finances. The existing financial
institutions are not able to meet the requirements
of the informal sector. Governments could
strengthen or establish specialized financial
institutions such as rural savings and credit
agencies, cooperative banks and building societies
easily accessible to a majority of participants to
ensure the access to credit and capital of producers
of building materials, especially for new investors
seeking to commercialize innovations.
Afncan governments plav a key role in creating
demand for the output of the informal construction
sector, both direct demand fer indigenous building
materials for government construction projects, for
implementing appropriate housing policies such as
slum. squatter settlements and rural housing
improvement programmes, including community
participation efforts; and indirect demand through
standards and codes of practice, monetary and
fiscal policy and demonstration projects and
incorporation of programmes for the production of
indigenous building materials in integrated rural
development programmes.
In many African countries efforts to develop
indigenous building materials have not led to the
wide-scale adoption of these materials because of
lack of incentives for private-sector production. The
problem can be reduced through mobilization of
private-sector
investment,
dissemination
of
information on support and incentives from the
public
sector to
potential
private-sector
entrepreneu rs.
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In Africa, most of the core technologies are not
yet at the stage of commercialization. More testing
and/or pilot demonstration leading to the design of
technical and business packages is required. The
reasons for this are partly because the technoloales
are not fully developed and tested technically, and
partly because markets are not established.
Manufacturing facilities and raw materials for
mak.ing the equipment are influenced by the
availability of foreign exchange for imports. The
use of facilities is constrained by technical and
management skills, spare parts and raw materials
quality and availability and power supply.
The recent technology innovations in local
building materials which might be of interest to
other African countries have been introduced in:
(a) Botswana:
machine fabrication;

stabilized-soil

(b) Ethiopia: fibre-concrete
pozzolanas and soil blocks;

production

roofing,

(c) Gambia: fired-clay bricks;
(d) Ghana: private-sector initiatives, soil
blocks, fibre-concrete roofing machine fabrication;
and use of saw-dust briquettes and residual palm
kernel for firing of bricks, bauxite waste and
pozzuolana:
(e) Kenya: soil blocks, pozzolanas, fibreconcrete ro~fing and clay bricks; and rice-huskashllime;
(f) Malawi: progress in fibre-concrete roofing
technology, lime project;

(g) Mauritius: bagasse-ash as fine aggregate
for concrete, concrete blocks and mortars,
calcareous blocks;
(h) Nigeria: stabilized soil blocks, lime kiln,
blended cements, furnace slag as aggregates,
machine fabrication;
(i) Sierra
aggregates;

Leone:

timber

utilization,

(l) ,Zambia: manual stone quarrying, soil
blocks and fibre-concrete roofing; and machinery
fabrication for local building materials.

Some countries have reviewed legislation and
codes affecting shelter for the poor. For example,
Lesotho has adopted new building codes and
regulations to be applied by the newly constituted
Maseru Municipal Corporation. Uganda has
produced new building codes and regulations
framed with due regard to the 'enabling' features
of the Global Shelter Strategy and is expected to
be of great value to the Government as well as
private developers.
African countries need policies which support
governmental investment in surveys and
assessments of raw material resources, feasibility
studies for the exploitation of promising resources,
technical research and- development to evaluate,
test and upgrade indigenous materials and
products, promotion of products in the market
place and studies of regulations and contracting
methods to identify constraints to the acceptance
and use of indigenous materials.
Policy formulation requires a comprehensive
approach, covering the following:
(a) establishing or strengthening institutions to deal
with the formulation
of standards and
specifications for local buildinq materials; (b)
setting up testing laboratories or centres;
(c) providing training to building materials
producers, especially the small-scale and traditional
producers, in aspects of quality control; (d) making
raw materials, especially those of geological origin,
easily accessible to producers; (e) facilitating the
flow of credit and capital to producers of building
materials, especiaJly for new investors seeking to
commercialize innovations; and (f) adopting fiscal
adjustments and related measures on imported
building materials, as a means of making local
production
competitive
with
import-based
materials.

and

(j) Uganda: stabilized soil blocks and fibreconcrete roofing; and private-sector initiatives in
soil blocks, clay bricks and tiles, and limepozzuolana;
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(k) United Republic of Tanzania: soil blocks,
fibre-concrete roofing;

Currently, the delivery of shelter and
infrastructure
relies
either on
traditional
technologies, which are rudimentary and defective,
or on modern technologies, which are imported at
excessive cost and are often inappropriate. The
criteria for selection of the best technology should
include: (a) low initial cost of technology, (b~ ability
of local labour to handle and sustain the

technology,' and (c) a programme of adaptation of
imported technology and eventual replication of
such technology. To a large extent, the problems
confronting the building materials sector in African
countries can be attributed to the issue of
technology application. In some instances, wrong
choices in technology have been wrongly applied or
transferred. These problems lead to high cost of
production, insufficient production capacity, low
quality of products and diminished prospects for
investment.
Rapid expansion of the supply of basic building
materials at low cost can be achieved by promoting
the small-scale sector. A strategy for appropriatetechnology applications in the small-scale sector
should address the following three areas: first, the
shortcomings in performance of tecrmotocles
already established in production; secondly, the
issue of new investments in technologies to
overcome those limitations; and finally, the
identification of innovations which are yet to be
transferred either from local sources in laboratories
and research institutions or from international
sources. In the small-scale sector, the first two
issues, particularly the first, deserve priority

attention.
The process of technology transfer should be
facilitated and sustained by promoting local
technological capacity, i.e., the ability to receive
technologies, adapt technologies effectively,
replicate improvised technologies and, thereafter,
develop innovative technologies. For the smallscale building-materials production sector,
improvement of local technological capacity would
require: (a) data on small-scale deposits of
geological raw materials and residues of agricultural
and industrial products usable in building materials
production, to guide investment decisions and
provide guidelines on
basic production
characteristics; (b) documentation of standards,
specificatio.ns and quality-control procedures; (c~
advice on machine practice and fabrication
essential for the maintenance and repair of simple
imported machinery and the replication of
equipment and
tools
incorporating
local
innovations; and (d) incentives for technological
innovation tapping improvised solutions which
often represent genuinely appropriate systems for
the sector.
External assistance to the indigenous buildingmaterials sector is taking place in Africa in an ad
hoc manner, witb little coordination and often in
total isolation from basic national programmes and

the macroeconomic policies being pursued by
recipient countries. Each aid agency employs a
variety of its own analytical tools and techniques of
appraisal in support of building-materials
programme objectives and this involves the lack of
consensus on regional policies and strategies and
does not allow development of a partnership
approach. As a consequence, there is duplication of
time-consuming and costly sector work and this
frequently results in conflicting aid policies on key
issues such as standards, cost recovery, subsidies
and institution responsibilities.
Summary and conclusion
To prevent distortions and eliminate many of
the drawbacks of isolated and uncoordinated
projects undertaken by many aid agencies, ECA will
develop a strategic approach for collaboration of
various donors in a coordinated fashion by inviting
aid agencies concerned to identify areas for action
and apportioning to them priority interventions. In
the case of indigenous building-materials
development for
agricultural
regions
aid
coordination,
for example, could involve
cooperation between agencies specializing in rural
settlements development and agricultural
production, thus assuring the linkage and
effectiveness of rural development programmes.
ECA in consultation with other competent
intergovernmental bodies could concentrate on the
fotlowing measures:
(a) The strengthening of regional mechanisms
that provide for forward-looking coordination
including pre-planning and pre-consultations with
the United Nations agencies and bodies and with
member States, in the formulation of regional
projects on local-building materials;
(bl The strengthening of procedures that
provide for effective
priority-setting. Such
procedures should aim at identifying, for the
guidance of member States and international
organizations, the relative priorities to be accorded
to the various components of a long-term strategy
for a regional programme on local-building
materials;
(c) The improvement of regional efforts in the
collection and analysis of data on local building
materials development including an exchange of
reports on operational activities, mission reports,
etc.
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Through regional coordination and cooperation
joint ventures will be developed for adoption of
research findings for large-scale production of localbuilding rnaterials, establishment of a support
system at field-implementation level through
training, information dissemination, access to tools
and creation of a mechanism for common use and

maintenance of scare equipment. Where an
Individual country cannot become self-sufficient in
building materials, by reason of resource deficiency
or of suboptimum market threshold, consortia of
adjoining countries would be promoted, based on
distribution of production facilities according to
factor advantages.

1 For further details, read:
"Note sur la production industrielle en Cote d'ivoire de farine de manioc pour
una incorporation au taux de 5% dans la farine de bte destines a la boulangerie", by 12T, October 1988.

2
Methodology of computing of the 1.7 billion is as follows: 200,000 tons of flour x 1.363 (composite
bread output for 1 kg of flour) = 272,600 tons of bread = 1,195,614,000 "baguettes" of 228 grammes
)( (75 -73.50) = 1.7 billion CFAF.
3

4
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Bread yield of composite flour = 1,363, as against 1,350 for wheat flour.
Data from GMA. See "Fraternits Matin Newspaper of 1·2-3/05/1992.

SURVEY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AFRICA'S IRON AND STEEL
INDUSTRY AND PERSPECTIVES FOR THE YEAR 2000
Introduction
The 1 980s was a period of general economic
and social retrogression for Africa. Indeed, many
soclo-economlc indicators have continued to
worsen. As an example, the stock of debt almost
doubled between 198) and 1991 to US$275
biJli.on, unemployment increased four times faster
than in 1970s, and the number of least developed
African countries rose from 17 to 31 out of a total
of 1.

s

Although the growth rates of GOP of 2.7,3.2
and 2.3 per cent for the years 1989, 1990 and
19B 1 respectively showed improvement of the
average growth rate of 1.3 per cent for the 1980s,
these have not been adequate to reverse the trend
of sliding per capita incomes and consumption
established since the beginning of the decade.
This performance contrasts sharply with the
steady progress experienced in the rest of the
developing countries and the recent uninterrupted
prosperity in the developed countries, Africa's
traditional trading and economic partners.
The general deterioration in the African
economic and social conditions is a direct outcome
of the worsening domestic development setting and
the extremely unfavourable external economic and
financial environment. The policy framework
.adocted during the last decade has not always
been adequate and was often inappropriate.
The development challenges of the 1990s may
be even more daunting than those of the last
decade. The signposts are not too encouraging as
far as the external factors are concerned.
The raising of the share of manufacturing in
industrial output could hardly be achieved without
renewed efforts to relaunch industrial development.
That task must be based on the natural resources
and factor endowments in the region and should be
vigorously pursued with the full realization that it
would require an orientation of industrial policy
more in favour of creating domestic resource-based
industrial capacity, including iron and steel and
indigenous factor inputs.
Efforts are, however, being intensified to
improve industrial efficiency, broaden the industrial
base and create an environment that is more
conductive to industrial development. In the
international development strategy for the second
Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA11,1991-2000), a target annual growth rate of 8 per
cent is set for the manufacturing sector including

the metal industry in Africa, against the less than
5 per cent growth rate during the 19805 [1].
Present status of the African iron and steel industry

7.

Historical devs/opment

The starting period for development of the iron
and steel industry in Africa dates back to the
1950s, when the first iron was produced in 1948
at the integrated plant at Redcliff in Zimbabwe,
followed by Egypt, which started operation of its
first integrated Helwan plant in 1958.
Later on, the following countries established
integrated iron and steel complexes: Algeria and
Tunisia in the 1960s, and Nigeria and Libya in the
1980s. In some other countries, including Morocco,
Cote d'ivoire, Ghana, Angola, Kenya, United
Republic of Tanzania and Uganda, scrap-based
electric arc furnaces and rolling mills came into
operation mainly fol/owing independence during the
1960s.
The decades of the 1960s and 1980s
therefore could be considered as the first and
second phases of the establishment of iron and
steel industries in the African region, particularly in
North Africa. During the 1980s, Egypt established
its second integrated iron and steel complex in
1986 at E/-Dikheila, and the Libyan Misurata
integrated complex was commissioned in 1989.
Nigeria established its first Delta Steel integrated
complex at Aladja in 1982, while its second
integrated Ajaokuta complex was near completion
and was due for commissioning in 1991. Both
having been started in the late 1980s, the second
Algerian integrated complex at Bellara is under
construction and the Zimbabwean ZISCOSTEEL
complex is undergoing its expansion programme.
During the same period, a number of countries
either established new, or rehabilitated and
expanded their existing mini-plants and rolling mills
including those in Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Ghana,
Mauritius, Uganda, the United Republic of
Tanzania, and, particularly, in Nigeria and Kenya.
An especlallv important and significant
development is that, during the last decade, the
three new, integrated complexes based on modern
direct reduction - electric arc furnace route- were
established in the region, and steel production in
Africa doubled during the same period from 2.4 to
4.5 million tonnes in the years 1980 and 1990
respectively. This shows some positive trends in
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2.

development of the iron and steel industry in the
region.
However, the existing capacity. utilization is
very low, ranging from 25 per cent for the miniplants to 50 per cent for the integrated ones, and
their. combined production represents only 0.6 per
cent of the world's steel output.

Present status

Existing integrated iron and steel plants in
operation in Africa are presented in table 1, and
mini-plants and re-rolling mills are presented in
table 2.

Table 1: Present stat... of the Iron and .... Indu.try In Africa. lntegret.d plants and complexe.

Subregion

Countrv

Plantllocation.Year
of .tart/expanded

Major production unit

Capacity and product mix

Operational status

Algeria

SIDER.El·Hadja,
1969/1981

2 SF, 3 90-t and 3 6O-t
LD converters. 1 8o-t
EAF. 3 4-atrand cont.
ca.ter. for billets 1 2strand cont. caster for
slabl, long, flat tube
rolling milll

Pig iron 1.8 MtJy,
Long products 0.64 MtJy,
Flets 1.45 MtJy, tube. 60
ttJy
Bar., rod., coil., plate.,
welded and seamles. pipe.

63% capacity
utilintion for long and
46% for flat products

1. Egyptian Iron
and Steel co, Hadi.
olb
(Holwanl
1958/1980

48F, 3 so-r LD
converte,., 4 17-t
converters 2 12-t EAF, 3
4·.trand cont. ca.te,.
for billets 2 2·.trand
cont. ca.ter. for slabs,
long and flat rolling mill.

Pig iron 1.7 Mtly, Iteel 1.6
Mt/y, long product. 0.38
Mtly, flat product. 0.82
MtJy earl, rod. sectio!,I,
plate. strips, Iheet.

57% capacity utilization

DR iron 0.72 Mt/y, Steel
0.84 Mt/y.Ba,. and rods
0.745 Mtly

130% capacity
utilization

Egypt

2. AlelCandria
National Iron and
Steel Co., EIDikheila 1986

North Africa

Libya

Tunilia

Weat Africa

Nigeria

1 MiG'-x DR Unit, 4 7o-t
EAF, 3 4-Stra'1d cont.
calter for billets, bar and
. wire rod mills

Executive board
Iron and Steel Co.,
Misurata 1989

2. Midrex DR units. 6
9D-EAF,
1 2-.trand cont. caster
for billets, 1 2-strand
cant. caster for Ilabs,
long and flat rolling mills

DR iron " 1 Mt/y, long
producta 0.52 Mtly, Flat
productl 0.73 Mt/y, Bar.,
rods, sections, coil., plate.

Start operation. in
1990. Below 10%
capacity utilization

Soci6te Tunisleme
de Sid6rurgie. EIFouladh 1966}1975

lBF, 2 20-t LD
converters, 1 20-t EAF,
3 4'strand cent. casterl
for billets, long rolling
mills

Pig iron 1.0 Mt/y, .teel 0.19
Mt/y, bars. rods 0.18 Mt/y

90% capacity utilization

1. Delta Steel Co.,
Aladja; 1982

2 Midrex DR units, 4
110 t EAF, 3 6-strand
cont. ca.ters for billets,
long roiling mill.

DR iron 1.0 Mtly, steel 1.0
MtJy, bars, rods. Section.
0.32 Mtly

15 ro 20% capacity
utilization ahortage of
iron ore

2. Ajaokuta Steel
Cjo, Ajaokuta;

1 BF, LD converters, 3-4
strand cont. casters for
bloama, long rolling milll

Pig iron 1.3 Mt/y, Stoel 1.~
MtlV. Bars, rod., Section It'
0.51 MtJy

5% capacity utilization.
Iron and ....1plant due
for commiuioning In
1991

Ealt and
Southern
Africa

Zimbabwe

ZISCOSTEEL,
Radcliff.
194811977

2 BF. 2 5O-t LD
converters. ingotl and 1
2-strand cant. caster
long rolling mill.

Pig iron 0.75 Mt/y,
Bar., reds, Section. 0.75
Mt/y

78% capacity utilization,
under
rehabilitation/expansion
into flats

Africa
Total

6 countries
14 North
Africa)

8 Integrated plantli
(5 in North Africal

5 plants of conventional
BF-LD converter route. 3
plant•. new OR-EAF
route.

Combined Iron; 8.5
Capacity Pig Iron:5.7
IMtlvl Sponge iron:2.8
Steel: 8.9
Long rolled product.:4.0
Flat rolled product.:3.0
0.1
Tube. :

Average abaut 50%
combined capacity
utilization Actual
production
Iron:4.0
Steel; 4.2
Rolled stock:3.6

in

Legent: BF - bla.t fumace, DR· direct reduction unit. LD- oxygen converter, EAF - electric are furnace, Mt/y - million tonnel per y.ar, ttJy - thousand
tonne. per year
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Table 2: African ••mI-Int.gret.d mlnI-.ta" plant••nd ..-toning mil.

Subregion

North Afric.
16 countne.)

Country

Exi.ting production units

Capacity and product mix

Operatlon.1 .tatu.

Algeri.

ENTPl, Or.n. mini-pl.nt
EntipplANABIBl, Alg.r, tub. mill

Steel 100 tt/y. b.r. and rod. 80
ttly.
Tubes for hydrocarbons and
irrigation 60 tt/y

80% capacity utilization
70% capacity utilization

Egypt

D.It. St •• 1. Manard: Egyptian
Copp.rwprt•. Aloltandria.
NAMETIN, Cairo mini-pl.nt•. EINaif Pip•• &. Fitting. tube mill.

Combin.d capacity: It•• I 0.54
mtJy, bar •• rod. and .oction.
0.39 mtJy. Weld.d galvanized
pipes and tub,. 20 tt/y

76 to 95% capacity utilization 10%
capacity utilization

Ubya

libyan Men. Ind. TripolI. Mini-plant

St.el 40 ttly.
rod. 60 tt/y
Weldod pipe.

General Pip. Co. Bengazl,
3 tube mill.

50% c.p.clty utlllZlltion

~apacity

Morocco

Socl.te Sid.r. du Maroc,
Tangier. mlnl-pl.nt
Nador .nd Ca.blanca
rolling mill•.
C••ablanc. tub. mill.

Combined capacity: .t.al
30 tt/y. bar. and rod.
0.565 Mt/y. tub•• 20 ttly

55- 70%

Sudan

Sud.n••• Steel product•.
Khartoum, rolling mill

70 ttly bars and rod.

50% capacity utilization

IMCI, Abidjan. rolling mill.

30 tt/y bars

Not in operation

Gh.na

GIHOC St ••1Work. Co.
Tema. mini-plant.
WAHOME St ••I ce., Tem.
mini-plant

Combined capacity: steel
50 tt/V. bar. and rod.
50 ttly

Uberi.

Atlantic St.el work•.
Monrovl•. rolling mill

5 tt/y bar. baaed on
chip-bruking Icrap

Commillioned 1987.
clo.ed down 1988

M.uritaoi.

SAFA. N.uadibau mini-plant

Steel: 12 ttly,
ba" 36 ttlV

12% capacity utilization

N'cIeria

7 mini plants (lkorodu. Kano.
Enuga, Otta. Ikey.l.
12 roiling mills (Oshogbo. Kat.ina,
Jos, lkorodu, lkeya Iket, Iforin,
etc.l.

Combined capacity:
St.el 0.275 Mt/y; ba,.
rod•••ections 1.88 MtlV

5 to 30% capacity utilization

Togo

Societe Nat. de Std.r, lome.
rolling mill

Bars from uled ,all•. 32 ttlY

40% capacity utilization

Angola

Siderurgia Nationale UEE,
Lu.nd., and Fabrica de
Tube. de Angol. minl-plantl

Combined capacity: ateel
60 tt/y, bars 75 tt/y

12 and 30% capacity utilization

Cameroon

SaLADO, Duall. roiling mill

B.rl 40 ttlV

75 % capacity utilization

Zaire

Societe Nit. d. Siderurgie,
Maluku, mini plant

St.el 120 ttlY, bar"
rod. 140 ttly, cold rolled
strip 150 ttlY

Sporadic oparationl
.ince 1986
6% capacity utiliz.tion

Ethiopia

Ethiopia Iron and steel Akakl. and
Ethlosid er
Iron and Ste.l.
A.mara minI-plant,

Combined capacity: eteel
24 tt/y, b.re, rod.,
wire 64 ttlY

Akakl plant 40% c.paclty
utilization. Almar. plant
closed ral1y 1980.

Keny.

Combined cap.city: lto.1
130 ttlV, bar •• lod., .ection 300
ttly, cold rolled .heetl 120 ttl~,
tube. and pip.. 30 tt/y

C.paclty utUlzat~n:
fOl .te.l- 41 % fOl
rolled products

Afrlc:1 (18

6 minI-plant. (N.i,obl, Mamb ....
Dandoral.
6 roiling mill.,
inch,lding 1 flat cold
rolling mill (Meb.il, and 4 tube

COuntriel)

mill.

Cote d'

Wen Afric.
(18
countrie.)

_.
Centr"
Africa (10

Ivan

utilization

10% capacity utiliz.tion
commi••ioned in 1989

countries)

ean and

Southem

Madaga.car

To.ma.lma St••1 work.

S ttly ba" .nd ..ctiona

33% capacity utHlzation

Mauritlul

roiling min 4 rolling
mill.. Port Loul.

Combined capacity: 17 tt/y
bars and sections

21 to 42 capacity utilization

Mozambique

eIFEL, Maputo, roiling mill

Bars, rod., ••ction.

10% capacity utiliz.tion
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Africa
Total
(51
countries)

Tanzania

AlAF mini plant,
Dar-es-Salaam
Tang. rolting mill

Steel 20 xu», bars,
sections 24 tt/y

40-55% capacity utilintion

Uganda

Jinja, East Africa
Steel Corp. mini-plant

Steel 20 tu», bars,
sections 40 tt/y

6% capacity utilintion

Zimbabwe

Lancashire Steel,Kwe-kwe,
rolling mill.
Tor Steel tube mill

Rods, wire 52 tt/y
Seamless tubes 7 tt/y

90% c,apacity utilization
86% capacity utilintion

22 countries

29 mini-plants
lEAF + rolling mills)
32 . Bar, rod, wire
sectlcn. rolling mills.
11 • Tube rolling mills
2 - Flat rolling mills

Combined capacity:
Steel - 1 .426 Mt/y
Bara rods, wire,
aections - 3.984 Mt/y
Flats - 0.27 Mtlv
Tubel. pipes - 0.147 Mtly

Production
Steel 0.3
Rolled Stock:1.2

The current annual combined capacity of
existing integrated plants has been estimated at
about 9.0 million tonnes, and the .same for semiintegrated mini-plants of 1.4 million tonnes of steel.
The total annual combined capacity of existing
African production units (8 integrated, 29 miniplants and 45 rolling mills) is as follows, in millions
of tonnes:
iron - 8.5, steel - 10.4, long rolled products· 8.0,
flats - 3.3, tubes and pipes - 0.25.
As shown in table 1, most of the integrated
complexes came into being after the 1960s. They
underwent expansion and diversification to attain
their present status during the ensuing period. Five
.integrated plants are based on the conventional
blast furnace - oxygef) converter route, while the
three new complexes inaugurated during t~e 19805
in Nigeria, Egypt and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
are based on direct reduction - electric-arc furnace
route. The capacities of the individual integrated
complexes vary from 0.19 million tonnes (Tunisia)
to 2 million tonnes (Algeria)'. A majority of them
produce mainly long-rolled products with the.
exception of Algeria and Egypt which produce flat
and tubular products as well.
. The integrated production referred to above
works out to about 50 per cent capacity utilization
on aV,erage, with the Libyan complex just starting
operation, and both Nigerian complexes being
operated at very. low level of capacity utilization (5
to 20 per cent), while the new Egyptian EI-Dikheila
complex is operating at 130 per cent of capacity
utilization, which is exceptional for the whole
region. Their combined production in 1990 was as
follows in millions of tonnes: iron - 4.0, steel - 4.2,
and rolled products - 3.6.
In respect to semi-integrated mini-plants,
presented in table 2, the country coverage is larger,
15 countries with 29 mini-plants, comprising units
ranging in size from 12,000 tonnes per year in
Mauritania and Ethiopia to over 200,000 tonnes
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per year in Nigeria and Egypt, Their average
capacity utilization is about 25 per cent with a
1990 production of 0.3 million tonnes of steel and
1,2 million tonnes of rolled stock,
Invariably, bars, rods, wire and small profiles,
which are mostly used in construction, constitute
the products of these mini-plants. Production of
flats started only recently in Kenya (cold re-rolling
of imported coils), while Zaire's flat rolling mill is
not operational, production of tubes exists in
Algeria, Libya, Morocco, Kenya and Zimbabwe.
The total current combined production of steel
in Africa is about 4.5 million tonnes, and of rolled
stock, about 4.8 million tonnes, the lowest in the
world (represents only 0.5 per cent of the world's
1990 output 0~770 million tonnes). There is no
production of special grade and alloyed steel in the
region, with, the exception of Algeria, Egypt,
Nigeria and Zimbabwe ( small Quantities of limited
range, mainly in modern foundries).

3.

Capacity utilization and constraints

As stated earlier, capacity utilization in existing
iron and steel plants and units in the region
averaged" from about 25 to 50 per cent. The
situation in the existing steel industries of the
majority of countries, particularly in the West and
Central African subregions, leaves very much to be
desired. The majority of existing mini-steel plants
and units are either completely closed down, as in
the case of Cote d'ivoire, Ghana, Zaire, Liberia, and
Ethiopia , or operating under severe conditions at
very low levels of capacity utilization as in the case
of Uganda, Mozambique, Mauritania, Nigeria,
Angola and other countries. Tbe major reasons for
such low level of performance are both political and
economical, including the following:
(a) lack of material inputs including scrap,
sponge iron, pellets, fuels, reductants. ferroanovs,
refractories, additives, electrodes, etc. The majority

of these are imported although the basic raw
materials are available locally;
(b) Insufficient power supply and high cost of
energy and utilities, which result in interruption of
work and high-priced products;

electricity production and energy consumption,
transport infrastructure; and (c) economic
indicators such as population and its share in
industry, size of the country and per capita GOP.
These indicators retlect the most significant
criteria for access to the countries' development
potential, which could be combined into three
major groups:

(c) Overdue rehabilitation/modernization of
existing old plants and units established in the
19605, which need to be renovated with new
equipment, together with the acute problem of
spare parts and maintenance;

(a) Favourable conditions such as natural and
financial resources, location and infrastructure;

(d) Lack of professional management,
particularly for the state-owned plants, as well as
lack of skilled manpower;

(b) Dimensions and population of the country,
which determine demand for steel, market and
manpower availability; and

(e) Inadequate financing in regard to
allocating an adequate working capital in foreign
exchange for purchase of necessary imported raw
materials, spare parts and equipment; and

(c) Level of economic development such as
an established steel industry, energy and
manufacturing sector potential.
7.

(f) Inadequate infrastructure, particularly
transport, as well as small internal markets and
trade constraints within the region.
Analysis of potential for development
For the analysis of the development potential
of the iron and steel industry in the region, all
African countries were ranked in accordance to: (a)
their existing natural resources including iron and
alloying metal ores, fuels, reductants, energy,
water and additives; (b) industrial indicators
including established existing steel plants, share of
industry and manufacturing sector in GOP,

Natural resources

Table 3 shows African countries ranked by
their major natural resources for development of
the iron and steel industry. Majority of essential
input materials and energy sources are known to
exist in many countries of the region. Analysis
shows that the region as a whole has very large
reserves of iron are, manganese, chromate, cobalt
and nickel, as well as substantial reserves of coal,
natural gas and oil together with the huge water
reserves and hydropotential for electricity
production, as well as wide availability of major
additives such as fluxes, limestone, silica, clay, etc.
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Afltcan coun1ltu ranked By their nlrtu,.lresoure•• for .teet Industry

Iron ore,
,10· t

Alloying metal., Min, Cr, Ni, Co,
V, W, Mo, 10 et

Coal,

Natural gas,
10' m 3

10 • t

Oil,

Countries ranked by

10 • barrel.

their egregat:e

Index

reaources

1

liberia 6.600

t

Zaire

1

Zimbabwe 30,000

1

Algeria 3.000

1

Libya 26

1

Nigeria

50

2

ZaireS,200

2

Zimbabwe

2

Botswlna 17,000

2

Nigeria 2,400

2

Nigeria 18

2

Zimbabwe

44

3

Zimbabwe

3

Zambia

3

Moumbique 7.500

3

Egypt 1.500

3

Algeria 8.5

3

Algeria

44

4

Algeria 3.200

4

Mozambique

4

Tanzania 1,500

4

libya 730

4

Morocco 8

4

Mozambique

42

5

Cote d' lvoire 3,010

5

Madeg ..car

5

Nigeria 600/1,500

5

Mozambique 320

5

Medega.ear 6.8

5

Zaire

39

6

Mauritania 3.000

6

Tanzania

6

Swaziland 1.000

6

Tunisia 180

Congo 5.8

6

Libya

36

7

Nigeria 3.000

7

Ethiopia

7

Madagalcar 810

7

Tenzenia 175

7

Egypt 5

7

Madegescar

36

8

Libye 2.600

8

Cote d' lvoire

B

Malawi BOO

8

Cameroon 95

B

Senegal 2

8

Tanzania

30

9

Guinea 2.210

9

Kenya

9

Zaire 720

9

COngo 70

9

Angola 2

9

Egypt

28

10

Ghana 1,420

10

Gabon

10

Rwanda 2,1 10(peatl

10

Angola~z..

10

Tuni'ia 1.5

10

Angola

16

11

Angola 1,400

11

Ghlna

11

Angola 600 (Bcownl

11

Rwanda 50

11

Gabon 1

11

Cote d'
IYOire

24

12

Seneg all. 300

12

Burkina Falo

12

Morocco 120

12

Ethiopia 25

12

Sudan 0.8

12

Congo

22

13

SielTa·Leone 1,1 00

13

Botswana

13

Algeria 100

13

Cota d' lvoire 23

13

CAmeroon 0.5

13

Zambia

20

14

Gabon 1,000

14

Mali

14

Zambia 90

14

Gabon 18

14

Ched 0.16

14

Gabon

19 .

15

Sudan 735

15

Angola

15

Egypt 80

15

Morocco 3

16

Zaire 0.14

15

Morocco

18

16

Cameroon 680

16

Mauritania

16

Niger 6

16

Zaire 1

16

Cote d' lvoire 0.1 1

16

Botawana

18

17

Niger 680

17

Guinee

17

Burundi 1

17

Senegal 0.05

17

Benin 0.1

17

Liberia

17

18

Togo 640

18

Sierra Leone

18

Ethiopia (unqualified)

18

Ghana(unqualified I

18

Tuniala

17

19

Mali 630

19

Burundi

Total 86.5

19

Camel'09"

18

20

Madagalcar 420

20

Nigeria

20

Ethiopia

16

21

Egypt 400

21

liberia

21

Senegal

14

22

Zambia 300

22

Niger

22

Ghana

12

3,~3S

Total 64,067

Total 8.55

.6

"

23

T...... 280

23

Sud.

23

Mauritania

M

.... 210

24

Togo

24

SWllZitend

l'

26

MDz...... 2eO

26

Uganda

25

Kenva

a

oM

SomaIe 170

26

Guinea

a

f7

Congo 130

27

Sudan

7

28

Uona'OO

28

TOGO

6

29

Bur1cina

(;

30

Sierra Leone

5

11

I

CD

U'I

28

Swaza.nct 60 ('SOl

10

8uItdna

3'

lCeny.42

31

Niger

4

S2

Morocco 34-

32

Meli

4

33

Ethiopia H

33

Somalia

4

34-

TunieNI 12

34

UQende

2

35

BotsWIIM CWMlUalifiedl

35

Benin

2

Fno 60

It should be noted that data on the majority of
essential raw material reserves in most countries
and even subregions are still subject to
investigation, survey and assessment.

Iron ore
As indicated in table 3, 35 African countries
have combined iron ore reserves estimated at 45
billion tonnes, or some 20 per cent of the world's
total including 14'countries with reserves of more
than 1 billion tonnes each and 14 other countries
with reserves in the range of 100 to 700 million
tonnes. However, active exploitation of these huge
known reserves exists so far in a limited number of
countries. Liberia and Mauritania are the major
African exporters of iron are, while Algeria, Egypt
and Zimbabwe are the major producers of iron are
mainly for their own use. Relatively small
production also exists
Nigeria, Tunisia and
Morocco.

in

The combined annual regional production of
iron ore during the 1980s has been on the level· of
30-33 million tonnes or 3 to 4 per cent of the
world' 5 total (1990 production was 22.6 million
tonnes), with th~ share of Liberia and Mauritania at
about 75 to 80 per cent of the region's production.
Many other major iron ore reserves including
those in Zaire, COte d'lvoire, Libya, Guinea, Ghana,
Angola, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Gabon, etc. still
remain undeveloped. There is a well known
disparity between the abundance of iron ore
reserves in Africa on one hand, and their
exploitation and involvement in the downstream
processing of iron and steel products on the other.
Alloying metals
The African region is relatively well endowed
with several major alloying metals such as
manganese,
chromium, cobalt and nickel.
Unquantified and undeveloped deposits of these
alloying metals are known to exist in more than 25
countries of the region.
The major manganese reserves occur in West
and Central Africa, while reserves of chromium,
nickel and cobalt are mainly located in East and
Southern Africa.

Africa alone accounts for about 95 per cent of
the world's known chromate reserves. Most
production comes from Zimbabwe, whose proven
reserves are over 500 million tonnes. Other
significant exploited chromate reserves occur in
Sudan and Madagascar.
Africa's share of the world's cobalt reserves is
about 33 per cent, mostly from deposits in Zaire
and Zambia (75 and 20 per cent of the region's
reserves respectively). Zaire is the world's leading
producer of cobalt. Other significant reserves occur
in Botswana, Uganda and Zimbabwe.
Nickel reserves in Africa account for nearly 10
per cent of the world's total, mainly in Burundi,
Botswana and Zimbabwe, which is the major nickel
producer.
Other alloying metals which have commercial
reserves in Africa are tungsten (Zaire and
and
columbium/tantalum
(Zaire,
Zimbabwe)
Mozambique and Zimbabwe).
Only a very limited Quantity of alloying metals
is presently used in a few African countries
(Zimbabwe, Algeria and Egypt) for producing
special-grade and alloyed steel.
Fossil fuels and energy
Coal
Africa accounts for more than 10 per cent of
the world's coal reserves. Thls amounts to about
64 billion tonnes out of a world total of 61 0 billion
tonnes. The bulk of Africa's coal reserves occur in
the Eastern and Southern subregion, Zimbabwe,
Botswana and Mozambique being endowed with
the most extensive deposits (85 per cent of a total
of 18 African countries )laving coal deposits).
These countries are also the largest coal producers
in the region. Other coal producers in East and
.Southern Africa are Zambia, Swaziland, the United
Republic of Tanzania and Malawi; in North Africa,
Algeria, Egypt and Morocco; in West Africa, Nigeria
and the Nige'r; and in Central Africa, Zaire is a
significant coal producer. However, only a few
countries, fncluding Algeria, Egypt and Zimbabwe,
are using coal for coke production and iron making.
Oil and gas

Africa contains 78 per cent of. the world's
known reserves of manganese, a major part of
which is exploited in Gabon (26 per cent of the
world's reserves) and Ghana. Significant
manganese reserves in Burkina Faso, Zaire, Angola,
Cote d'ivoire and Togo still remain undeveloped.
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African oil and gas reserves (account for a
nearly 10 and 8 per cent of the world's total
respectively) occur mainly in the North and
West/Central subregions. A total of 18 African

countries have significant reserves of both natural
gas and on.
The largest petroleum reserves are in the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Nigeria and Algeria (more
than 60 per cent of the region's total); these
countries are also the.major 0!1 producers. Other
significant African oil producers are Gabon, Angola,
Benin, Cameroon, the Congo, COte d'ivoire, Egypt,
Tunisia and Zaire. The rest of the reserves still
remain undeveloped.
The largest natural gas reserves are in Algeria,
Nigeria, Egypt and Libya (88 per cent of the whole
African region). Algeria is a major world producer
and exporter of natural gas. Most of the Congo's
and Nigeria's associated gas output is flared, and
less than 10 per cent is used in Nigeria for
ironmaking and in other industries. Other significant
African gas producers for domestic consumption
are Egypt, Morocco and Senegal. The rest of the
natural gas reserves are undeveloped.
Hydropotential
All African countries, with a few exceptions
such as Algeria, libya, Botswana, Chad and Togo,
have significant exploitable hydropotential for
electricity production, as well as water resources
for use in industry. Africa's technically exploitable
hydf'opotential is estimated to be over 360 GW,
morEt than 16 per cent of the world's total, with
the potential of the Zaire river only estimated to be
mora than 100 GW. Of this, less than 5 per cent
has been exploited. The major electricity producers
are Egypt, Libya, Algeria, Nigeria, Morocco, Zambia
and Zimbabwe, while 25 African countries or 50
per cent of total have very limited electricity
production.

Additives
The major fluxes and refractory materials for
iron and steel production such as limestone,
dolomite, cilica, refractory clays, graphite,.
asbestos.etc, are known to exist in large Quantities
in many countries of the region. However, only
limited quantities of these materials of narrow
range are used in the iron and steel industry of a
few countries. As an example, the major part of
refractories and graphite electrodes in the region is
imported.
Analysis of available African natural resources
shows that more than 25 countries or a half of the
total, have a very high potential for development of
the iron and steel industry. Among those countries
with the most promising natural resources
potential, the following 18 countries have not yet
established integrated iron and steel production
facilities: Morocco and the Sud~ in North Africa;
Zaire, Angola, the Congo, Gabon and Cameroon in
the Central Africa; Liberia, COte d'ivoire, Ghana,
Senegal and Mauritania in the West Africa; and
Mozambique, Madagascar, the United Republic of
Tanzania, Zambia, Botswana and Ethiopia in East
and Southern Africa. Hence, much more
development should be undertaken in. regard to
active exploitation of the vast available natural
resources in the region for use in the steel industry.

2.

Economic snd indU$trisl indicstDrs

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the major economic·
and industrial indicators of African countries,
ranked in regard to their potential for development
of the iron and steel industry.
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: Teble 4 : African countri" ranked

By

their tranmon InfrutNctyre

Rllilwey network

Road network.

Ports
Combtned index

No.

Length, 10' Km

No

Net ton-km, 10"

No

Length, 10 . km
Total/paved

No.

NumberlFreight,
10· t

1

Egypt 5.4

1

Zimbebwe 6.7

1

Nigeria 118/34.2

1

Algerie 5(74.5

1

Algeria

54

2

laire 5.1

2

Mliuritania 6.5

2

Algeria 87.4/39.0

2

Morocco 8/39.8

2

Egypt

42

3

Sudan 4.76

3

Algeria 5.9

3

Zimbabwe

3

Egypt 8/35.8

3

Morocco

39

98.5/12.7
4

Algeria 4.0

4

Morocco 4.8

4

Zajrs 14.5/2.8

4

Uberia 4/23.6

4

Zimbabwe

38

5

Nigeria 3.52

5

Swaziland 2.7

5

Tanz.nia 85.5/3.8

5

Tunisia 8/14.4

5

Nigeria

33

1

6

Zimbabwe 3.42

6

Egypt 2.65

8

Moroc·co 59.2/28.7

6

Cameroon ," 3.4

6

Zair.

31

7

Mozambique 3.15

7

Kenve 2.14

7

Angola 74.8/

7

Angola 9/12.1

7

Angola

28

8

Kenva 2.65

8

Uberia 2.0

8

Cameroon 63.7/3.3

8

Benin W11.9

8

Kenya

25

9

Tanzania 2.6

9

Tunisia 2.0

9

Kenya 55/6.3

9

Guinea ," 0.6

9

Tunisia

24

10

Angola 2.52

10

Sudan 1.9

10

Madagascar 5015.2

10

Congo '/10

10

Uberia

23

11

Tunisia 2.47

11

Nigeria 1.8

11

Cote d' Ivoir.

11

Cot. d' Ivoire 219.7

"

Sudan

22

45.2/4
12

Zambia 1.92

12

Angola 1.8

12

Egypt 28.7/15.1

12

Mauritania 119.6

12

Cameroon

21

13

Morocco 1.9

13

Zeire 1.7

13

Zambia 3515.5

13

Gabon 219.5

13

Tanzania

20

14

Cameroon 1.2

14

Zembfa 1.5

14

Ethiopia 35/4

14

Nigeria 319.0

14

Mauritania

20

15

Senegal 1.2

15

Tanzania 1.4

15

Ghana 31.7/6

15

Kenya 2(7.4

15

Mozambique

12

16

Cote d' lvoire 1.17

18

Botswana 1.35

16

Chad 31.310.3

18

Mozambique 715.8

16

Cote d' Ivoire

12

17

Uganda 1.1

17

Mozambique 1.3

17

Ubva 26.6/14.5

17

Senegal 215.2

17

Benin

18

Madagascar 1.03

18

Cameroon 0.7

18

Mozamibiqua

18

·Ubva 615.'

18

Guinea

27.115.1

'"
10

19

Guinea 0.94

19

Cote d' Ivoire

19

Tunisia 19.119.7

19

Ghana 2/5.0

19

Zambia

9

20

Ghana 0.93

20

Guinea 0.58

20

Uganda 27/1 .8

20

Sudan 1/4.0

20

Madagascar

9

21

Congo 0.8

21

Senegal 0.55

21

CAR 23.7/0.4

21

Zaire 6/3.9

21

Congo

9

22

Malawi 0.78

22

Congo 0.53

22

Somalia 21.6/2.8

22

Tanzania 6/3.9

22

Gabon

6

23

.

Botswana 0.71

23

Mali 0.2

23

Botswana 19.2/2.4

23

Ethiopia 2/3.7

23

Ethiopia

5

Ethiopia 0.68

24

Benin 0.2

24

Niger 19/2.8

27 countries

27 countries

Other less than

25

Guinea 18.5/1.3

have small or no
ports at all

have combined index 4
or less

24

co
(0

25

Mauritania 0.65

26

Mali 0.64

27

Benin 0.6

28

Togo 0.51

29

Burkina 0.5

30

Liberia 0.49

31

Gabon 0.33

32

Swaziland 0.32

33

Djibouti 0.1

0.2

25 countries
have less than
15/1.3

CD

o

Table 5 : Comparative assessment of the major economical, industrial and natural indicators of African countries, 1990'
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I
Countries
with existing
steel plants
and units

I
Established
plants

1
Population total
million % in industry

I

I

2
Lind area 10

3

-

3
GOP per head
US$

I

4
Share of
industry/mlmufacturing
in GOP, %

I

5
Electricity
g
production 10
GWH energy
consumption
per head, GK

I

Nature resourcea

Industrial indicators

Economic indicators

I

6

I

7

I

8

D

I

Water resources

N
o.

ports]

Metal pres,
fuel.
reductant..,
additives

Countries
ran\(ed by
combined
potential
development
steel industry

Trensport
infrastructure
(railways, roads,

t. Algeria

IP
MP
RM

1. Nigeria 113/12.7

Sudan 2,506

libya 6,674

Botswana 60/5.5

Egypt 35.4/19

Algeria

Nigeria

Huge

1

Algeria

2. Egypt

IP
MP
RM

2. Egypt 54/21.8

Algeria 2,362

Gabon 4,117

Algeria 52.4/12.7

libya 16/105

Egypt

Zimbabwe

large

2

Egypt

3. Nigeria

IP
MP
RM

3. Ethiopia 46.7/9.5

Zaire 2,345

Seychelles 2,76

Gabon 5117.2

Algeria 14/36

Morocco

AIQeria

Very limited

3

Nigeria

4. Zaire 36/15.0

libya 1,760

Algeria 2,14

Zimbia 49/34.2

Nigeria 9.9/5

Zimbabwe

Mozambique

large

4

libya

IP
RM

5. Tanzania 27.3/4.7

Chad 1,264

Mauritius 2,003

libya 47.717.5

Morocco 8.8110

Nigeria

Zaire

Huge

5

Zimbabwe

IP

6. Algeria 25.4/29.6

Niger 1,267

Botswana
1,812

Zimbabwe 39.4/26.5

Zambia B.5/7

Zaire

libva

Very limited

6

laire

7. Sudan 25.2/9.9

Angola 1.247

Tunisia 1,495

EgVpt 36/15,7

Zimbabwe

Angola

Madagascar

large

7

Moroco

8. Morocco
25.1/28.5

Mali 1,240

Congo 1,465

Mozambique 36.2/24.6

laire

Kenya

Tanzania

large

6

Angola

4. libya

IP

MP
RM
5. Zimbabwe

6. Tunisia
r

7. Morocco

.-

MP

RM
8. Ket\ya

MP
RM

Economic indicators

1
Countries with
uieting ateel
plants and
units

EllebUshed
plantl

9. Tllnzllnill

MP

2

MP

7

4

5

6

GDP per head
US$

Share of
industry/manufllct
uring in GOP, %

Electricity
production lOS
GWH energy
coneumption
per head, GK

Transport
infrastructur
• (railways,
roade. porte'

Meul pres,
fuel,
reductante,
IIdditives

Water

3

Popuhltion totel million % in
indultry

Land afell 10 3

9. Kenva 25. t/76

Ethiopia 1,222

Moroceo 983

Cameroon
36.'tIl0.4

Tunisa 5.2/21

Tunisia

Egypt

10. Uganda 18.4/5.2

Mauritllnia 1.031

Swaziland 980

Tunisia 33.8/16.7

Ghana 4.75/3

liberia

11. Mozambique 15.7/8.0

Egypt 1,001

Nigeria 900

Congo 33.8/9.3

Kenya 2.8413

-

RM
10. Ethiopia

Nllture resourcea

Indultriel indicator.

B
No

Countrie I
ranked by
combined
potential
developme
nt III eteel
industry

Large

9

Tunisia

Angola

Huge

10

Tanzania

Sudan

Cote d'lvoire

Large

11

Cameroon

reseureea

RM

MP

11. Uganda

RM

12. Zaire

MP

12. Ghana 15/19.8

Tanzania 945

Cameroon 787

Mauritius
32.7/24.7

Cameroon
2.4/8

Cameroon

Congo

Huge

12

Mozambiq
ue

13. Angola

MP

13. Cote d'ivoire 12.6/10.2

Nigeria 924

C6te d'ivoire
778

Morocco

Cote d'ivoire
2.216

Tanzania

Zambia

Large

13

31.3/17.9

Cote
d'ivoire

14. Ghana

MP

14. Cameroon 12.6110.2

Mozambique 802

Angola 765,812

Nigeria 30.8/7.5

Angola 1.8/3

Mauritania

Gabon

Large

14

Kenya

15. Mauritania

MP

15, Madagascar 12/11,8

Zambia 753

Zimbabwe 753

Swaziland
29.8120.7

Sudan 1.1/2

Mozambique

Morocco

Limited

15

Sudan

16, Cameroon

RM

16. Angola 10(10,2

Somalia 638

Egypt 678

Senegal 29.8(19

Gabon 0.9/34

Cote d'lvoire

Botswana

Very limited

16

Ethiopia

-:

co
-..

(0

I\J

Economic indicators
1

Population total million 0,t, in
industry

Countries with
existing 6te81
plants and units

Establish
ed plants

17. Mozambique

AM

17. Zimbabwe 9.7110.0

1 8. Cote d' Ivoire

AM

1B. Mali 9.3/2,5

:2

land an'B
.....
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Industrial indicators

Nature resources

3

4

GDP per head US$

Share of
industry/manufacturin
gin GDP, %

Electricity
production 1 aU
GWH energy
consumption
per head. GK

Trensport
infrastructure
(railways,
roads, ports]

reductants ,
IIdditives

6

5

7

6

Metal pres,

Water

fuel.

resources

No.

Countries
rooked bV
combined
potential
development
al steel
industry

CAR 622

Djibouti 61 7

Lesotho 29.8/14,3

Tanzania 0.9/1

Benin

Liberia

Large

17

Madagascar

Madagascar

Sonegol 531

Cote dfvoire

liberia 0,83/5

Guinea

Tunisia

limited

18

Ghana

Zambia

Cameroon

Large

19

Mauritius

Madagascar

Ethiopia

Large

20

Mauritania

Congo

Senegal

Large

21

Liberia

287/5.6

587
19. Sudan

AM

19. Burkina 9/4-,9

Kenya 583

ZambIa 471

Zarre 28.6/1.6

Ethiopia 0.81/1

20. Madagascar

RM

20. Zambia 8.5/10.9

Botswana 582

Ken va 4 1 1

Cape Verde

Senegal

a

76/4

28.3/16.2

21. Liberia

AM

21. Malawi 8.4/8.3

Cameroon

Somalia 390

liberia 23.117.6

475

22. Mauritius

RM

22. Tunisia 8.2/41

23. Togo

RM

23. Somalia 7.6/9.8

Mauritius
0.64/12

Morocco 447

Mauritania 389

Mauritania 22.9/5.5

Uganda 0.611

Gabon

Ghana

Huge

22

Uganda

Zimbabwe

Sao Tome &
Principe 387

Sao Tome & Principe

Malawi 0.58/1

Ethiopia

Mauritania

limited

23

Togo

391

211/9.6

~ustrial indicatorl

Economic indlclltorl
2

3

4

Popuhrtion total mitlion %
in indUflry

Land erea 1~-

GOP per heed US.

Share of
induetry/manufeet
uring in GOP, %

Electricity production
1()11 GWH energy
consumption per head,
GK

24.

24. senegal 7.4/6.9

Congo 342

Ghana 372

Togo 20.6/7.1

25.

25. Rwanda 7.2/3.4

Cote d'ivoire 322

CAR 370

26.

26. Niger 1.112.2

Bundne 274

27.

27. Guinea 6.911 1.4

28.

c..>

B

7

6

Metal pres,
fuel,
reductante,
additives

Water
resources

No

Countriee
ranked by
combined
potantial
deYelopme
nt al steel
indulltry

Medegascar 0.52/2

Swaziland

Limited

1

Zambia

Kenya 20/1 2.2

Guinea 0.51/2

Kenya

Large

2

Gabon

Guinea 363

Guinea-Bissau
20.5/4.0

25 countries have
electricity production
I... than 0.5. lO D GWH
and energy
consumption per head
less than' GK

Guinea

large

3

Botewana

Gabon 267

Niger 35B

Cote d'ivoire
19.8/14.2

Sudan

large

4

Congo

28. Child 5.716.6

Guinea 246

Sudan 3'j6

Djibouti 19.615.0

TOQo

Very limited

5

Senegal

29.

29.

Ghana 239

Togo 351

Rwanda 19.3111.5

Burkina Fa.o

Limited

6

Mali

30.

30. Benin 4.7/8.3

Uganda 236

Zaire 34-0

Seychelles
'9Ill,e

Sierra Leone

Large

7

Somalill

31.

31. Libya 4.5/31.1

Senegal 196

Benin 340

Chad le.51' 6.6

Niger

Large

B

Niger

Countries
wtttl
exiating
etoel plante
and unite

CD

5

1

Nature resource.

Eatebtlahed

plants

Burundi 5.413.6

Transport
infraetNCtur
e (rallwllye,
roeds, ports I

CD
~

Economic lndicltOra
1
Countries

with

."fating

htabllshed
pl.m:.

Populetion totlll miNion "'"
in induatrv

2
LM'1d

ani. , (jl -

Industrial indicatolll

5

3

4

GOP per head US,

Share of
Industry/manufact
uring in GOP, %

.

lIt"1 plant.
and units

32.

32. Sierra leone 4.2/16.8

6
Transport
infr..tructur
o (rl!ilways.
roads, ports]

8

7
Metel pres,

fuel.

Water
resources

No.

Countri4's
ranked by
combined
potential
developme
nt al steel
industry

reductant••
edditivea

Tunisia 164

Comoro.3,8

Sierra Leone
18/6.2

Mali

L"rge

9

Swaziland

Malawi 118

Lesotho 302

Angola 17.6/3.0

Somalia

limited

10

Guinea

17 Countries have
GOP per head Ie. .
than US'3OQ

Malawi 17.5/11.7

Uganda

large

11

Benin

Ethiopia 17 3/1 1.7

Benin

Limited

33.

. 33. Togo 3.5/10.9

34.

34. CAR 2.9/6.9

Benin 113

36.

35. Liberia 2.618.8

Liberia 111

15 countries have population less than 2 million

15 countries have land area less than 100. 103 Km 2
, countries have share of industry in GOP less than 15/10%

Legend: IP • integrated plant
MP - mini-plant
RM • rolling mill

Electricity production
10· GWH onergy
consumption per head.
GK

Nllture resourcos

As shown in table 5, presently only six out of
51 African countries have established integrated
iron and -steel plants, of which the Libyan Misurata
complex just started operations, both Nigerian
complexes, Delta Steel and Ajaokuta Inot yet fully
commissioned) are operated with great difficulties
and very low capacity utilization, and Tunisia has,
in fact, the rnlni-clant.at EI-Fouladh with an annual
capacity of less than 0.2 million tonnes.
Nine other African countries have established
mini-steel plants based on scrap melting and rolling,
of which those units in Ethiopia, Uganda, iaire,
Angola, Ghana and Mauritania are either completely
closed down or operated with great difficulties,
and with capacity utilization of about 10 per cent.
Another eight African countries have re-rolling
mills based on imported billets. Again, most of
these mills either completely closed down, as in
COte d'ivoire and Liberia, or are operated at very
low capacity utilization, in the range of 10 to 40
per cent, as in Mozambique, Madagascar, the
Sudan and Togo.
Nevertheless, currently, nearly one half of
African countries already have established
operational steelmaking and rolling facilities and
units, which, no doubt, have to be further
rehabilitated, diversified and developed. As one
could see from tables 3, 4 and 5, the essential
conditions, including natural resources, economic
al,d industrial indictors for this purpose are already
existing in the majority of those countries with
established steelmaking facilities.
Economic indicators
Assessments show that nearly one half of
African countries have population of more than 7.5
milliqn including 15 countries with more than 12
million and 9 countrles with more than 25 million
(see table 5) .. With an average annual population
groWth rate of 3 per cent it means that at least one
half of the African countries will have a population
of more than 10 million by the end of the century.
On the other hand, many African countries are
rather small, with 15 countries which have
populations of less than 2 million each including 10
countries with a population of less than 1 million.
It is a well-known fact, that the majority of the
economically active population (of about 70 per
cent) in the African region belongs to the
agricultural sector. The percentage of population
employed in industry is quite low, with only four
countries, all in North Africa (Algeria, Egypt,
Morocco and Libya) having this indicator at more
than 20 per cent, and eleven other countries
INigeria, Zaire, Ghana, COte d'ivoire, Cameroon,

Madagascar, Angola, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Guinea
and Sierra Leone) - at more than 10 per cent,
mainly due to the mining industry with
manufacturing sector generally being very weak.
In respect to size, nearly one half of the
African countries have comparatively significant
land area, of more than 400,000 km 2 each
including the Sudan, Algeria, Egypt and Libya (all
NO.fth Africa), as well as Zaire, Angola and 5 other
countries with land area of more than 1 million km 2
each. On the other hand, 15 African countries are
rather small in size, with land area of less than
100,000 km 2 , and with very limited resources. As
earlier indicated, financial resources in the majority
of African countries are very limited; nearly one
half of all countries has GOP per capita of less than
$US 350, and 31 country (60 per cent) of the
region being designated as the least developed
countries. Only about 10 African countries have
GOP per capita of more than $U? 1,000 including
Libya, Gabon, Seychelles, Algeda and Mauritius
with GOPper head of more than SUS 2,000 mainly
due to oil and tourism.
Industrial indicators
About one half of the African countries have a
share of industry in GOP of more than 20 per cent,
mainly because of oil, gas and mining industries.
The share of the manufacturing .sector in GOP is
quite low, with only nine countries in the region
including Zambia, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Swaziland,
Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco and Senegal which have
shares in this sector of GOP ·ofmore than 15 per
cent. On the other hand, 15 African countries have
shares of industry and manufacturing sector in GOP
of less than 15 and 10 per cent respectively.
Although endowed with huge energetical
potential, half of African countries have an annual
electricity production of less than 0.5x108 GWH,
and energy consumption- per capita of less than 1
GK, which is very low. Only 15 countries have
electricity production of more than 10 GWH per
year.
Transport infrastructure in the region (see table
4) leaves very much to be desired. Railway
networks exist in 33 African countries, of which
only 20 countries have railway lengths of more
than 1,000 km each and freight of more than
0.6xl0 6 ton-km: 17 countries have no railways at
all. Significant road networks exist in 25 countries,
and the roads are mostly unpaved. Comparatively
developed sea and river ports exist only in one half
of the countries with 10 countries with an annual
freight of more than 10 million tonnes.
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The most developed transport infrastructure
exists in North Africa including. Algeria, Egypt,
Morocco and Tunisia; sub-Saharan countries with
comparatively developed transport networks are
Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Zaire, Angola and Kenya.
Potential for development
Comparative assessment of all combined
natural, economic and industrial indicators (see
table 5) shows that the African region as a whole
has a very huge potential for development of iron
and steel and related linked industries such as
mining, preliminary processing of raw materials,
energy, transport, construction, metalworking and
engineering.
Those with the most promising potential are
Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia in North
Africa, as well as Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Zaire,
Angola, United Republic of Tanzania, Cameroon,
Mozambique, iambia, Gabon, Cote d'ivoire, Congo,
~:

In fact. in the North African subregion only
Morocco and the Sudan have not yet established
integrated steel plants, while the huge potential of
sub-Saharan African countries requires much more
development, particularly in Zaire, Congo, Gabon,
Cameroon and Angola (Central Africa), COte
d'ivoire, Ghana, Mauritania, Liberia and Senegal
(West Africa), and Zambia, United Republic of
Ta'nzania, Mozambique and Madagascar (East and
Southern Africa).
It means that at least 15 more African
countries in addition to those which already have
steelmaking facilities, could successfully develop
their iron and steel and related metalwork.ing
industries in order to create a strong base for their
economic development.

African imports, production. consumption and estimated demand for steel (million tonnes, rounded figures) xestimates

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980/8
1

1985

1989/90

1995

20

Imports

2.5

3.0

3.5

5.7

6.8

5.9

3.0

6.0

9.

local production

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.2

2.4

3.7

4.5

6.0

9.

3.0

3.6

4.2

6.9

9.2

9.6

7.5

12.0

18

. Imports at per cent
of apparent
consumption

83

83

83

83

74

62

40

50

5

Estimated demand

3.5

4.0

5.0

7.5

10.0

15.0

20.0

30.0

40

Supply/demand gap

0.5

0.4

0.8

0.6

0.8

5.4

12.5

18.0

22

YEARS

Apparent consumption

During the period 1960-1970, annual regional
steel production did not exceed 1 million tonnes. It
was doubled, from 1.2 to 2.4 million tonnes during
the period 1975-1980, and almost doubled again,
from 2.4 to 4.5 million tonnes. during the period
1980-1990. However, as earlier stated, with
existing regional steel capacity of about 10 million
tonnes, capacity utilization is very low, and there
are very large reserves for increasing local steel
production at least twice its present level.
Demand for steel in African region
Imports, local
consumption

production

and

apparent

Apparent consumption of the iron and steel
products in the region could be estimated as
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Madagascar, Ghana and some other countries in
sub-Saharan Africa.

combined imports and local production because
exports are negligible. In fact, the majority of
African countries including those having their
ownsteel production, with only the exception of
Zimbabwe, are highly dependent on overseas steel
imports. Total regional steel imports, local
production consumption and demand projections
for the period 1960-2000 are presented in table 6
and in Figure 1.
Total imports of the iron and steel products in
the region during the period 1960-1990 is
presented in table 6. Trends in the total regional
steel imports are presented on Figure 1.
There are three clearly indicated periods, each
lasting a decade, which could be recognised in the
regional steel imports: 1960~ 1970; 1970-1980 and
1980-1990. During the period 1960-1970, steel

imports had been practically on the same low level,
between 2.5 to 3.5 million tonnes annually; during
the period 1970-1980, steel imports increased
more than twice; and during 1980s, they fell more
than twice, from 6.8 to 3.0 million tonnes in the
years 1980 and 1990 respectively. Such variations
in steel imports reflect two major factors namely
the worsening of the general economic situation
and the establishment of new integrated steel
plants in the region during 19805. It is worth noting
that over the period 1960-1975, imports constantly
constituted as much as 83 per cent of steel
consumption in the region, while during the period
1980-1 990 its share has been reduced twice, up to
40 per cent, again due to the same reasons
mentioned above. Indications show that steel
imports will remain about 50 per cent of total
regional steel consumption up to the year 2000.
Hence, the future of the iron and steel industry
in the region will depend on implementation of
ongoing and planned projects, as well as on
rehabilitation, expansion and diversification of the
existing production units.
Combined consumption of imported and locally
produced steel in the region was growing steadily
over the period 1960 to mid 1980s, practically
following the projected regional steel demand (see
Figure 1). Steel consumption in the region has been
growing over the same period from 3 to almost 10
million tonnes per year, more than three times.
However, the steel .consumption per capita in the
region is very low, at about 17kg in comparison to
the world average of 170kg and to 40kg for
developing countries.
It should be mentioned that apart from direct
steel consumption in the form of semi-finished
rolled steel products, the major part of the steel in
the region is consumed indirectly in the form of
various imported equipment, machinery and spare
parts. It is estimated that during recent years the
region consumed annually about 10 million tonnes
of indirect steel, which is equal to the direct steel
consumption, and it is unlikely that this trend will
be change in the near future.

Demand projections,· supply/demand gap and
additional capacities required
According to the projections made recently by
several organizations' including ECA, ECE and
'UNIDO, the regional demand for steel is expected
to be 20, 30 and 40 million tonnes in the years
1990, 1995 and 2000 respectively. These
projections are based on the assumption that steel

consumption per capita currently is 17 kg and total
steel consumption in the region increases twice
each ten years. Figure 1 illustrates a good
correlation between the projected demand and
actual consumption over the period 1960-1980.
The demand for steel in the region was estimated
at 5,7.5 and 10 million tonnes for the years 1970,
1975 and 1980 respectively, following
consumption which was near to that estimated
demand of 4.2, 6.9 and 9.6 million tonnes for the
respective years (see table 6 and Figure 1).
However, the general economic retrogression
during the last decade results in the decrease of
both steel imports and consumption, and in
increase of the supply/demand gap for steel in the
region since mid·1980s, estimated at 5.4 and 12.5
million tonnes for the years 1985 and 1990
respectively.
Projections for the years 1995 and 2000 show
that the supply/demand gap for steel in the. region,
taking into account projected future imports and
local production will increase to 18 and 22 million
tonnes respectively. Therefore to cover this gap, an
additional steelmaking capacity of some 20 million
tonnes per year has to be established in Africa by
the end of the century.
Prospects for development of the African iron
and steel industry
As indicated earlier, the African region has
huge potential for the development of the iron and
steel industry in terms of the vast natural resources
locally available, unskilled manpower, and partly
established infrastructure and market. However, in
terms of financial and technical resources, the
region is rather limited. The most promising
perspectives and potential for development of the
iron and steel sector are to be found in some 15
African countries.
Taking into account the projected regional
demand, production, supply/demand gap, and
additional capacities required to cover this gap, it
could be stated that there are two ways for
development of the iron and steel industry in the
region, apart from imports: rehabilitation, upgrading
expansion and diversification of existing
steelmaking plants and units and establishment of
the new facilities. In this regard, many African
countries for a long time have had a number of
projects in various phases of feasibility.
The
present status of ongoing and planned iron and
steel projects summarized in table 7.
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Table 7: Ongoing and planned iron and steel projects in Africa

mIntegrated iron and steel plants
(a) Ongoing projects
Country
Algeria

Plant
Jijele

Capacity

Status of Implementation

1000

Site preparation started.
Planned completion date
1995

SNS, Bellara

1000

Construction in progress. Start up
planned early 19905.

Nigeria

Ajaokuta

1300

Construction in final stage.
Start up planned 1991.

Zimbabwe

Ziscosteel

1300

Modernization and expansion
programme in progress.

(b) Planned Projects
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Sub-total

4 plants

4600

Additional capacity 3.5
million tonnes.

Algeria

la-Matca

10000

Project is under consideration.

Egypt

Sadat

1000

Feasibility Study available.

Hadisolb

2500

Expansion of existing plant
is under consideration.

2 new plants

10000

Projects are under consideration.

Libya

Misurata

2500

Expansion of existing plant is in
progress

Morocco

Nador

700

Background integration
of existing plant is under
consideration.

Tunisia

EI-Fouladh

400

Expansion of existing plant is under
consideration

Nigeria

Ajaokuta

5200

Plan'for expansion of existing plant
is underway.

Sub-total

9 plants

32,300

Additional capacity 28 million
tonnes.

(ii)

Mini-steel plants

(a) Ongoing projects
Country

Plant

Capacity-

Status of Implementation
Rehabilitation of existing
plant being carried out.

Ghana

Tema

30

Nigeria

7 mini-plants

1220

"

Mauritania

SNIM unit

30

"

Togo

SNS unit

30

"

Angola

SNS, luanda

50

"

Kenya

2 mini-plants

60

n

Tanzania

Alum. Africa

30

.

Uganda

Jinja

100

"

Congo

FER COl Lubomo

15

Project is under
implementation.

Sub-tctat

16 plants

1560

Additional capacity 1.25
million tonnes.

(b) Planned projects

•

Mali

Mini-plant

30

Prefeasibility study being
undertaken.

Senegal

Minir-plant

45

Prefeasibility study
available.

Cameroon

Mini-plant

110

Project is under
consideration .

Mauritius

Mini-plant

50

Project is under
consideration.

Zambicl

Indeco steel

65

Project is under
consideration.

Zaire

Maluku plant

250

Project of rehabilitation of
existing plant is under
consideration.

Sub-total

6 plants

550

Additional capacity 4.75
million tonnes

Total ongoing
projects

4 integrate
16 mini-plants

6160

Additional capacity 4.75
million tonnes projects
and 16 mini-plants.

OS

_as
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Ongoing projects
As shown in table 6, there are some ongoing
:projects with respect to rehabilitation and
expansion of existing steel plants and units, as well
as to establishing the new ones. Most of these
projects to do with integrated steel plants belong to
North African countries.
Algeria started implementation of the two new
integrated steel plants, Egypt planned to expand its
Hadisolb integrated steel complex, and the Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya planned to expand its Misurata
complex in the future. Morocco planned backward
integration of the Nador plant, and Tunisia planned
to expand its EI-Fouladh plant. In sub-Saharan
Africa, there are only two countries which have
ongoing projects namely Nigeria, where the
Ajaokuta complex has long. delay and was due to
start operations in 1991, and Zimbabwe which
have started a modernization and expansion
programme at the Ziscosteel complex.
If all these projects could be successfully
implemented, the region would have an additional
steel capacity of about 6 million tonnes per year by
the end of the century.
In regard to the existing minl-plants, the most
feasible development towards the end of the
century is 16 ongoing rehabilitation and expansion
projects in 9 countries (see table 6). This should
result in increasing their combined capacity to
'
some 1.25 million tonnes per year.
It is expected that the above-mentioned
projects will increase the combined regional steel
capacity by some 7.2 million tonnes by the year

2000.
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Planned projects
As far as planned projects are concerned, the
majority are at the stage of consideration of
prefeasibility/feasibility studies and could be
implemented in the long term. Preliminary
assessments show that the new capacities as a
result of the implementation of some of these
projects could be not more than 2-3 million tonnes
per year by the year 2000.
Therefore, combined additional regional steel
capacity by the end of the century could be
assessed in the range of about 10 million tonnes
per year. Taking into account the existing installed
capacity of 10 million tonnes and increased level of
their capacity utilization, the most optimistic
projections are that the region could have its steel
production of some 18-20 million tonnes per year
by the end of the century.
It means that with the regional demand for
steel in the year 2000 of 40 million tonnes, the
existing and new established capacities will be able
to cover only some 50 per cent of the required
demand. Therefore, the African countries should
undertake additional efforts for accelerated
development of the iron and steel industry.
The most promising are the big projects which
are under consideration in Algeria and Egypt. to
establish new integrated plants with an annual
capacity of 10 million tonnes in each country.

